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An Object Lesson in Sticktoitiveness and

Fair Dealing

WHAT is the Ansco Company? What have
they? Whence and why their great

success in the face of trade conditions in

the photographic line, which are unparalleled in the

business annals of any other industry? These are

the questions which arise in the mind of many peo-

ple when they see the Ansco trade mark every-
where, from Maine to California and from Alaska
to Cape Horn, across the seas wherever quality in

photographic goods is appreciated.

The Ansco Company is a phenix, as it were,
inasmuch as it has risen slowly but with tremen-
dous potential force from the burning ashes
of experience of the two oldest manufacturers of
photographic cameras and supplies in the world,
namely: The Scovill & Adams Company and E. &
H. T. Anthony & Co. ; in other words, The Anthony
& Scovill Company, whence the name Ansco was
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derived. Ansco is the oldest yet the youngest,

"^photographic company in this country ; old in ex-

perience, knowledge and record
;
young in enthu-

siasm, enterprise, militant force and its abiding

faith in the ultimate triumph of quality over price,

of fair dealing against monopolistic rapacity, that

rapacity and those arbitrary methods in fighting

which its predecessors burnt gold and experience

that Ansco might rise high in the estimation of

the photographic world—a force for good to be

reckoned with today, even by the mighty George
the First of Rochester, whose favorites liken his

competitors to bullfrogs and call the photographers
suckers, as a further proof of their master's con-

tempt for both.

What has Ansco? The best photographic

staples to be procured in this country today, such

as Ansco Cameras, Ansco Films, Cyko Paper,

New York Studio Outfits, Ansco Portrait and
Photo Engraving Cameras, Ansco and Cyko
Chemicals, etc., and above all, a live, well directed

conscientious organization. And that the above
products are of great consequence to the photog-
rapher of the country is easily shown by the group
of factory buildings reproduced on the next

page. One by one these buildings have been erected

to meet the ever growing demand for Ansco
products. These buildings have a floor space of

261,000 square feet, or six acres, providing a

comfortable working capacity for over 2,000 em-
ployees. An idea may be had of the extent of this

plant from the fact that the Cyko sensitizing

building, forming part of the group, has a daily

capacity of 200,000 feet of Cyko paper 41 inches

wide, or, expressed in terms of money, about

$20,000 a day. The Ansco Film is made in one
of the adjoining buildings from the Nitro-Cellu-
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lose in solution to the finished article, and the fac-

tory capacity in that article is on a par with Cyko
paper. It is acknowledged that in point of equip-

ment, up-to-dateness in method, and in general

efficiency, the Ansco factory is far ahead of any
other, and in size is second only to one in the

world. Although Binghamton has the reputation

of being an important manufacturing town, the

Ansco stack is the highest in this city.

The building in which Ansco cameras are made,
and shown in the group, is the largest individual

building in this country devoted to the making
of cameras, and provides ample facilities for manu-
facturing under the very best conditions, so that

Ansco Cameras and Ansco apparatus in gen-

eral will continue to grow in quantity and quality.

In fact, it is hoped that for the first time in the

history of the Company it will have this year a

supply of Ansco Cameras equal to the demand.
The distribution of Ansco goods to the dealers

in this country is effected from headquarters in

Binghamton and through six branch houses located

as follows

:

New York City in the Ansco Building, 129-131
West Twenty-second Street, under the management
of W. B. Mussen.

St. Louis, Mo., 407 North Broadway, under the

management of C. PT. Anthony.

San Francisco, Cal., 171-173 Second Street,

under the immediate management of the 2nd Vice-

President, C. B. Stanbury.

Boston, Mass., 46 Cornhill, under the manage-
ment of J. A. Doherty.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 632 Vine Street (Provident
Bank Bldg.), under the management of C. E.

King.
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Toronto, Canada, 70 Bond Street, under the

management of A. Kelly.

Minneapolis, Minn., 16 Fifth Street South,

under the management of G. Cubley, and through
four jobbing distributors as follows

:

Burke & James, 240-258 East Ontario St., Chi-

cago, 111.

Southern Photo-Material Co., 22 Central Ave-
nue, Atlanta, Ga.

SchaefTer Photo Supply Co., ion Capitol Ave.,

Houston, Texas.
Woodard, Clarke & Co., Portland, Oregon.
The officers are Thomas W. Stephens, Presi-

dent; George W. ToplifT, Vice-President and
Treasurer ; C. B. Stanbury, 2nd Vice-President ; A.
C. Lamoutte, Secretary ; and A. Deichelmann,
Assistant Treasurer. Among the officers will be

noted two young-old veterans in the photographic
line formerly officers in the Scovill & Adams Com-
pany and E. & H. T. Anthony & Company, further-

more the entire official slate is practically the same
as it was with The Anthony & Scovill Company.

The Southern Photographic Show and Con-
vention, Atlanta Auditorium,

June 20, 21 and 22

WE reproduce in full, circular received

from the Southern Photo-Material Co.,

as it may be of interest to our readers.

"It is seldom that an opportunity presents itself that

gives us as much pleasure as we experience in making the

announcement of the first annual meeting of the Southern
Photographic Show and Convention which is to be held in

the Auditorium in Atlanta on June 20th, 21st, and 22nd.

"Such a proposition we have had under advisement for

many months, as we fully realized what a tremendous
work we were undertaking, but in our endeavor at all
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times to bring before our customers the best of every-
thing, we knew they would not be satisfied until we had
given them an opportunity of coming together in conven-
tion for the purpose of better acquainting themselves with
the leading products now on the market, besides mingling
together and receiving from one another the great good to

every individual who attends a convention. You learn
more for the good of your own business and become
broader in your views from the spirit of good fellowship.

"We knew we couldn't conduct such an affair by our-

selves, so we put the proposition up to the many manu-
facturers, and after much logical argument they readily

saw what co-operation on a matter of this kind could
accomplish, and what a vast and lasting good it would
mean to all concerned. We would not agree to hold this

show and convention without assurance from all sides that

it would be the biggest and the best show and conven-
tion ever held in the whole South, and with this assurance
from our many friends we decided to launch the deal, and
from those who have heard about it comes the warmest
congratulations and best wishes and assurances of success.

"It is our intention to have at this convention a number
of men of national reputation to give demonstrations and
deliver lectures. We will leave no stone unturned, nor
spare any expense, in our endeavor to give you the best.

"We have prepared a very elaborate list of prizes, con-

sisting of seven classes, and offering as a prize in each

class a very handsome sterling silver cup. There are no
strings tied to any of the prizes, as you merely have to

win them one time and they are then yours forevermore.

There are no dues, nor entry fees, but the whole show
will be absolutely free for the professional photographer
of the South.

"We invite our friends from other sections and hope they

will be here to enjoy and share in the great benefits that

are sure to be derived from this, the first annual_ meeting

of the Southern Photographic Show and Convention.

"Southern Photo-Material Co., Atlanta, Ga."

Official List of Prizes

Grand Portrait, Class A. Open to all photog-

raphers from towns in the Southern States of any

population; 3 prints on Cyko paper only, por-

traits \2.y2 inches or larger. Prize, a handsome
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sterling silver cup. Photographers exhibiting in

this class cannot exhibit in Class B.

Class B. Open to photographers from towns
in the Southern states of any population; 3 prints

on Cyko paper only, portraits &y2 inches or larger.

Photographers exhibiting in this class cannot ex-

hibit in Class A. Prize, a sterling silver cup.

Open to the world, Portrait Class C. One por-

trait on Cyko paper only, 11 x 14 inches or larger,

The Convention Buildim

open to any photographer in the world. Prize,

handsome sterling silver cup.

Class D. Open to photographers from towns
of 5,000 or less population. Three pictures on
Cyko paper only, portraits any size. Prize, sterl-

ing silver cup.

Class E. Open to photographers from towns
in the Southern states of 2,500 or less population.

Three pictures on Cyko paper only, portraits, any
size. Prize, sterling silver cup.
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Interior and View, Class F. Open to photog-

raphers from towns in the Southern States. Three
pictures on Cyko paper only, 5 x 7 or larger, in-

terior or view. Prize, sterling silver cup.

Special Class G. Open to photographers from
towns in the Southern States of any size. Six

photos on Cyko paper only, each to be mounted
on a different mount or folder manufactured by
the Southern Photo-Material Co. Prize, hand-
some sterling silver cup.

Rules a?id Regulations Governing Exhibits

1. All competitors must be professional photog-

raphers doing business in the Southern States of

Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,

Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, Arkansas and
Texas, except in the Grand Trophy class, which is

open to the world.

2. In the View and Interior classes any photog-
rapher in the Southern States can exhibit and can
also exhibit in the open to the wTorld class, the

Special Class G, the Grand Portrait Class A, or

Portrait Class B, but no photographer can exhibit

both in Class A and Class B. You choose one or

the other.

3. Only Cyko paper may be used in all classes.

4. Any negative may be used in making prints

for prizes, provided prints from same have not been
formerly exhibited.

5. Exhibits must be unframed, but may be

mounted or matted. This is done for the con-

venience of the exhibitor and to make it more con-

venient for the officers to arrange the exhibits in

the hall. Also for convenience in transportation,

include in your package of prints the same amount
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of postage as used in sending, to cover postage for

returning. If you do not wish your prints returned,

so state, and omit the postage.

6. Where one dimension of picture is given it

applies to print and not to the mount.

7. Three judges, prominent photographers of

unquestioned ability and integrity, will be engaged
to judge pictures.

8. No mark of identification will be allowed on
face of either mount, mat or picture until after

awards are given.

9. Pack your exhibits between cardboard, put-

ting your name and address on inside package, and
send same to Southern Photo-Material Company,
Atlanta, Ga., all charges prepaid. No exhibit will

be received or hung in convention hall on the open-
ing day, except complimentary exhibits.

10. Exhibits must be in Atlanta two days be-

fore the convention opens, but your sending them
as early as possible will be greatly appreciated.

11. All pictures in the exhibits may be mounted
on any style card that is manufactured by the

Southern Photo-Material Company. Length of

picture, whether in panels, oval or square, will gov-

ern size of the picture.

12. The photographs submitted must be from
the photographer's own production, or from his

usual help in the studio. If found to be otherwise,

they will be barred from competition.

13. No photographer or employee will be

charged any dues or fees for displaying, as the

whole show is absolutely free.

"Give to the world the bestyou have,

and the best will come back to you"
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Commodore M. J. Steffens and His Formulae

for Cyko Sepia Prints

WE received simultaneously so many letters

from leading photographers in New
York, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit, and

Cleveland, referring to some beautiful sepia Cyko
prints shown them by Commodore M. J. Steffens,

of Chicago, and inquiring how to obtain the same
results as those shown by the Commodore, that we
were prompted to write him for particulars. In

his generous openminded manner he responded im-

mediatelv to our request, giving us permission to

publish his formulae for the benefit of the craft.

The Commodore uses as a developer for his

black prints prior to their being toned to sepia an

ortol solution, as follows:

Water 80 ozs.

Ortol 100 grs.

Sulphite of Soda, dry 3 ozs.

Hydrochinon 1 oz.

Carbonate of Soda, dry 3 oz.

Bromide of Potassium 100 grs.

Alcohol 1V2 oz.

Dilute the above in two parts water when ready for use.

His hypo alum sepia bath is as follows

:

Water 128 ozs.

Hypo 16 ozs.

Boil ten minutes and then slowly add

Powdered alum 4 ozs.

stirring well while adding. When cold, add

Nitrate of silver 40 grs.

Salt 40 grs.

Water 2 ozs,.

Leave prints in bath 12 to 24 hours, according to color

desired.

10
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In other words, the hypo alum bath is as per

formula given in our Professional Cyko Pointer
for the hot hypo alum bath except that it is used

cold, and when adding new bath to the old no ni-

trate of silver is added.

The Commodore further comments as follows

:

UA new sepia bath will not work as well as an old

one. You can ripen it by putting in some cut-

offs from prints. There is now about an inch of

'mud' at the bottom of our sepia bath—the more
the better—age does it."

Cyko Begins Again This Year to Capture
Convention Prices

WE reproduce below telegram from Mr.
H. N. Walter which should make every

photographer in this country rejoice.

The greater the Cyko success, the greater the

assurance that the dawn of an open market is near

at hand—the dread of the photographer finding him-
self at the mercy of a merciless trust receding and
almost vanishing with every Cyko victory.

There is in addition cause for rejoicing: win-
ning prizes means superior quality, ability to pro-

duce better results than any other printing medium,
so that the photographer in enlisting his efforts in

his own cause feels he has everything to gain and
nothing to lose. By using Cyko he has the satis-

faction that comes from working with the best tools

and materials. He increases his profits and adds
to his reputation by delivering better work to his

customers, and stands besides, a better chance of

winning convention honors.

The annual convention of the Inter-Mountain
Photographers' Association held in Salt Lake City,

and referred to by Walter in his telegram, was
indeed a very important event this year in point

11
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of attendance and the quality of work exhibited, but

it must be borne in mind that the greatest event of

the year is yet to come, and is near at hand—the

St. Paul Convention of the P. A. of A. Prepare

your Cyko exhibit carefully, and if in need of

assistance write to the Ansco Company, but

leave nothing undone to help make that event a

crowning success and a decisive victory.

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
v INCORPORATED

23,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CASl-E^SERVICE JO-AriTTHEvWORLD.

KOBBRT C. ClOWBY.Y^sl^,^ Conwal^gt^rr^^J^^/JJ&jf_ _

c^r^v e-^XLcy^
^^s ,/OOgJtfv

Professional Photographers Association of
Texas, at Ladonia, Texas

The Secretary, A. M. House, of Ladonia, Texas,

announces that the Executive Board, at a meeting
held at the St. George Hotel, Dallas, Texas, Febru-
ary 22nd, decided to hold the next Annual Conven-
tion in Houston, Texas, on August 15th to 17th

inclusive.

12
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Every Professional Photographer in America

Should Hold Membership in the

P. A. of A.

THE St. Paul Convention promises to be one
of the best in the history of the Associa-
tion and no photographer can afford to

stay away, so arrange to spend your vacation in the

Twin Cities the last week in July where you will

find not only pleasure but profit awaiting you.

The officers of this, the greatest photographic
organization in the world, which is doing things

these days, and from which still greater things

are to be expected in the future, have made the

suggestion that old members be as prompt as possi-

ble in remitting for their dues, and that those who
anticipate joining this year do likewise. Those
who are not members of any affiliated state associa-

tion should send $5, namely $2 membership fee and

$3 dues for 191 1. Those who are in good standing

in any affiliated organization should send member-
ship card for 191 1 or their treasurer's receipt for

191 1 dues and $2; all remittances to be made to

L. A. Dozer, Treasurer, who will return the card or

receipt with membership button.

The membership buttons for 191 1 are entirely

different in design from any used in previous years.

With the membership button and receipt will be

mailed an "identification button." This is of white

celluloid on which there is a number corresponding

with the number of the member's receipt.

At the St. Paul Convention there will be dis-

tributed printed lists with the name, address and
number of every member whose dues are paid.

Wear your membership button and your "identifica-

tion button" in a conspicuous place, get a list at

13
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the box office, and no introductions will be

necessary.

The 'Association Annual will be ready early

this year, that is, just as soon as the program is

complete. An Annual will be mailed to only those

who pay dues—one copy for each membership.

This publication is as attractive as it was last year

and will cost the Association $i per copy, and it

will be well worth the price.

The list of hotels in St. Paul is as follows

:

Hotel Saint Paul (headquarters) European $2.50 per day and up

Merchants Hotel " LOO to $2.00
with bath 1.50 " 2.50

Hotel Jewel European 1.00 " 2.50

The Frederic " L00 1.50
with bath 1.50 " 2.50

$1 added for second person in room.

Hotel Northers European $ .50 to 1.50
American 1.50 and upward

Hotel Foley European .75 to 1.50

American 2.00 " 2.50

Hotel Euclid European 3.50 " 12.00 per wk.

Hotel Magee (Stag Hotel) European 1.00 " 2.00 per day

Additional hotels at all rates in Minneapolis,

io miles distant via trolley—fare ioc.

Any further information may be obtained by

addressing Mr. B. C. Golling, Chairman Local En-

tertainment Committee, Ryan Building, St. Paul,

Minn.

A Good Cyko Printer Wanted in Dallas,

Texas

L. W. Gentry, whose new studio will be com-

pleted by July i st, at a cost of $9,500, is in search

of a first class Cyko printer who can also retouch

and use the air-brush. The salary is no object for

the right kind of man. Anyone interested will

please communicate with L. W. Gentry, 1304^
Elm Street, Dallas, Texas.

14
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THE well-known photographer on our cover
this month is Charles Walinger, who stands
in the front rank as asuccessful photograph-

er in the middle-west. The editor knows very little

of the early history of Walinger or of the links in

the chain of eventsmarkingthe slow laborious weld-
ing of his professional repute, but Walinger is an
"izzer," and his success is no more to be questioned
than the right of a bulldog to lie in his own gateway.

In spite of Walinger's reticence, which every-
one knows is due to his great modesty and not to

any early indiscretion, it is knowm that he went to

Chicago many years ago and at once found a place
among the top-notchers of that time, and after gain-
ing a thorough knowledge of their methods his

growing ambition pushed him on to the East. His
several years' connection with the best photog-
raphers in this part of the country gave him an
insight of the business which, coupled with his

former experience, well fitted him to return to

Chicago—this time to win, not only professional
laurels but financial recognition, as is evidenced by
the business his studio controls today.

Walinger believes that after all is said success
is not a question of how much a man knows but of
the use he can make of what he knows—not a
question of what he has acquired and how he has
been trained, but of what he can do and what he is.

Sincerity is the foundation of all honest zvork.

15



Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

3 7A
4

4

4X
AH
5

5

6

7

10

ii
fI2
:"I4
fi6
fi8
:"20

5^(Cab't)
5

6^
6^
7

8

8

8><

9
io

12

14
16

17
20
22

24

Regular Weight

Doz.

& .15

• 15

.20

.25

.25

•30

• 35

• 45
.50

• 55

.70
1 .00

i-35

2.00
2.50
3.00
3-5o

6.00

7.00
10.00
14.00

21 .00

28.00

34.00
40.00

Double Weight
Uoz.

25
25

25

•30

30
•35

,40

50
.60

65
.80

20

60
OO

40
20
OO

Gro.

$2.00
2.00

4.OO
5.00
6,.00

,00

00
5o

5o

5o

27.00
36.00
46.00
55-00

Rolls

*io-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)
*io-ft. rolls (25 in. wide) .

*5-yd. rolls (25 in. wide) .

Reg. w.

$5.00
2.00

2.75

Dbl. W.

$6.00
2.25

3-25

Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

SIZE

3% x $%
3

lA x n

Doz. Gro.

$ .15

•35

$1.50
3-40

Special Net Rate per 10O0

$ 7-00
15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our
regular heading and trade-mark. No charge for im-
printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller
quantities $1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50c. for

each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders
accepted for less than one thousand.

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the
factory.

Post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.



HAMMER PLATES are not alone

uniform, butUNIFORMLY GOOD.

Made of the finest materials and under

the most modern methods they are as

nearly perfect as any manufactured

product can be.

Hammer's Orthochromatic Plates excel,

because in addition to their other good

qualities they are in the highest degree

color-sensitive.

Hammer'' s little book, "A Short Talk

oti Negative Making" mailedfree.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

i 29-13 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City
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Wholesale Distributors,

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco Bldg., 1 29-1 31 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
1 71-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal

.

ANSCO COMPANY
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY
632 Vine Street (Provident Bank Building)

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY
70 Bond Street, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY
16 Fifth St., South, Minneapolis, Minn.

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.
22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
1 o 1 1 Capitol Avenue, Houston, Texas

BURKE & JAMES
240-258 E. Ontario St., Chicago

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Ore.
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I ^gg^ pains to make
your pictures look right

The prize-winning paper— is Cyko "

You look for the right subject,

study its best possibilities, spend

hours and days making negatives

for your convention exhibit, and

it will be love's labor lost unless

you finish your prints on

CYKO-
thepaper that will positively show

every value of your

negative.

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Permanence of Cyko

A PROMINENT New York photographer a

few days ago made the statement that al-

though he discontinued a long time ago
the use of printing-out papers, in which designation

he included all ready-prepared sun printing papers,

he was still getting back photographs from cus-

tomers to be replaced, owing to their having faded.

"In view of my large business," he said, "these re-

placements represent thousands of dollars and the

damage to my reputation can not be computed in

terms of money."
This experience, which is by no means confined

to this photographer, lends particular interest to the

article by the veteran photographer, George G.
Rockwood, of New York, in a recent number of the

Bulletin of Photography under the caption "Perma-
nence of Developing Papers. This article we repro-

duce in full for the benefit of our readers, with
a few interpolations in italics by the Editor,

bringing out what undoubtedly Mr. Rockwood
would have written, if his courtesy towards some

1»09, BY ANSCO COMPANY
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manufacturers of printing-out papers had not stood

in the way, and for this assumption we have abun-
dant proofs and reasons.

"Beyond the technical and artistic excellence in

our work, there is nothing so important as the qual-

ity of permanence ! This impressed me many years

ago, and, as a kind of providence developed a strong

hope and evidence of considerable vitality in the

writer and a prospect of a long career, it became
still more manifest to me that whatever might be the

sins of omission or commission in the practice of my
art, I must be able to meet my customers with un-

fading portraits, especially as many of the subjects

might pass to that realm where there can be no re-

sittings !

"This became such a hobby with me that the

extended manipulation of albumen paper then in use

to eliminate 'Hypo' often caused, I thought, a loss

of brilliancy in the pictures. But I persevered, and,

as one result, there hangs in my house today an
unimpaired albumen print 16 x 20 of the old

Kentucky home made in 1859. But my career in

that respect has been exceptional, for few there are

who can, after fifty-six years in the business, have
no fear of faded faces—ghosts so to speak. Are
the P. O. P. papers of the present day as good or

better than the albumen paper of early days? [No,

they are not and Mr. Rockwood knows it as well as

the Editor, hence his interrogation mark.]

"So we are, as a profession, met with the solemn
obligation that the portraits we send out will pos-

sess the solid dower of permanence. [Mr. Rock-
wood might have added that any photographer who
delivers prints on papers which he knozvs are not

permanent, when there are papers that are abso-

lutely so, and in addition produce better results, is

not dealing honestly with his trade.]

2
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"Often, in looking over negatives I made a half
century ago, absolutely perfect so far as any chemi-
cal deterioration is concerned, has the thought oc-
curred to me

: This is not a stain, but a deposit

;

why can not prints be made on the same basis or
principle? Why would not a print made with this
fine granular deposit—with such infinitesimal or-
ganic medium—be as permanent as negatives ?'

"Soon came bromide paper, and I was full of
hope that this could be so improved in texture and
surface that what I was seeking, absolute perma-
nence, might be attained in this direction. Improve-
ments continued, and now we have a series of
papers—of all degrees of sensitiveness; every con-
ceivable surface—of wonderful beauty, and, in my
opinion, of the greatest permanency short of me-
chanical printing like the halftone and photo-
gravure. [Mr. Rockwood must have had Cyko
paper in mind, since he has used considerable of it

in all the different grades and surfaces.]
"The convincing fact to me is that the image in

all developing papers is, as I previously stated, a de-
posit and not a stain ! Strictly speaking, the stain
of a P. O. P. is a slight deposit in combination with
an organic compound, but is not recognized as such
in practice. The image from a developed print
often has no appreciable organic substance in the
image except the medium or paper upon which it is
printed, and that deposit bids fair to remain in un-
altered form unless exposed to the presence of de-
structive gases which would be very unlikely. The
greatest danger, if any, would be that the paper
upon which the coating is prepared, might, at some
future time, be made of wood pulp instead of cotton
and linen fiber. At the present time, fortunately,
only the very best paper can be used

;
paper that is

free from deleterious organic and mineral sub-

3
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stances. [Here Mr. Rockwo.od is mistaken, possibly

because he only has before him his experience with

Cyko; there are many of the cheap papers on the

market today that are made mainly of wood pulp,

hence their low price, and if Mr. Rockwood would
send to Washington for the analyses made by the

government chemist he would ascertain where Cyko
stands and what the findings are in regard to the

cheap papers.]

"I am so sure of the permanency of the develop-

ing papers, that I am about to print a series of por-

traits of famous American educators for the public

libraries of Washington and New York, numbering
several hundred subjects, and I shall pin my faith

to the developing papers as being the most perma-
nent form obtainable short of printers' ink ! These
pictures are to be kept in folios as a reference in

Perpetuo for historians and writers. I am so near

being an octogenarian it is not likely that my
theories will ever be confirmed or negatived to my
consciousness. But I have an abiding faith that the

prints will be in existence long after the originals

have passed from the memories and interests of

these that come after."

Attention! Southern Photographers

We wish to again call the attention of all pho-
tographers who carry on business below the Mason
and Dixon line to the Southern Photographic Show
and Convention, which is to be held at Atlanta, Ga.,

June 20, 21, and 22. There is a long list of the

big men who will demonstrate, and if you have not

already entered your Cyko prints in the competition

we would suggest your doing so at once. Remem-
ber, there are seven handsome sterling silver cups

to be presented, and for further information we
refer you to the last number of this magazine.
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The "Curling" Qiiestion

EVER since photographic positives have been
made on paper the "curling" question has
been of importance to the photographer

and in the days of albumen, collodion, and other
antiquated printing-out papers it was customary to
mount all prints "solid" which was practically back-
ing them with cardboard to prevent curling as well
as adding to their appearance.

With the introduction of developing-out papers,
photographers realized that here was an opportunity
to get away from the stereotyped styles such as
carte-de-visite cabinet, Paris panel, etc., etc.

When the Ansco Company placed on the market
Professional Plat double-weight and Profes-
sional Cyko Buff the card mount manu-
facturers joined the photographer in an endeavor to
raise the tone of photographic portraits and the
result was the introduction of various styles of
folders and portfolios. This stage brought the pho-
tographer face to face with the necessity of using
an up to date printing medium which would lie Hat
under all conditions. At once the cry was that de-
veloping-out papers were delinquents in this respect.
No attention was paid to the fact that previous
mounting methods overcame this trouble and very
few made any attempt to manipulate developing-
out-papers so that they would have no tendency to
curl. So many letters were received by the Ansco
Company asking for information on this point that
the Experimental Department of that Company car-
ried out a series of experiments and finally decided
on two methods, either of which will insure the
print against curling. The methods are not new but
it was necessary to discover which is the more
•eliable and that could only be accomplished by the
est of time.



Illustration Number i

On January ist, 191 1, a number of prints, dried

in the manner described below, were hung by a pin

in the different parts of the Ansco Factories where

they would be subjected to the following condi-

tions'—sunshine, cold, heat and dampness. All the

prints are today absolutely flat notwithstanding the

changes of temperature and climatic conditions.

The Roll Blotter Method

The most convenient way of handling the roll

blotter is to have two cylinders made and a wooden

roller to keep the blotter taut, as per illustration No.

1 The cylinder can be made of either wood or

galvanized iron and should be provided with flanges

so that the blotter, etc, will roll up evenly

One cylinder should be made removable so that

when filled with prints it can be made to stand up on

a radiator or placed in an oven or heated drum.

Straps may be used to keep the roll from unwinding.

The roll is made up of roll blotting paper, cor-
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rugated board (with corrugations up), stout paper
and cheesecloth, as per illustration No. 2

By this method the prints are laid 'face down on
the cheesecloth and on being rolled up the blotter
will come m contact with the back of the print
The corrugated board will allow air to circulate
freely through the roll which assists the drying.

Use the stoutest paper you can procure, other-
wise the corrugated cardboard is likely to produce a
wavy effect in the print.

Always drain the prints well before placing them
in the roll and commence the roll with the small
prints.

As a variation of the above method a cylinder
made of perforated zinc or galvanized iron may be
used, as per illustration No. 3, the roll consisting
only of fluffless blotting paper. This is especially
useful where only a small number of prints are to
be dried at one time. After being rolled up same

Illustration Number 2
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can be tied with a string, or strap can be used, and
placed either over a radiator or near some hot sur-

face. If quickness in drying is an object then we
would recommend a sheet iron oven with gas

plate underneath and some holes in the top so as

to provide a direct current of hot air, and it may be

made to hold a number of rolls.

Illustration Number 3

Method No. 2

Dry the prints face down on cheesecloth stretch-

ers. When bone dry pull them over a smooth edge

such as the edge of a bench or table. Do this from
each corner of the print, four times in all. This
will not crack the print but results in the particles

of gelatine being broken. After treating the prints in

this manner dampen the backs with a piece of ab-

sorbent cotton dipped in a solution of equal parts of

water and alcohol ; then pile one on top of another

and place them under a heavy weight.

When bone dry they can be mounted in any style

and will have no tendency to curl.
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A Pri{e- Winning Picture

The illustration on this page is a reproduction of

one of six prints made on Professional Cyko Plat
by Larson & Nygreen, of Provo, Utah, which won
the prize in Class B at the Convention of the In-

termountain Photographers'Association,held atSalt

Lake City, Utah. It will be remembered that Cyko
prints won every award offered at this convention.

9
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System in the Printing Room

PROFESSIONAL CYKO, by its uniformity

and latitude, has so simplified matters in the

printing room that few photographers have
worried about adopting a system whereby the day's

work is more easily handled and the amount of

waste brought to a minimum quantity.

As a rule the negatives to be printed are placed

in stacks according to sizes, but the dense, medium
and thin negatives are all mixed together. It is a

great saving in time to look over negatives before

beginning to print and sort them into three groups.

In the first group place all the dense negatives and
those that are inclined to be a little strong or con-

trasty.

In the second group place all the medium nega-

tives or those that in your estimation will give first

class prints under normal conditions.

The third group should consist of the very thin

negatives.

This method will save a great deal of time be-

cause however expert a printer may be it is impos-
sible to correctly determine the proper exposure
when jumping from a contrasty or dense negative

to a thin or flat one.

The negatives that are to be vignetted should be

separated and if the equipment of the printing room
does not include a printing machine the vignettes

can be made up the evening before and where a

number of printing frames are available each nega-

tive can be placed in a frame with the vignette at-

tached to the outside. A convenient method is to

cover the printing frame with tissue paper and after

inserting the negative the outline of the vignette

can be painted with a brush and opaque holding the

10
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frame to a light for this purpose. Afterwards the

remainder of the vignette can be filled in with

opaque.

It is surprising how much work can be accom-
plished when a little system is introduced into any
department of the photographic gallery and it is just

as important to the small as to the big photographer.

Welcome News

PHOTOGRAPHERS in Maryland will be in-

terested in the announcement just received,

and which reads as follows

:

"The Maryland Photo-Stock Company wishes to inform
you that it will open business May ist, No. 310 North
Howard Street, near Saratoga, Baltimore, Md. A com-
plete line of Cyko and other Papers, Films, Plates,

Chemicals, Cameras and all photographic supplies will be
carried in stock. We solicit your patronage and cordially

invite you to visit us."

The men interested in this enterprise, intended

to afford relief to photographers in Baltimore who
wish to use Independent photographic goods, are

well known financially and photographically. The
President is Harry D. Williar, whose prize winning
pictures are reproduced monthly in several of the

photographic magazines. Harry A. Harvey is the

Vice-President, who is also a well known amateur
photographer. The Secretary and Treasurer is

John T. Wills, for many years in touch with photog-

raphers and formerly connected with the Baltimore

Photo Supply Co., which company was discon-

tinued after Mr. Wills left it. We hope that this

new stock house will be well supported.

11
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The Indiana Business Convention

THE Indiana Association of Photographers is

making great preparations for the enter-

tainment and education of its members on
the occasion of its Sixteenth Annual Convention
which will be held in the DaGuerra Memorial Insti-

tute, Winona Lake, Ind., on July 10, n, 12 and 13.

Secretary Shalley gives some of the details in his

proclamation just issued and which we reproduce

herewith.

"At the Indiana convention there is a skylight room
right in the DaGuerra Memorial Building, so there will

be no chasing from place to place to give demonstrations
as everything is under one roof. Here the young worker,
as well as the most advanced member of our profession,

will see demonstrations begin as they do in your own
studio, namely, making the negative by men who are un-
questionably at the head of the profession under the

skylight. A step farther and we will have capable and
skilled retouchers, and when it comes to printing you will

be shown how to make any kind of print you wish. Next
let me mention that you will be shown how to work in

grounds, such as are so popular at present. This stunt

is worth dollars to the man who will take it home and work
it out.

"Now, my friend, that is not all. After you have been
shown how to do things we will have a talk on business
by a very capable man, a person who is recognized as one
of the best systematizers we have. No doubt you will be
able to gather something useful from his talk to take
home with you, as every time you put more system into

your business you add more money to your bank account.
"Now one more little suggestion. Start today, if you

have not already done so, a convention bank account. Put
ten cents into it every day. When it is time to go to the
convention you will have enough saved to pay your
expenses.

"See that your display is finished in time, and come and
have a vacation among your friends and fellow workers.

(Signed) "E. K. Shalley, Secretary.

"Berne, Ind/'

12
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More Success for Cyko and Still

More to Come

THE report of the Iowa Photographers' Con-
vention, held at Sioux City, Iowa, recently,

has just reached us, and from all accounts
the Iowa photographers thoroughly appreciated
the convention.

We are informed that all the photographers
were eager to witness the demonstrations on Pro-
fessional Cyko Paper, more especially as prints

on this product once more proved to be the big

winners.

Cyko won more First Prizes than all the other

printing papers put together, and five times as many
as all the other developing papers.

The triumph of Cyko is apparent at every con-

vention, and with these concrete examples of

success before them photographers should not hesi-

tate to make their convention prints on Profes-
sional Cyko.

In connection with the above results we wish to

extend congratulations to the prize winners, namely

:

Messrs. H. Voiland, Sioux City, la. ; W. Dyall, Mt.
Pleasant, la.

; J. J. Keller, Beresford, S. D. ; M. N.
Yungburg, Sioux City, la. ; E. R. Ballard, West
Union, la., A. D. Prisley, Woodbine, la.; M. H.
Sykes, Chicago, 111.

; J. W. McNess, Creston, la.

;

E. Goeser, Neola, la.
; J. C. Scoles, Knoxville, la.

;

J. A. Clay, Cedar Falls, la. ; W. H. Dinsmore,
Anita, la. and A. M. Noland, Mapleton, la.

Burglars in a Studio
Thieves entered the Studio of Mr. H. J. Jeffres, 6 East Lafayette Ave.,

Baltimore, Md., on April 10th, and stole an Aristo lamp and rheostat,
also an English diamond glass cutter.

Should articles of the above nature be offered for sale to any of our
readers under suspicious circumstances kindly notify Mr. Jeffres.

13
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

JOHN P. HALEY of Bridgeport, Conn., whose
portrait appears on our cover this month
needs no introduction from us, at least as far

as the photographers in New England are con-

cerned, as he is well known in that section as the

Vice-President of the New England Photographers'

Association, in which organization he has been a

very active member for years. It was through his

enterprise and persistent efforts that Bridgeporc was
selected for the convention this year, and he has
made most elaborate arrangements to welcome
royally the members of the Association who are ex-

pected to attend in full force.

Mr. Haley has been in business in Bridgeport

for eleven years and through the excellence of his

work has established a large business among the

fashionable residents of southwestern Connecticut.

His studio is located in the Beers Building, opposite

the City Hall, and occupies the greater part of three

floors. It is the best appointed studio in Bridgeport,

which has passed the 100,000 mark in population

and is the second largest size city in Connecticut.

While Mr. Haley is extremely devoted to his profes-

sion, he is not so wedded to business cares that he
finds no time for home life. Although still a young
man he is the father of a large family, among whom
his son Duane is worthy of mention, inasmuch as

he is not only a good craftsman in photography but

an accomplished artist as well, and the photograph
of his father reproduced on our cover was taken

by him.

Mr. Haley is so enthusiastic in his preparations

for the entertainment of the photographers who will

attend the New England Convention this year, and
is making so many plans for the lavish hospitality

14
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of the visitors he expects, that we hope for his sake,
as well as for the pleasure and instruction to be de-
rived from it, that the attendance will be the largest
in the history of the Association.

Look outfor Your Carbonate of Soda
The Cykologist, Wm. P. Etchison, writes as

follows :

"I have come across several photographers who were
getting flat prints, very granular, with a blue-gray tone
regardless of the amount of bromide they were adding to
the developer, and have traced the trouble in every case
to a certain carbonate of soda which they have been using
and which is advertised as being chemically tested. I
believe that if this soda were tested it would be found to
be about one-half carbonate of potash (this is where it
gets its strength), and it throws down all the bromide that
is added to the developer. The photographers' attention
should be called to this as this carbonate of soda in my
mind is not fit for any developing paper.

"I have experimented with this soda and finally managed
to secure good results with it by cutting the quantity in
half, that is, using one-quarter ounce instead of one-half
ounce, as our formula calls for, but a photographer is
foolish to dump stuff into his developer that he does not
know anything about, especially when one sheet of 8 x 10
paper is worth ten times as much as all the carbonate of
soda that is in his developer.
"You will notice that all of the chemicals I refer to

contain a guarantee, according to the label, of having been
chemically tested, although nothing is said as to their being
chemically pure.

"Photographers would save themselves a lot of trouble
and loss and would make our work easy if they could be
induced to use only Ansco and Cyko Chemicals in con-
nection with Cyko Paper."

IS



Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

SIZE

3 7A x
4 x
4 x

*4X x
* 4% x

5 x
* 5 x

6 x
t>y2 x

5j^(Cab't>

5

6

6/2
(>y2

7

8

8 .......

•14

x io

X 12

x 14
x 16

x 17
X 20
X 22

x 24

Regulai Weight Double

Doz. G10. Doz.

$ .15 $1.50 $ .25

•15 I.50 •25

.20 I .60 •25

•25 2.50 .30

•25 2.50 .30

•30 3.OO •35

• 35 3 -50 .40

• 45 4-50 .50

• 50 5.00 .60

• 55 6.00 .65

.70 7.00 .80

1 .00 10.00 1.20
i-35 14.00 1 .60

2.00
2.00 21 .00 2.40
2.50 28.00 3.20
3.00 34.00 4.00
3 -5o 40.00 4.80

$2.00
2.00

I3.50
I7.50
2I.50
27.OO
36.OO
46.OO

55-00

Rolls Reg. w. Dbl. W.

*io-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)
*io-ft. rolls (25 in. wide)
*5-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)

$5.00
2.00

2.75

$6.00
2.25

3-25

Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

3*A x 5*4
* y/z x 11

Doz. Gro.

% .15

•35

$1.50

3- io

Special Net Rate pei 1000

$ 7.00
15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our
regular heading and trade-mark. No charge for im-
printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller
quantities $1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50c. for
each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders
accepted for less than one thousand.

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the
factory.

Post carls in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.



HAMMER PLATES are the BEST
PLATES for HOT WEATHER
Because of the purity and high quality of the

materials used and the extreme care and ex-

pert supervision in every stage of their manu-
facture.

Because of their perfection of emulsion and ac-

curacy of " Chemical Balance" that prevents

decomposition and gives them keeping quali-

ties that are unsurpassed even under extremes

of heat and humidity ; and

Because the tendency to frill, under such con-

ditions, has been reduced to a minimum.
Hammer's Orthochromatic Plates, in addition

to these qualities possess the widest possible

range of color interpretation.

Hammer's little book, "A Short 1'alk

o?i Negative Making" mailedfree.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

1 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City



Our Branch Offices,

Wholesale Distributors,

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco Bldg., 1 29-131 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
1 7 1-

1 73 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY
632 Vine Street (Provident Bank Building)

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY
70 Bond Street, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY
416 Third Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.
22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
1011 Capitol Avenue, Houston, Texas

BURKE & JAMES
240-258 E. Ontario St., Chicago

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Ore.
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An arbitrary statement claimed as a
fact, but unsupported by proofs or reasons,
has ever been resented by the people as an
offense to their intelligence.—FraMonte.

/^YKO proved its quality

^-^ first by a long and
steady record of success

in the hands of the lead

ing photographers of the

country.

CYKO users then sub-

mitted the printed evidence

at National and State Con-
ventions that has made
CYKO famous.

A single proof is worth a

page of unsupported claims

AnSCO Company Binghamton, N. Y.
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A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN- PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "A SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS, EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
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Vol. III.

Whds Who

WE have all heard of Harris, Larrimer, Town-
send, Dozer and Tyree but not everyone has

been fortunate enough to meet them, but
the illustrations on one of the following pages and these

brief "histories" are intended to serve as an introduc-

tion to the energetic officers of the P. A. of A. and when
you meet them just mention the fact that you have
read Portrait and they will probably agree that

you know as much about them as their most intimate

acquaintances.

George W. Harris is the mercurial president of

the P. A. of A. and has been likened by one of his

friends to Teddy Roosevelt. This no doubt was
intended as a compliment, and in order that it may
remain so, kindly forget politics while reading this

biography. Mr. Harris, for his size, certainly has a
greater store of energy, which he is not slow to use,

than most presidents—photographic or otherwise. At
times it almost appeared as though he were omni-
present. His numerous trips to different Conventions
and his still more numerous speeches have done much

PYBIGHT, 1809, BY *NSCC
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to instill in the photographers' mind the fact that the

National Convention this year will eclipse anything

ever attempted before.

Mr. Harris was born in Dowlais, Wales, and is

thankful that his parents bodily removed him to Pitts-

burg, Pa. in 1881, and in this city he started his pho-

tographic career, afterwards transferring the seat of

his energies to Little Rock, Ark. We next find him

connected with the famous Bushnell Studios in San

Francisco where he digested additional knowledge of

the business end of his profession.
,
His next move was

to enter a partnership with Mrs. Martha Ewing in

Washington, D. C, and the success that has attended

his efforts in that city is common knowledge.

Ben Larrimer, 1st Vice-President.—For the suc-

cess of any organization it is necessary that something

or someone constitutes a strong appeal to the ladies

and we understand that this feature is taken care of,

and supremely well, by Ben Larrimer. His con-

geniality is infectious and among other estimable

qualities he has a good appetite and a sweet disposition.

Mr. Larrimer was born in Ohio and at the age of

twenty decided to embark in a photographic career. In

order to get a varied experience he spent the next five

years traveling around, working in studios in different

towns, including Kansas City and Chicago. Mr. Lar-

rimer finally settled in Marion, Ind., and has been able

to settle ever since.

His associates all agree that he is the original "wise

old owl" and in a debate generally carries his point,

but he does so with such delicacy that his opponents

apparently suffer no discomfiture.

Chas. F. Townsend, 2d Vice-President.—When
Mr. Townsend was elected to the ofhce of 2d Vice-

President the electors must have thought that the

Board needed stability, and his presence is a matter

of great satisfaction to his brother officers.

The strongest point in Mr. Townsend's makeup
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seems to be his aversion to offending anyone and in

consequence, at times we find him carrying water on

both shoulders. We all have weaknesses and Mr.

Townsend pleads guilty to a liking for cream puffs

and a love for his native State—Iowa.

He was brought up in the photographic business,

assisting his paternal ancestor in Lincoln, Neb., and

afterwards went to Los Angeles, CaL, where, however,

he only remained for two years and returned to Iowa.

Mr. Townsend has had the pleasure of serving the

Iowa Association as Secretary, First Vice-President

and President, besides being a member of the first

Congress of Photography.

L. A. Dozer, Treasurer.—Mr. Dozer is the type of

man that makes an ideal Treasurer. He is solid and

staid and watches over the finances of the Association

with unswerving fidelity. He was born in Zanesville,

Ohio, commencing his career in a studio in Fostoria,

Ohio. He afterwards worked in Columbus, until 1893

when he purchased a gallery in Bucyrus, Ohio.

Mr. Dozer is conscientious and energetic both in

his own and the Association's work. He has recently

bought a building site in Bucyrus, and is now erecting

a model ground floor studio for his own use, and in

addition to his numerous labors he finds time to serve

on the Board of the Y. M. C. A. supporting it with his

personal energy and his cash.

Manly W. Tyree, Secretary.—This gentleman is

known as the "busy-bee" of the crowd. He is wide

awake and always ready to help and to say that he is

popular is to put it mildly.

His career commenced at Russelville, Ky., where he

was a sophomore at Bethel College. He afterwards

entered the employ of R. J. Earp and was so apt a

pupil that in five months' time he had opened a gallery

on his own account at Clinton, Tenn., where he claims

to have received as high as three dollars a dozen for

some of his best work.
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Leaving Clinton he moved to Louisville, Ky.,

where he mastered the fundamental principles of

photography and developed within himself a taste

for the Art Beautiful. After several years he joined
in partnership with Whorton at Raleigh and his ability

as an artist soon attracted the attention of the best
people of the State.

Tyree became sole owner of the studio and his

long cherised ambition to separate people from more
than three dollars for a dozen pictures has been accom-
plished.

Why is a Congress ?

TO all of us who were fortunate enough to parti-

cipate in the sessions of the Congress of Pho-
tography at Milwaukee, further questions of

intents and purposes would seem superfluous. But I

have been asked to furnish the Photographic Press
with an article, relating to the Congress, and this is

the way it looks to me. The Congress, composed as
it is, of elected representatives from all of the minor
associations must prove a strong factor for safety. It

is natural to presume that these delegates are the best
available timber in the association, and competent to
analyze any proposition that may be brought before
them and reach the proper conclusion.

We all know that some ill-advised motions have
passed on the Convention floor because of lack of
deliberation and understanding on the part of the
members of the Association, and by bringing questions
effecting our welfare before the Congress we may rea-
sonably expect better results in legislation.

Now the state associations affiliating with the Con-
gress will receive even more benefit, for they are then
an integral part of the Photographers' Association of
America. Then there is the material benefit in the
saving of initiation fees, and the difference in the
annual dues, all of which is explained in the Constitu-
tion.

5
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This year at St. Paul, there will be many questions

of vital importance brought before the Congress that

may lead to great results. In the matter of selecting

meeting places, we must realize the possibility that

sufficient votes might be secured on the floor of the

Convention to hold the meeting in the same section

of the country indefinitely. This is surely a dangerous

condition and might sometime result in the disruption

of the Photographers' Association of America. For a

remedy, we propose a line dividing the East from the

West, photographically speaking, together with an

amendment to the Constitution, providing that annual

meetings shall be held alternately each side of the line.

I trust that all delegates will give this their careful

consideration and come to St. Paul ready to carry

the matter to a successful issue. Another question

that might receive our attention is, the proposed

Parcels Post, or perhaps a special photographic rate.

Express rates might be altered to our advantage in

fact, anything effecting the welfare of Photographers

may be discussed and recommendations made to trie

Photographers' Association of America for final action.

The academy project, although it has passed from the

hands of the Congress, may yet require further con-

sideration by that body. While the Congress of

Photography is only two years old its work has proved

so effective, and its power for good so great, that it is

safe to predict wonderful achievements for the luture.
f BEN LARRIMER, First Vice-President P. A. of A.

Transportation Arrangements for the National

Convention

The Eastern Photographers attending the National Conven-

tion can make the trip very enjoyable by taking the boat from

Buffalo to Chicago.

The Northern Steamship Company have a sailing of the steam-

ship Northland leaving Buffalo every Saturday night at 9 o clock

for Chicago with a direct connection by rail to St. Paul arriving

S
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g
can be made by writing "The Northern Steam-

ship Co." 1184 Broadway, New York.
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One of three Cyko Portraits by Leo Steffens which won the Grand
Portrait Prize at the Intermountain Convention
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A New Flash Machine

WE saw recently a number of beautiful portraits

made by the aid of the Towles-Schofield

Smokeless Automatic Flash Machine, and

the varied lightings of the subjects and technical excel-

lence of these prints impressed us so much that we

reproduce one, together with a brief description of the

apparatus for the benefit of those photographers who

have felt the need of a portable flashlight machine

which will yield negatives of "daylight" quality.

The lamp is manufactured by the Towles-Scho-

field Company, Washington, D. C, and is constructed

on the principle of obtaining any effect of lighting by

placing the machine so as to throw the light from the

same direction as you would daylight, and using the

reflector at almost right angles from the face of the

diffusing frame of the machine.

One strong feature is the automatic cartridge

8 ~
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system which enables the operator to make twelve

exposures without reloading, and the cartridges are

supplied in different sizes, thus allowing full exposures

to be made of large groups, dinner parties, etc.

The smokeless feature bv which the machine con-

Flashlight portrait made with Towles-Schofield flash machine

sumes its own smoke makes it perfectly clean, and being
portable it is the ideal apparatus for home portraiture.

Direct incandescent current may be used to fire

the cartridge, or where no electric current is available

batteries can be used which only require renewal
once in a long while.

9
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Overwhelming Success of the Southern

Photographic Show and Convention

THE editors have just returned from attending

the convention at Atlanta, Ga., and this notice

must necessarily be brief as we purposely held

open a form of this issue in order that we might at

least publish the list of prize-winners.

Besides being one of the most successful conventions

held in recent years it was the means of bringing to

Atlanta the largest number of southern photographers

ever congregated, and the attendance was greater than

any convention held this year.

The instructive and entertaining lectures and demon-
strations were much appreciated, and that everyone

was more than satisfied can be readily understood when
such men as Will H. Towles, Ryland Phillips and

James Henry Moser gave of their best.

The entries in all the classes were very heavy and the

seven handsome Cyko sterling silver cups were the source

of much attraction. We offer our heartiest congratula-

tions to the fortunate winners whose names we give below

:

Class A—Theo. Sweeney, Jackson, Miss.
" B—W. G. and A. J. Thuss, Nashville, Tenn.
" C—Will H. Towles, Washington, D. C.
" D—H. Tees, Westpoint. Miss.
" E—E. O. Hurd, Forsyth, Ga.
" F—C. F. McDannell, Atlanta, Ga.
" G—Homier & Clark, Richmond, Va.

A full report of the convention will appear in our
next number.

Change of Date of Texas Convention
The Convention of the Professional Photographers

Association of Texas will take place at Houston, Texas,

on August 22, 23, 24. This change was made as a

matter of convenience and is one week later than
originally planned.

10
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Cyko Portrait by Barton J. Holyer, which won the gold medal at the
Intermountain Convention
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Good Newsfrom New England

WE derive great satisfaction from publishing

below the good news contained in Mr. Garo's

letter, and we hope that the support of all

interested in the art of Photography will be lavishly

bestowed on the energetic efforts put forward by the

Photographers' Association of New England.

"To the Editor:

"The unprecedented demand for space from the manu-
facturers and exhibitors at the forthcoming Convention of

the Photographers' Association of New England has made it

necessary for the Executive Board to change its original

intention of holding the Convention in the Bridgeport Armory
in September. The committee has selected Steeplechase
Island which offers an opportunity for holding a photographic
exposition which the coming convention of the Association
has actually developed into, and the Board is now busily

preparing plans of the Island for the inspection of the members
and exhibitors.

"This change in plans makes it possible for the Board to

assure every manufacturer as much space as he requires and
an absolute equality of opportunity to display his wares.
The entire Island will be taken over for the purposes of the
exposition, and for the first time since the days of Celeron
the old-time Association spirit will prevail.

"I am more than gratified over the showing made by the
Association thus far, and the assurances received by the
Board convince me that the coming exposition will achieve
a great success and will establish a new mark in convention
work.

"An entire building will be devoted to the display of pho-
tographs, and from absolute bookings already made I can
safely promise the visitors and members the greatest exhibi-

tion of photographs ever gathered in America.
"Full details of the exposition and convention are being

prepared and will be sent forward to you in due season.

"Cordially yours,

"J. H. Garo,

"President PhotographersAssociation of New England."

12
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Hintsfrom a Cykologist
' 'Editor of Portrait,

"Ansco Company,
"Binghamton, N. Y.

"Dear sir:

"I have never had anything to say about Portrait, or
anything for Portrait to say, as I felt you had many
older men to supply the ' dope.

'

"My first attempt will be to criticize Mr. G. Cubley's sug-
gestion for a convenient sink for hypo alum bath, which
appeared in the issue of Portrait for September, 1910.
He recommends in this hypo alum sink a rack made of wood,
as shown in the engraving illustrating this suggestion, 1 inch
thick with pure lead at each end to serve as weights to keep
the rack at bottom of the sink. This is a grand big mistake,
as hypo and lead form sulphate of lead, which is a silver salt

reducer.
" I saw some prints 11 x 14 in one studio cut out until they

were useless, the same bath having worked fine in a plain
porcelain sink up to the time the lead bottom was put in.

"In every case where a photographer complains that he
can't get sepias on Cyko I find that his trouble is want of

sufficient bromide in the developer. The Cyko formula as
printed does not call for enough bromide and the resulting
print is cold in tone, whereas if the proper quantity of bromide
is used the sepia print obtained cannot be obtained on any
other printing medium. The fact to bear in mind is that it

takes very little silver in the hypo alum bath for Cyko and
a great deal for other developing papers.
"Another matter which gives us demonstrators a lot of

trouble is a list of modified developers sent out by another
manufacturer under the heading of 'A Handy D. O. P. Sheet,

'

copy of which I enclose. The studios that I have visited and
that I have set on the right road are "red headed" about
this 'Handy D. O. P. Sheet' which has been the means of

wasting both time and material. I believe in a straight
developer, controlling the prints by exposure entirely—strong
negatives exposed in a strong light—weak negatives exposed
in a weak light. I am pleased to note that you are not pub-
lishing any pet developers.

"I find that there are some photographers who are foolish

enough to use sepia salts. During my connection with my
former employers I found by working with Mr. X that
so-called sepia salts will not produce a permanent sepia print.

I suppose you know that sepia salts are nothing more than
bichloride of mercury, and it is a well-established fact that

13
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a mercury silver salt is not a permanent salt in any way. I

have here at Mr. Knaffl's studio one dozen prints made on
the paper I formerly demonstrated and made in June two
years ago which have faded completely, also two prints of

Mr. KnafH himself made three years that are in the same
condition.

"The formula for sepia salts is as follows:

Bichloride of mercury 2 drams
Bromide of potassium 2 drams
Common salt 2 drams
Water 40 ounces

"If there is anything that I can write for Portrait,
or any experiments that I might conduct for the benefit of

same I will be more than pleased to do so, but at the present
time I feel that anything that I might write would be merely
a repetition of what has already been published.

"Very truly yours,
(Signed) "Edgar Van Gilder."

[Mr. Van Gilder's reference to lack of Bromide is partly
explained by the fact that so many Photographers do not
use distilled or even boiled water in mixing their developer.
In many States the presence of chemical matter in the water
makes it imperative to add double or even treble the amount
of Potassium Bromide called for in the published formula.
Wherever possible, either distilled or boiled water should be
used in mixing all solutions.—Ed.l

Another Pri{e- Winner
In connection with the very excellent portrait

reproduced elsewhere in this number we publish the

following letter from Mr. Barton J. Holyer:

"Tabor Grand Studio, Denver, Colo., April 8, 191 1.

"Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.
"Dear sirs:

"Your letter of congratulation on my success in winning
the gold medal at the Intermountain Convention recently
held in Salt Lake City is greatly appreciated, and permit me
to thank you for a product (Cyko Linen) that made it

possible. Cyko Linen is the one best bet.

"It gives me pleasure to send you under separate cover
a set of winning photographs for reproduction, including
three or four on Cyko Linen and one on Professional
Buff.

"Sincerely yours,
(Signed) "Barton J. Holyer."

14
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

MARY CARNELL, the subject of our cover

this month—its first softening influence— is

a particularly interesting figure, especially

at this time when we are all looking forward to the

important National Convention at St. Paul. Under
her energetic guidance the Women's Federation of

Photographers was started a couple of years ago, and
a great deal is expected of the art exhibit of the women's
section.

Mary Carnell's business experience dates back to

1893, when she started a partnership studio. In 1900,

however, she became sole proprietor, and with three

assistants has ever since conducted one of the most
successful studios at 13 14 Chestnut Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. She is a business woman as well as an artist,

a combination seldom found so well blended together.

The Philadelphia North-American described very
felicitously her splendid artistic ability as follows:

"Whatever she photographs she sees through eyes llumii-

nated with the larger comprehension, and her pictures of

people are in consequence very much pictures of their real

selves. She seldom fails to get in touch with a sitter and so
is able to catch and fix the illusive deeper qualities to which
so many portrait artists are impervious."

Notwithstanding the activity of her business and
artistic career, she finds time to endeavor to work out
the problems and difficulties which surround working
women, no matter what class or grade, and is a promi-

nent member of many clubs and societies which are

doing good work in that line.

15



Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

SIZE

3^8 X 5

4 X 5

4 X 6

4X X 6

4% X 6

5 X 7

5 X 8

6 X 8

6^ X 8

'

7 X 9
8 X IO

IO X 12

n X 14
12 X 16

14 X 17
16 X 20
iS X 22

20 X 24

(Cab't)

Ke jpilai Weight Double

Doz. Gro. Doz.

$ .15 $1.50 $ .25

15 I.50 •25

20 I .60 -25

25 2.50 •SO

25 2. 50 .30

30 3.OO •35

35 3-50 .40

45 4.50 .50

50 5 .00 .60

55 6.00 .65

70 7,00 .80

i 00 10.00 1 .20

i 35 14.00 1 .60

2.00
2 00 21 .00 2.40
2 50 2S.00 3.20

3 00 34.00 4.00

3 50 40.00 4.80

Weight
Gro.

$2.00
2.00
2.00
3.OO
3.OO

3-50
4.OO
5.OO
6.00
7.00
9.OO

13-50
17-50
21 . 50
27.OO
36.OO
46.OO

DO .00

Rolls Reg. W. Dbl. W.

*io-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)
*io-ft. rolls (25 in. wide)
*5-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)

$5.00
2.00

2.75

$6.00
2.25

3-25

Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

3
lA * 5>£

* lYz x IT

$1.50
3-iO

Special Net Rate pei 1000

i 7.00
15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our
regular heading and trade-mark. No charge for im-
printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller
quantities $1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50c. for

each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders
accepted for less than one thousand.

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the
factory.

Post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.



THE most exhaustive tests under

the heat of the tropics and the

humidity of our own climate

have shown the superiority of HAM-
MER PLATES for hot weather con-

ditions.

They excel in keeping qualities,

crispness and brilliancy. They develop

with firm, tough films and the tendency

to frill is reduced to a minimum.
HAMMER'S ORTHOCHRO-

MATIC PLATES are ideal for hot

weather.

Hammer''s little book, "A Short Talk

on Negative Making," mailedfree.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

i 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City



Our Branch Offices,

Wholesale Distributors,

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco Bldg., 1 29-131 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
1 71-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY
632 Vine Street (Provident Bank Building)

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY
70 Bond Street, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY
416 Third Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minn.

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.
22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
1011 Capitol Avenue, Houston, Texas

BURKE & JAMES
240-258 E. Ontario St., Chicago

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Ore.
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An arbitrary statement claimed as a
fact, but unsupported by proofs or reasons,
has ever been resented by the people as an
offense to their intelligence.—FkaMonte.

/^YKO proved its quality

^-^ first by a long and
steady record of success

in the hands of the lead

ing photographers of the

country.

CYKO users then sub-

mitted the printed evidence

at National and State Con-
ventions that has made
CYKO famous.

A single proof is worth a

page of unsupported claims

AnSCO Company Binghamton, N. Y.



^Po r trait,
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT -IN- PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO U A SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS, EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
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Vol. III.

The St. Paul Convention

TIME and space will permit only of a brief

review in this issue of the annual gathering

of photographers from all parts of the country,

which as usual was a great success. The lessons

derived from it are worth remembering, and we
will rehearse them, for that reason, in tabulated

form.

The convention showed the following facts

:

First, that American photographers have made
tremendous strides during the last few years, and
noticeably so since the preceding meeting at Mil-

waukee. In fact they lead the world and we must
look among them for the masters of the art.

Second, that developing papers of high quality

have superseded all other printing mediums for

studio portraiture—not only for everyday work,
but also as the medium best suited to give the

1808, BY ANtCt COMP
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highest expression from a negative. Platinum and

carbon papers have given way to Cyko, as evi-

denced by the Art and State Exhibits, in which

fifty per cent, of the entries were on CYKO.

Third, that sepia prints of the right color and

gradation of tone are preferred by the majority of

photographers, and also by the public at large, since

most of the exhibits consisted of Cyko and platinum

sepia prints. We cannot lose sight of the adver-

tising value to Cyko, and will therefore mention

at the risk of being considered egotistical, that two-

thirds of all entries made on developing papers

were on Cyko.
Fourth, that manufacturers must as a matter

of right policy, if for no other reason, be absolutely

sincere in advertising their products and in the

recommendations made to photographers in their

literature throughout the year, else failure will be

their fate at the Annual Convention, in spite of

explanations, recantations and demonstrations.

Ansco Film again Selected at the

St. Paul Convention of the Photographers'

Association of America

The convention group, consisting of several

hundred leading photographers of the country, was

made by the well known photographers of Minne-

apolis, S. E. Johnson & Co., on ANSCO film, and

printed on Cyko paper. It was a remarkable pan-

oramic negativeand again demonstrated the wisdom

of selecting Ansco film for an important picture

that could not be duplicated.

2
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The Photographic Situation in the South
as Interpreted by Cykologist Van

THE southern spirit as vouched by the large
attendance and the views expressed by the
photographers at the Southern Show and Con-

vention held in Atlanta, Ga., June 20, 21 and 2 2d, is

a strong endorsement in favor of Independence.
They are thoroughly familiar with and use Inde-

pendent goods in preference to those made by the
concern known as the Trust, in the first place because
they will not foster a monopoly which is bound in the
long run to jeopardize their personal liberty, and in
the second place because the Independent manufac-
turers have been forced to manufacture better products
in order to sell them against the heavy odds of a close
market, illustrating thus the old adage—that "Necessity
is the mother of invention." Independent goods are,
therefore, synonymous with best goods, and photog-
raphers are wise to that fact. Photographers also
know that the leading Independent manufacturer is

also the oldest manufacturer of photographic supplies
in this country, and that long experience has qualified
them to make the best of everything photographic.

The Southern Show and Convention was a grand
success from every point of view, and everyone went
home feeling that he was not only fully repaid for the
time and money spent in Atlanta, but also with a sense
of gratification in the knowledge that his views are
shared by the majority of his fellowcraftsmen. This
was, to a certain extent, a surprise inasmuch as the
so-called Trust representatives, by virtue of their
greater number now circulating throughout the country,
give the idea that everybody is "solid" on their prod-
ucts, whereas the contrary was fully demonstrated
at the Atlanta Convention in so far as the Southern
States are concerned.
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It was plainly to be seen at the Southern Conven-

tion that a tremendous change has taken place within

the past two years in the photographic market, and

each and every photographer was proud—and rightly

so, that he helped to boost and support the Independent

movement.
.

My advice to the photographic profession in general

is that they use the best materials, as only by so doing

will they improve the quality and standing of their

work. We Independent boys will take off our coats

to show them by actual demonstration.

The Photographers Association of Canada

ALTHOUGH the Photographers' Association of

l\ Canada has been in existence for many years

jT\. yet the support it received, at times, was most

discouraging, but with persevering energy the Execu-

tive stuck to the ship, believing that the photographers

must sooner or later realize the educating influences of

conventions.

That their premise was correct is evidenced by the

fact that the Convention at Toronto on July 5-6 was

not only the best ever held, but was attended by the

largest number of photographers in the history of the

Association. .

The officers deserve much credit for the increased

enthusiasm that they have instilled into the members

and it is earnestly hoped that even greater support

will be given to their next Convention.

The program included many good things, chief

among which was the very pithy talk by J. W. Beatty,

A R.C.A., on art as applied to photography. Interest-

ing and instructive talks and demonstrations were given

by Fred L. Roy, Walt Dickson and Peter Rutherford.

At the close of the Convention the photographers

attended a special demonstration of Professional
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Cyko at the Canadian Offices of the Ansco Company
and the interest displayed by the members in the pro-
duction of real sepia prints on Cyko was further
evidence of their zeal and determination to attain to
the highest point of excellence in their work.

The newly elected officers of the Association are:

T. J. Leatherdale, Toronto, President
F. L. Roy, Peterboro ist Vice-President

J. A. Homier, Montreal 2d " "

U. A. Couse, Sarnia 3d " "

Walt Dickson, Toronto Treasurer
C. B. Willson, Welland Secretary

Dickson Homier
Willson Couse

Leatherdale Roy

At one of the business meetings of the Convention
it was unanimously decided to affiliate with the Pho-
tographers' Association of America, and Mr. T. J.
Leatherdale was elected as the first delegate to the
Congress of Photography.
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The Ansco Halftone Engraving Holder

THIS photo-engraving holder is the result of

many years' experience in the manufacture ^ of

process apparatus and is the latest evolution

of the earlier designs. The first halftone holder made

was the Scovill-Levy and later under the same patents

the Anthony Screen Holder. Prior to the advent of

these two holders the photo-engraver had to rely and

get along as best he could with makeshifts, consisting

principally of contrivances to hold the screen in the

body of the camera and independently from the plate-

holder. The principle of carrying the screen in the

camera was wrong to begin with, and secondly it

multiplied the difficulty of getting the proper separa-

tion between the plate and the halftone screen, hence

it was discarded by all practical photo-engravers.

The Ansco Screen Holder embodies all the good

points of both the Scovill-Levy and the Anthony

Holder, eliminating at the same time all their weak

points, and having in addition a great many essential

features which until now no principle of construction

had made possible. The Ansco Screen Holder is

accurate, efficient, durable, and withal extremely simple.

The distance between the screen and the plate is

automatically adjusted from the outside by means of

one single knob or micrometric screw with an index

dial recording whatever separation may be desired

between the plate and the screen from ~h inch to f

inch and with it absolute parallelism is secured. No
other holder will separate the screen from the plate

with absolute equidistance and this has heretofore

militated against the best possible work in photo-

engraving.

All metal parts inside this holder which are liable

to come in contact with the solution are made of sterling

silver and the wood is covered with three coats of
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shellac. All the inside parts of the holder can be
readily removed by anyone without tools and all the

parts are interchangeable. The old type of door spring

common to both the Scovill-Levy and the Anthony
designs and all other imitations thereof is done away
with and replaced in this holder by a spiral spring with

a metal disk covered with cloth, which produces a very

Ansco Halftone Engraving Holder

uniform and soft tension on the plate. The opening
for the screen and plate is square and is -re inch larger

than the dimensions given for each size holder, thus
a 14 x 17 holder will take a screen 17-^- inches square
either way or any smaller size down to 8 inches.

The trough is saturated with hot parafhne to make
it more durable and is provided with a silver saving

7
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receptacle constructed on new principles and located

in a different place than heretofore, and its construction

is such that it will catch all silver drippings. The
trough as well as the top plate rail are beveled on their

upward face to hold the ground glass securely, should

the operator prefer to focus with a ground glass in the

holder. Both the screen and the plate are inserted

from the rear of the holder. The difficulty existing

in all holders made heretofore, in regard to the rocking

and tilting of the trough and rails, has been absolutely

done away with in this holder by a new device of long

guides, which prevents all loose motion.

This holder will be made to fit any camera for

Process work, if the dimensions of the camera are given.

Directions: To put the screen in holder proceed

as follows: Adjust the lower screen rail at the index

mark corresponding to the size screen to be used; then

place the lower end of the screen on the silver springs;

press down and slip under the silver rests; next place

the upper end of the screen on the silver springs of the

top rail, press down and pull the rail against it.

An Acknowledgment

Photographers' Association of America
Office of the President

July ist, 191 1.

Portrait,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
In looking over the work accomplished by the advertising

and booming of our National Convention at St. Paul, we are

pleased to acknowledge the wonderful help received in this

line by the Executive Board through your journal.

Personally it has been more than appreciated, and I thank
you very, very much for your assistance in giving this infor-

mation to our members.
Hoping to have the pleasure of seeing you at St. Paul,

Sincerely yours,
(Signed) G. W. Harris.

8
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The Printing Room

GET it in the negative"—you've seen this adver-

tised many times. Get it in the negative is all

right, but did you ever have a customer come
in and ask for a dozen negatives? No; but every

customer wants prints. Then why not get it in the

print? That's what your customer gets. They don't

get negatives; they want positives. So let's get down
to a heart-to-heart talk about prints and the printing

room.

Much has been written and said about how to do
and what to do to produce the best results in printing.

Show me a photographer who has a clean, convenient,

well arranged printing room kept in perfect shape, and
who turns out good clean prints—pictures of quality,

and I'll show you one who has all the business he can

attend to and gets good prices for his work. It's just

as easy to have a clean and well arranged printing

room as it is to have it otherwise; it is much more
satisfactory and a great deal cheaper. System in the

printing room will save you more time, worry, trouble

and material in less than thirty days than it cost to

install it, to say nothing of the disappointment to your
customers you will save by having system.

The printer should keep the printing room clean

and in good order and appreciate the position of the

one who pays the bills—the "boss"—otherwise it will

pay the "boss" to get another printer. The waste
in this department amounts to money—not so much
in the cost of material but in the time and trouble it

takes to do it all over. The printing room is the least

attractive, least thought of, and in most places paid

less attention to, than any other part of the studio.

This is a sad mistake. The printing room is very

important, if not the most important room in the

studio, because in this room the finished product of

9
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the studio is made—the article the photographer
delivers to his customers. In this room is made the

reputation of the one whose name is on the finished

product. This reputation, as an artist, will be good,

or it will not be good; it depends on the printer and
the results turned out of his department.

Don't misunderstand and get the idea that the

other departments of the studio and their work are

not important. They are

—

very important. Suppose
your customer comes in for a sitting; wants a dozen
good prints and expects good work. You charge a

good price, the reception room is nice and clean, the

posing room well furnished, clean and in good order,

the operator is "on his job," knows his business and
gets good negatives, the proofs are good and satisfac-

tory, the negatives are fine—well lighted,well developed,

well retouched—in fact, what we call ideal negatives

for good prints. They are now ready for the printer.

The prints are finished and ready for the customer.

Are they what you expected? Do they register the

quality in your negatives? Are they right? Have
you reproduced in the prints everything you have
worked so hard to get in the negative? Or has all

your painstaking work in the operating room,
dark room, and retouching desk to produce these good
negatives, been lost? If the prints do not register all

your negative quality then all your work has been lost.

Don't expect to get the best results unless you are

careful and use good material. The best is none too

good for those who want to produce the best results

in their prints. Use the best chemicals and the best

paper. There is no paper on the market that will

give satisfactory results in the finished print equal to

Cyko. It is the paper that gets all the beautiful

quality of your negative—satisfies you—satisfies your
customer and keeps him satisfied because it is right

and is permanent. So let's get it in the prints.

10
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Cyko Portrait by Will H. Towles which won the Cyko Cup in "Open
to the World " class at the Southern Convention.
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Death of George G. Rockwood

IT
is with regret that we chronicle the death of

George Gardner Rockwood, the veteran photog-
rapher, at Lakeville, Conn.
Mr. Rockwood was in his eightieth year and began

taking pictures nearly sixty years ago. He was born
in Troy, N. Y., in 1832, and twenty years later took

up photography and made his first carte de-visite at

St. Louis in 1853, afterwards moving to New York
and entering into partnership with his brother,

Colonel Elihu R. Rockwood.

Besides being a photographer Mr. Rockwood was
an inventor, writer and lecturer, and was for many
years director of music in one of the New York
churches.

Mr. Rockwood was progressive to a degree and
over a decade ago prophesied that developing-out-

papers would ultimately be used exclusively in all

studios. He was also one of the first photographers

to use artificial light in making portraits and predicted

that the days of the skylight were numbered. He
photographed many famous Americans including seven

Presidents, and only recently printed a series of pictures

of famous American educators for the public libraries

of Washington and New York.

Mr. Rockwood was a frequent contributor to

Portrait, and his articles, besides being very interesting

were always practical and convincing, showing that he

had studied his subject deeply, and he never hesitated

to back up his convictions.

Mr. Rockwood was beloved by all and his kindly

criticisms and willingness to give of his vast store of

knowledge to help his less learned friends was typical

of the man.

12
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Cyko Portrait by H. VoiJand, Sioux City, la., which won First Prize in

the Miniature class at the Iowa Convention
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Bromide of Potassium

/4 LTHOUGH this chemical is considered a very
L\ stable one yet its action on developing-out-

-Z jL papers, and also in conjunction with various

alkaline developers, is not found to be entirely accord-

ing to the generally accepted theory.

In making a solution of potassium bromide for

D. O. P., whether it is to be a saturated solution or a

10% solution, it is advisable to use crystals if warm
black tones are desired because the warmth of the

tone depends largely on the quantity of bromine gas

in the developer, and the crystals hold more bromine
gas than the granular bromide. The term "saturated

solution" is self-explanatory but Cykologists fre-

quently meet with photographers who are using a

solution which they believe to be saturated but which
is not so.

No solution can be positively termed "saturated"

unless there is some undissolved chemical at the bottom
of the vessel in which it is contained.

The generally adopted method of adding bromide
of potassium to the developer by means of "drops"
is an uncertain one, and it is preferable therefore, to use

a minim graduate and measure the amount required.

The keeping qualities of a solution of potassium
bromide have also been assailed, and it is not advisable

to make up a large quantity at one time nor to keep
adding crystals and water to the old solution as soon
as it becomes nearly used up. In short, make up a

definite quantity according to your requirements

(which will last, say a week) and when it is all used
thoroughly wash out the bottle and make up an entirely

fresh solution. The cold tones in many prints are

the result of either not using a saturated solution of

potassium bromide crystals or using a solution which
has been made up for a considerable length of time.

14
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

N BROCK, of Asheville, N. C, whose portrait

is reproduced on the cover of this issue, is a

. native of North Carolina. He has been ac-

tively engaged in photographic work for the past

twenty years and has been honored with many prizes

at various conventions in all parts of this country.

Mr. Brock is an exponent of art in photography in

the highest degree, and all who have seen any of his

photographs realize that they are the work of an
artist. He believes that photography is the best of

all mediums for portraiture, provided that photo-

graphic ability is added to the artist's feeling and pic-

torial knowledge of light, line and composition.

Mr. Brock's Opinion of Professional Cyko

Ansco Company,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Gentlemen

:

I wish to inform you that the sepia toned prints made by
your Mr. Van Gilder are the best that I have seen or obtained
from my plates on any developing paper.

Photographers are accustomed to call any reddish print
a "sepia, " but to me the so-called sepias obtained on develop-
ing papers have been so raw and displeasing in color that I

have avoided them as much as possible.

However, the hypo-alum toned Cykos we are now pro-
ducing are so near true sepia (compared with standard pig-
ment colors) , and so rich and pleasing in color, that from now
on it is CYKO-hypo-alum toned for me.

Very truly yours,
(Signed) N. Brock.

15
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Plates. Each has its own peculiar
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Hammer's little book, "A Short Talk
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Ansco Building

i 29-131 West Twenty-second Street

New York City
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An arbitrary statement claimed as a
fact, but unsupported by proofs or reasons,
has ever been resented by the people as an
offense to their intelligence.—FraMonte.

/^YKO proved its quality
^*/ first by a long and
steady record of success

in the hands of the lead-

ing photographers of the

country.

CYKO users then sub-

mitted the printed evidence

at National and State Con-
ventions that has made
CYKO famous.

A single proof is worth a

page of unsupported claims

AnSCO Company Binghamton, N. Y.
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A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-

TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN- PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "A SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS, EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

No. 5 September, 191 1 Vol. III.

The Ideal Printing Medium

Talk given before the Photographers' Association

of Canada, by S. W. Whiteman.

MR. President, Ladies and Gentlemen In any
branch of endeavor, whether in art, literature

or commerce, the worker somewhere deep
down in his mind pictures to himself an ideal. It is

no disgrace never to attain that ideal, for the earnest

worker sets his at such a height that like the horizon

it recedes with every step forward toward its attain-

ment. Every photographer should possess an ideal

which will stimulate his work and be ever present in

his mind in the operating and in the finishing room.
This short address must not be considered in the

light of an advertising talk as it is intended primarily

to be a review of all the elements which an ideal print-

ing medium should possess. I will take each factor

separately, explaining its particular function, although
the necessity for most of them is self-evident.

The negative in a gallery is merely a means to an

COPYRIGHT, 1908, BY *NEC0



Portrait
end, although playing a very important part in the

final production, but a poor printing medium can
nullify the painstaking care exercised in obtaining a

good negative. It is, therefore, of paramount import-

ance that the printing process used should have all

the necessary qualities, not only to do justice to the

negative, but to compensate for possible defects in

lighting. tonal gradation is the term applied

to what is commonly known as the "quality" in a print.

The term used in connection with photography means
"a number of shades in orderly and continuous suc-

cession." That is to say, that from the deepest shadow
to the most brilliant high light a printing paper should

yield a large number of intermediate shades in regular

order. In some papers there are considerable gaps in

the gradation scale, consequently with an absence

of delicate half tones papers of this nature are termed
too contrasty.

To reproduce all the delicate gradations faithfully

the ideal printing medium must be able to respond in

kind, and the supreme test of a good paper is to compare
it with the negative, and should there be any details

or gradation in the latter that are not reproduced in the

print, then that printing medium falls short of the

ideal.

The next attribute is permanence. I need
hardly state that this is one of the foundation stones

of a photographer's success, and it is a melancholy
fact that there are many members of the profession

who give absolutely no attention to this most important

factor.

The late Mr. George G. Rockwood, the veteran

photographer of New York, and the man who has

pointed his camera at more presidents than any living

artist, said: "Beyond the technical and artistic excel-

lence in our work there is nothing so important as the

quality of permanence! I must be able to meet my
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customers with unfading portraits, especially as many
of the subjects might pass to that realm where there

can be no resittings!" and concluded by stating, "I am
so sure of the permanency of developing-out-papers

that I am about to print a series of portraits of famous
American educators for the public libraries of Washing-
ton and New York, and I shall pin my faith to developing

papers as being the most permanent form obtainable

short of printers' ink!"

Ladies and gentlemen, the late Mr. Rockwood was
a Cyko user.

It must not be understood by Mr. Rockwood's
remarks that all developing-out-papers are permanent
for the reason that the raw stock used plays a very
important part in the stability of the print.

The raw stock used in the manufacture of Cyko
is of the purest linen fiber, and if anyone here is

interested enough in learning which developing-out-

papers are reliable he may send to Washington for

the analyses made by the government chemist, and
he will then ascertain where Cyko stands and what the

findings are in regard to the other papers.

Next to quality and permanence comes ease of

manipulation. In this connection I think developing-

out-papers are easily first. The process is not auto-

matic, but providing intelligence is brought to bear

on the manipulation, plus care, successful prints must
result. But ease of manipulation does not mean treat-

ing all prints alike regardless of the quality of the nega-

tive and always using the same solutions under all

circumstances. This would kill individuality. There-

fore, the ideal printing medium must be sufficiently

plastic to respond to variations in treatment. It must
give softer or more brilliant prints at will. This is

where developing-out-papers so overshadow the anti-

quated sun-printing processes. With the latter, the
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brilliancy or otherwise of the print was determined
once and for all by the quality of the negative.

The emulsion of Cyko is so compounded that it

will respond at once to any variation in the developing

formula. For instance, the addition of dry hydro-
chinon will increase the brilliancy, and the addition

of metol will result in softer prints. It is not, therefore,

necessary to make up a separate developer where only

a slight variation in the strength of a print is desired.

The ideal paper must also have latitude. The
sun-printing methods were and are delinquent in

this respect. If the prints were over or under-

printed they were either too dark or too light. Cyko
has great latitude. Suppose the correct time of ex-

posure is 12 seconds and three prints are made from
the same negative, one in 9, one in 12 and one in 15

seconds, the resulting print will be practically the same,

inasmuch as the action in the developer will offset the

under and over-exposure if properly handled.

The convenience of developing-out-papers has

never been questioned, and the rapidity with which
work can be handled means much more than con-

venience. It means increased revenue for the photog-

rapher. There is no reason why sittings should be
turned down in the rush season as long as you can find

the time to make the negatives. You are also enabled

to make your promises good to your customers, which
makes the atmosphere of the reception room more
congenial.

Now we come to color, and here is where
"Doctors differ." Waiving all professional opinion, I

think the question a photographer should ask himself

is—what do my customers want? Everyone of us is

in business for profit, and giving the public what it

wants brings more results than trying to educate it in

the esthetics as interpreted by the average photog-
rapher.
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I am not decrying the beautiful work of the leaders

of the craft or the taste of the purchasing public, but
I believe in catering to its requirements in a large

degree, and in fact are we so sure that the public is

not, after all, the better judge?

There is a good proportion of sitters who demand
a brilliant print, full of detail, and a warm-black color

seems to meet their views. Then again there is

another class who will take nothing but sepia prints,

and this class is daily becoming more numerous.
Therefore, the ideal printing medium should be capable

of producing both black-and-white and sepia prints.

It is impossible to define colors in words, and as

there is no standard sepia, from a photographic point

of view, opinions differ as to what color actually

constitutes a pure sepia.

Now, here is where Cyko is most obliging. It will

produce very warm sepias with a tinge of yellow and
red, or a decided brown or chocolate tone. Thus the

photographer can decide which he desires and is able

to rely on always obtaining this color. It is simply a

question of manipulation and definite developing and
toning formulae. The demonstrations which have been
given at this Convention exemplified this feature

thoroughly, and I will not, therefore, expatiate further

on this important question.

In order to obtain steady and paying patronage
it is also necessary to offer something new in portraiture

from time to time, and until the advent of developing-

out-papers the same style picture could be found from
coast to coast, but now you have an opportunity of

not only expressing individuality in your work but
also of offering new effects and ideas to the purchasing

public, and so keep business in a flourishing condition.

The main idea must be to get your patrons to

come back year after year and more often if possible,

and inasmuch as their facial features do not alter in
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any marked degree at intervals of a year there must be

some other attraction to entice the public into your

gallery.

The increased demand from the art loving public

for high grade portraiture and the growing competition

in the photographic business has done much in the last

few years for the advancement of the profession.

Developing-out-paper offers an entirely new field for

the introduction of novelties. The card mount manu-

facturers, seeing this, have, with the help of the paper

manufacturer, aided the photographer to get away from

the stereotyped styles, and you have only to look at

the beautiful prints exhibited at the Conventions,

especially the work on Cyko Buff and Cyko Linen,

to realize the possibilities of this new era.

I have not spoken of the saving in your stock

bills that you achieve by the adoption of developing-

out-papers, because as sensible men and women you

know that no one can afford to sacrifice quality for

cheapness, but when you consider the foregoing quali-

ties, which constitute the ideal printing medium, it is

certainly wonderful that the only paper (Professional

Cyko) that possesses all of them is lower in price

than any paper that can be said to even approach it.

Virginia and the Carolinas Convention

GREAT preparations are under way for the

instruction and entertainment of the photog-

raphers who will convene at Asheville, N. C,

September 26-29. Besides interesting demonstrations,

Past President of the National Association Geo. W.

Harris, will deliver his lecture on "System."

The Swannanoah Hotel will be the convention

headquarters as well as meeting place, and further

particulars may be had from the Secretary, Mr. Geo. L.

Faber, Norfolk, Va.
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One of six Cyko Portraits which won First Prize in

Childrens' Class, Iowa Convention
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Counting Your Chickens Before the Eggs

are Hatched

ONE of the amusing incidents of the recent St.

Paul Convention was the disappointment of

a certain manufacturerwho counted on Rudolph
Duhrkoop and his daughter as advertising cards for

his plates. In fact it was the opinion of some that

the influence of this manufacturer was largely respon-

sible for the Association paying the price demanded by
Duhrkoop to come over to St. Paul in the capacity of

instructor of the Photographers' Association of America.
Duhrkoop's daughter, whose charming personality

was felt by every one, made some very interesting

demonstrations, but to Duhrkoop fell the harder task

of writing testimonial letters that could be used for

advertising purposes. He gave the manufacturer in

Rochester a positive endorsement of his plates, and
another equally positive endorsement to a St. Louis

manufacturer, both of which testimonials appeared

almost side by side in the National Daily of the

Photographers' Association of America, thus succeed-

ing admirably in proving that outside of photography,
or according to grammarians, "two positives make a

negative." That our readers may enjoy the huge
joke we reproduce the two testimonials. The letter

to the Rochester manufacturer reads as follows

:

'

' I have seen the many wonderful results on the different

exhibitions produced from the plates since I have been
around the Convention hall, have talked with the great photog-
raphers that speak so well of the ——- plates, and am con-
vinced that I have made no mistake in choosing them for

my work, and shall be glad to recommend them altogether

for the future with pleasure.

Rudolph Duhrkoop."

The letter to the St. Louis manufacturer is as

follows:
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Photograph by
Rudolph Dubrkoop
and his daughter

Hammer Red
Label Plate
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"Since my arrival in the United States I have seen so
many excellent results from your plates and heard so much
in their praise by the leading artists that I wish to use your
plates in my studios in Hamburg and Berlin, and hand you
herewith my order for immediate shipment.

Rudolph Duhrkoop."
So that our readers may miss nothing in connection

with this plate incident we will remark that it was the

opinion of many that the best negatives made by
Duhrkoop's daughter were on Hammer Special Plates,

and she was heard to remark to Mr. Fred Hammer that

Hammer Plates were a revelation to her!

Death of Victor E. Georg
of Springfield, 111.

It is with regret that we announce the death of

Victor E. Georg at Colorado Springs, Colo. Upon re-

ceipt of the news we wrote one of his friends whose
letter we reproduce herewith as it is in itself an

obituary.
Detroit, Mich., August 21, 191 1.

Ansco Company,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Gentlemen :

I was profoundly shocked to learn of the death of my
dear friend, Victor Georg, of Springfield, 111. "Vic," as we
all called him, was one of those noble, whole-souled, good
hearted fellows of the old school type ; as a point crayon
artist and photographer he had few equals. His was a style

of work that was classic and upon which he built an envious
reputation, and as an executive officer of the Illinois Photog-
raphers' Association his presence gave prestige and force

to that organization that reflected creditably throughout the
State of Illinois. His passing away only reminds us of the
truthfulness of Knox, the poet, when he says in one of his

poems,
" So the multitude goes like theflower and the weed

That withers away to let others succeed;
So the multitude comes, even those we behold,

To repeat every tale that has often been told."

Yours very truly,

C. H. Devenney.

10
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One of six Cyko Portraits which won First Prize in Class B
at Iowa Convention
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Bridgeport Convention of New England

Association

THE coming Convention at Bridgeport promises

to eclipse all records, if one may judge by the

support it is receiving and by the energy of

the officers.

To assist the individual photographer in acquiring

knowledge and instruction President Garohas appointed
a board of honorary vice-presidents, consisting [of

thirty famous photographers.

The Crystal Palace on Steeplechase Island will be
devoted entirely to the Art Exhibit and pictures may
be sent at once to Vice-President J. P. Haley, Bridge-

port, Conn., who will promptly acknowledge receipt

of same.

A great tent is to be erected on the Exposition

grounds which will be given over entirely to demonstra-
tions and there will be a special display of inventions

and novel devices of interest to photographers.

A unique button has been designed, bearing the sig-

nature of President Garo, and is handsomely embossed
in gold and red enamel. The buttons are now ready
and Secretary George H. Hastings is anxious to deliver

them and members are urged to send in their dues at

once and thus avoid the great crush on the morning of

the opening.

The railroad association has granted a rate of a

fare and three-fifths to all attending the Convention
upon the certificate plan. You pay full fare at your
starting point and insist upon getting a certificate

from the ticket agent. This certificate should be
deposited with the secretary upon your arrival at the

hall, and when signed by him and the passenger agent,

will allow you to obtain a return ticket for three-fifths

regular fare.

12
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Why Moving Picture Film of Ansco Quality

Can Not Be Had at Present

THE request that we supply film of Ansco qual-

ity for moving picture purposes has been so in-

sistent and from so many different quarters that

we deem it necessary to make a general announcement
of the reasons which prevent us from contributing to

the higher quality of moving picture film, lest we be
misunderstood. The reasons are as follows :

First: The demand for Ansco cartridge film is so

large and is increasing so rapidly that every addition

to our film plant has been required to augment the

output of cartridge film, in order to meet the ever

growing demand.
Second : The making of moving picture film re-

quires a separate installation from that required for

cartridge film, because the two films are substantially

different. For instance, the cartridge film for general

photography is non-curling, whereas the moving picture

film is only coated on one side and must be necess-

arily so. The base of the moving picture film is heavier

and the emulsion more contrastive. In other words,

the emulsion that would be most desirable for car-

tridge film would be totally unsuited for moving picture

film. Any attempt, therefore, to manufacture both
kinds of film in the same department, would curtail

the total output, thus diminishing our profits and in-

conveniencing the dealers who relv on us for cartridge

film.

Third : The market for moving picture film in

sufficient quantities to make the industry profitable is

at present closed against any manufacturer other than

the Rochester Trust, by virtue of an agreement ex-

isting between it and the Motion Picture Patents Com-
pany, which company is said to control all the val-

uable patents applying to moving picture cameras and

13
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projecting devices, and which controls, besides, the

greater part of the moving picture theatres. The
Motion Picture Patents Company under this agree-

ment may only buy film from the Rochester Trust.

Fourth : The outcome of the decision in the Good-
win patent litigation, if favorable to us, as owners of

this fundamental patent covering the manufacture of

film, howsoever made, can alone quickly upset the al-

liance between the Rochester Film Trust and the

Motion Picture Trust, and the decision in this im-

portant patent litigation is now only the matter of a

few months. In the meantime our building operations

continue uninterruptedly, so as to reach completion in

all departments at the psychological time. Moving
picture film of Ansco quality is hence a possibility of

the near future.

Fifth: Remember that we are looking out for

the Independent field in all branches of photography,

and if we decline now to supply film for moving
pictures it is so that we may be better equipped to

take care of the moving picture market when our

assistance will be most needed.

The Associated Photographers of

West Virginia

THE Associated Photographers of West Virginia

will hold their first annual meeting at Grafton,

W. Va., October ioth and nth. The officers

have prepared an excellent program and every hour
of the two days will be filled with instructive and
interesting talks and demonstrations.

The exhibit will be particularly fine, as it will

comprise not only pictures from the surrounding states,

but also from all over this country and Europe.
One feature which should prove very interesting

is the meeting devoted to the criticism of the pictures on

14
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exhibition by a competent artist. Here is an oppor-

tunity to learn pointers on composition, balance, light

and shade, posing, etc.

Further information may be obtained from any of

the officers, namely, A. T. Proctor, Pres., Huntington,

W. Va.; J. E. Giffon, Vice-Pres., Wheeling, W. Va.;

W. R. Loar, Treas., Grafton, W. Va.; F. Cochrane,

Secy., Charleston, W. Va.

Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THE Gerhard Sisters, whose portrait adorns the

cover of this issue, have, by the originality of

their work, which has at times been almost dar-

ing, jumped into deserved prominence during the last

few years. They operate in an age when individuality

is appreciated, and their success has not only been
gratifying to themselves but also a source of pleasure

to their friends, who are legion.

In addition to their artistic ability they possess the

gift of scattering content and even happiness among
those with whom they come in contact, which has
perforce played an important part in their success.

The Gerhard Sisters were the first women profes-

sional photographers in St. Louis, where they became
the successors of F. W. Guerin some years ago. They
were remarkably successful and owing to the rapid

growth of their business they found it necessary to

acquire larger premises and, therefore, erected a model
photographic studio, at a cost of $25,000, which was
opened recently.

The two radiantly pleasant and beautiful sisters

are always part of the life and attraction of all the

National Photographers' conventions. In St. Paul
this year they were pointed out as the sisters whose
beautiful work on Cyko Linen was exhibited in room
No. 71, which was the gravitating center of the Con-
vention.
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Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate pei 1000
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* 3>2 x II
$ .15

•35

$1.50
3-40

$ 7.00
15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our
regular heading and trade-mark. No charge for im-
printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller
quantities $1 . 50 extra for first thousand, and 50c. for

each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders
accepted for less than one thousand.

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the
factory.

Post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.
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S&EltfttJtlttP possible exposures,

and PERFEC-
TION of emulsion that makes each

plate in every box equal to the BEST
in any box are features that mark
Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red label)

and Extra Fast (blue label) Plates.

Hammer's little book, "A Short Talk

on Negative Making," mailedfree.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

1 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City
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Cameras

for /he

Professional

Have been wonderfully simplified

by the originators and designers

of 98% of all studio cameras made
and used in this country during

the last sixty years.

The new models are shown and ex-

plained in "The Studio Equipment
Simplified." A book sent free on

request by the

AnSCO Company, Binghamton, N. Y.
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Vol. III.

Important Announcement

Portrait is published for the benefit of photog-
raphers and with their co-operation, and it has accom-
plished its educational mission.

It is a magazine essentially for the professional,

and the mailing list must be confined solely to the

professional photographers and interested dealers, but
the list has grown to such stupendous proportions that

the edition has now reached 25,000 copies monthly.
It will be seen by these figures that Portrait must

reach a large number of individuals who are not entitled

to receive it gratis.

Portrait is mailed as third-class matter and there-

fore the postal authorities are not called upon to
return any undelivered copies, thus making it impos-
sible to verify or correct the mailing list. Every photog-
rapher is therefore requested to advise the publishers

of his correct address and whether he is interested in

receiving Portrait.

COPYRIGHT, 1968, BY ANSCO COMPANY
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A Pioneer Stock House

Notes by an old-time dealer, William F. Woodward

FORTY-SIX years ago the sale of photographic
supplies on the Pacific Coast was confined to

two concerns, Oscar Foss, of San Francisco, and
Chas. H. Woodard (now Woodard, Clarke & Co.),

Portland, Ore.; the cities of Los Angeles, Spokane,
Tacoma and Seattle were then unknown to fame.

Photography as an avocation was as far from the

thoughts of man as aviation.

The pioneer photographer in that great empire
was of necessity a resourceful man of simple tastes

and devices, using wet plates and ferrotypes, Anthony's
cotton, collodion and varnish, albumen, paper and
nitrate of silver, the great staples, and not until the

"eighties" did "dry plates" begin to supersede the

clumsy wet plate process.

Sailing vessels brought the bulk of our heavy supplies

from the Atlantic Coast, a six months' trip under
extremes of climate which often spelled disaster

—

heat, cold, dampness and salt air. One shipment
of headrests arrived so rusted that they were left on
the dock, while cameras and stands twisted, expanded,
and shrunk in mechanical misery. Portland had no
direct rail connection with the outside world till '84,

and the remote points it served were reached only by
stage, boat or pack train. Card stock was a fairly safe

shipper, the various sizes being hand cut from large

sheets.

Ferrotypes, for a generation or more in the '6o's and
'8o's, proved the one safe and fairly satisfactory process.

As tintype materials were easily carried and manipu-
lated, results were pleasing to all parties, and the profits

were such as to make fortunes for several of the pioneer

"artists."
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I recall one firm of traveling ferrotypers whese-

travels extended from Alaska to Australia and who
were known to every mining camp and rancher. Their
well-made tintypes may yet be found in many homes,
picturing in simple garb the fortune hunter and argo-

naut of a golden period never to have its counterpart.

The firm of Woodard, Clarke & Co. still retains its

lead as photo dealers in the great empire whose needs

they supply. The members of the house, Louis G.
Clarke and Wm. F. Woodward are now, as they have
ever been, staunch supporters of Ansco products. The
trade relations between the two houses now extend in

an ever-increasing degree over a period of nearly half a

century.

At present, and for the past twelve years, the house
has acted as wholesale agents and distributors for

Ansco products for the Northwest territory. The
accompanying engraving is but a partial illustration

of the retail section of their photographic line, the

wholesale and jobbing department being located on
the third floor of the building they now occupy.

Changes by the firm contemplate an early removal
to a new seven-story building on property recently

purchased by them in the center of the shopping dis-

trict. Here Ansco products will have even a larger

and more favorable display.

Professional Cyko Pointer

THE third edition of the Professional Cyko
Pointer is now ready for distribution and
contains in concise form a fund of information

concerning Professional Cyko, including all the

necessary formulas for the production of true sepia

prints.

A copy of this booklet should be in the hands of

all Cyko users. Mail your request for one now.

4
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To Understand is to be an Independent Dealer

ONCE the situation is understood—the ethics,

the hopelessness of expecting in the long run
to be repaid for assigning one's personal rights

to any individual or corporation without sufficient

guarantee, in juxtaposition to freedom of action,

unrestricted trading, on the basis of letting the best

man and the best goods win—there is no dealer short-

sighted enough to any longer refuse to become an
Independent dealer.

The latest accession to the ranks of those who
understand is that of the old, energetic, well-known
house of MullettBros. Photographic Supply Company

,

920-922 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo., whose
good-will, reputation and capital were acquired in

the good old times when the ebb and flow of photo-

graphic trade were unhampered and unrestricted, except

by natural causes and conditions— in the good old

days when every photographer and dealer looked to

the predecessors of the Ansco Company—The Scovill

& Adams Company and E. & H. T. Anthony & Com-
pany, for meritorious goods and a square deal; and
they got them as they get them now from their sturdy
offspring, the Ansco Company.

Every photographer in Missouri, Kansas and
western Texas will hail with pleasure the announcement
that he can now obtain what he wants from his old

and favorite stock house, whose friendship has led

him up to now to use a great many things simply
because he could not get exactly what he wanted from
it, under the heretofore existing conditions. The two
Independent dealers now in Kansas City catering to

the professional trade are therefore Mullett Bros.

Photographic Supply Company and M. B. McCleskey;
the latter the enthusiastic pioneer Independent dealer,

who must not be forgotten as being the one who made
the initial fight against heavy odds.

5
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The Way of the Transgressor is Hard

C^TUDIO LIGHT is now trying to crawl through

| | the eye of a needle, after its bluff was called in
^"^ regard to the results of the Iowa Convention.
In its July issue it offered to prove that the statement
in Portrait was not correct as to Cyko winning more
first prizes than all the other printing papers put
together and five times as many as all the other develop-
ing papers. When the monumental gall and sophistry

of those responsible for the utterances of Studio Light

were pointed out to the editors of Portrait it was too

late to incorporate the reply in the current issue of

that magazine, but the facts were submitted in a

fly-leaf. Those facts speak for themselves and are

now reproduced in the body of this issue as a further

permanent record of the methods used by the publishers

of Studio Light to discredit their competitors, evidently

banking on the theory that if mud is thrown at a white

wall some of it is bound to stick.

Studio Light must think that photographers are

fools, for in the September issue it abandons its bluff to

prove that Cyko did not win more first prizes than all

the other printing papers put together and five times

as many as all other developing papers, and contends

that it was right because some of the second prizes

were won by Eastman papers. The issue was not

about second prizes, as Cyko was satisfied with being

the winner of the first prizes. Studio Light departs

further from the original issue by impeaching the

veracity of the well-known photographers who got

the prizes, and that there may be no further doubt as

to the correctness of the statement contained in

Portrait, in this and all other matters, we reproduce

two letters from prize winners that speak for them-
selves.
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"Sioux City, May 22, 191 1.
'

' I herewith hand you four prints used at the Iowa Con-
vention and trust that you may find one that will answer
your purpose. We like Cyko very much and it certainly

is a prize-winning paper, almost all of the prize-winning
pictures in this State being on Cyko.

"Wishing you every success, I am,
"Yours truly,

"(Signed) H. E. Voiland."

"Mount Pleasant, Iowa, Aug. 8, 191 1.

"In reply to yours of the 3d, will say that we send by
prepaid express today the two sets of pictures which won the

first prize in their respective classes at the Convention in May,
the six large pictures, Class B, printed on Linen Buff Cyko,
the six Children's Class printed on Buff Professional
Cyko.

"The prints we send you for reproduction in the black
and white of course do not have the softness and beauty of

the original brown tone.

"Yours truly,

"(Signed) Will Dyall. "

Studio Light owes an apology and retraction to

the Ansco Company, to its readers and to the pho-
tographers above named, whose veracity it has brought
into question, that is, if it follows the accepted code
of honor,—but does it?

[For lack of space in this issue we are compelled to

postpone until our next, the publication of two letters just

received; one from Mr. Dyall, and the other from Mr. Frank
A. Free, Secretary of the Photographers' Association of
Iowa. In connection with these letters, we will reproduce
the Association's card awarding Mr. Dyall the 1st prize and
blue ribbon in Class B.—Ed.]
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" Time to Call a Halt" to the Periodical Gag
Reproduced from fly-leaf inserted in July issue of Portrait

THE manufacturers of Cyko have never, and
hope never to make a statement which to

their best knowledge and belief is not abso-

lutely true, and, if through being misinformed, or if

by mistake, they ever made a statement that wasn't
in accordance with facts, they would immediately
make amende honorable.

In this spirit we looked up the claims made by
Studio Light for July, 191 1, regarding the results of

the Iowa Convention. We are not surprised that our

investigations have shown that with the publishers

of Studio Light history repeats itself with mathematical
precision, indicating that there is no human element
behind it, but only a machine for the dissemination

of perverted facts.

Its claim in regard to the Iowa Convention is a

repetition of its tactics against the Artura Company,
when there was such a company in Columbus, Ohio,

and when there was a paper made by the name of
1

'Artura" in that city. See article in the A rtura Bulletin

of October, 1909, entitled "Artura Dope." The
article combating the mendacious statements of

Studio Light has this to say

:

"We don't need the advertising value of our con-

vention successes, but we are forced to tell you the

real facts to prevent things from being misrepresented

by unscrupulous advertisers who seem to have a

habit of making false claims for their products."

The facts presented by the Artura Bulletin were
so strong that Studio Light had to plead guilty in the

ingenious way so well known to the heartless machine
behind it. See Studio Light for October, 1909, page 10.

"The application of the above story is that some-
body slipped a cog. Pictures on our papers didn't
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take quite as many prizes at the Missouri Convention
as were reported to and then advertised by us."

Now comes a repetition of this offense against

Cyko in regard to the Iowa Convention. This is

our answer : We absolutely believe in the veracity and
integrity of every man representing Cyko paper.

The report of the issue was sent in to us by our repre-

sentative, Mr. T. C. Muller, immediately the prizes

were awarded, while the pictures were still on exhibi-

tion and before sufficient time had elapsed to forget

or contravene the results. According to Mr. Muller's

report the first prizes were awarded as follows:

Grand Portrait Class: Platinum print by M. H.
Sykes, Chicago, 111.

Prize Winners' Class : Carbon print by H. Voiland,

Sioux City, Iowa.

Miniature Class: Cyko print by H. Voiland,

Sioux City, Iowa.

Children's Class: Cyko print by W. Dyall, Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa.

Dakota Trophy: Carbon print by J. J. Keller,

Beresford, S. D.
Class A: Cyko print by M. N. Youngburg, Sioux

City, Iowa.

Class B : Cyko print by W. Dyall, Mt. Pleasant,

Iowa.

Class C: Cyko print by E. R. Ballard, West
Union, Iowa.

Class D: Artura print by A. D. Prisley, Wood-
bine, Iowa.

View Class: (Not reported).

In other words, out of ten first prizes, not eight as

claimed by Studio Light (See Souvenir Program of

Photographers' Association of Iowa for verification)

Cyko received five, Artura one, and the other four

divided between Carbon and Platinum papers.

Of a total number of sixteen prizes offered, not

10
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fourteen as claimed by Studio Light, and for verifica-

tion see Souvenir Program of Photographers' Associa-

tion of Iowa, Cyko received seven prizes, Artura three,

and Platinum and Carbon papers six. The statement,

therefore, in the July issue of Portrait is absolutely

correct in accordance with Mr. Muller's report : "Cyko
won more first prizes than all the other printing papers

put together, and five times as many as all the other

developing papers."

Iodide of Potassium

THIS chemical was very extensively used by
photographers in the old collodion days and
is still useful in connection with developing-

out-papers.

When purchasing iodide of potassium care should

be taken to obtain the pure salt, as the commercial
iodide contains impurities, such as carbonate of potash,

which, when present, forms small crystals, which be-

come moist on exposure to the air from the deliques-

cent nature of the alkaline carbonate.

Iodide of potassium is commonly used for the pre-

vention of abrasion or friction marks on glossy develop-

ing-out-paper, but should be used sparingly on account
of its tendency to yield a flat gray print when added in

large quantities.

One drop of a saturated solution to each ounce of

developer is usually sufficient to prevent abrasion

marks, and one additional drop of bromide of potassium
to each ounce should also be added, as it tends to pre-

serve the color and vigor of the print.

When iodide of potassium is used in the hypo-
alum toning bath it should never be added except in

solution.

A hypo-alum bath, to which crystals of iodide have
been added, may cause yellow stains on the prints.

11
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A Useful Electric Heater

With the almost universal use of the hot hypo-
alum method for obtaining toned sepia prints on Cyko,
a convenient method of heating the bath claimed the

attention of photographers. The use of oil stoves,

gas plates, etc., although effective, was objectionable

to some on account of the smell and the tendency to

heat the surrounding atmosphere as well as the bath.

The use of such heating apparatus had a bearing, also,

on many fire insurance policies, and if electric current

Electric Heater in use with hypo-alum bath

is available a more cleanly and convenient method
of heating than the electric heater could not be em-
ployed. A hypo-alum toning bath can be heated very
quickly by this apparatus and may be kept at an even
temperature by means of an indicating switch.

There are many other useful purposes to which the

heater can be put—such as, for instance, drying prints,

heating developer in cold weather, etc. This heater

is manufactured by the Diamond Electric Company,
Binghamton, N. Y.

12
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A Valuable Pointer from Cykologist "Rosey"

AMETHOD of avoiding the scum which settles

on prints toned in the hypo-alum bath is con-

tained in a letter recently received from
Cykologist " Rosey " and from which we quote the fol-

lowing:

"Now then for scum. I have seen people get scum
in a cold bath, scum in a hot bath, scum in a

medium bath and scum all the time. I got busy the

other day and tried out a stunt which worked the scum
racket to a 'fare you well.' I tried it in different ways
and proved to my satisfaction that I have it on the

scum now for all time. Just make up a batch of

prints, throw half of them in a tray of water after

they are fixed, then wash the other half of them. Run
them all through the hypo-alum bath and you will

find the ones you washed have scum galore and the

ones you did not wash just as clean as a whistle, and
not needing to be swabbed off.

"The whole secret is, if you do not want scum do not
wash prints between fixing and the hypo-alum toning

bath."

The Texas Convention

The Convention held at Houston, Tex., recently,

was reported to be a success in every wa3^, particular

interest being displayed in the Cyko demonstrations.

Cyko again repeated former successes and won three

times as many first prizes as all other developing papers.

The Association Cup was awarded to a Cyko print

by Mr. O. Hegemann, this gentleman also winning
the Cyko Cup, and congratulations are also extended
to Messrs. T. S. Higginbotham, G. W. Miller, F. M.
Boyd, C. R. Sauer, Jos. Lux and M. L. Potash, who
captured various other awards.

13
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Ato England Convention

WE extend to President Garo and other officers

of the P. A. of N. E. our hearty congratula-

tions on the very successful convention at

Bridgeport. We understand that the attendance of

members was the largest in its history, and the number
of visiting photographers from other States was prob-

ably greater than at any other State or sectional con-

vention. The lectures were given by men of national

repute from all parts of the country, which gave the

affair quite the air of a national convention. No
demonstration negatives were made, through lack of

facilities.

The manufacturers were there in full force with

very attractive exhibits, but those who had chosen

peanut stands, soda water booths and shooting gal-

leries for the display of their wares were much dis-

mayed by the gusts and gales which blew down the

boardwalk from the Sound. One of the features was
" Billy," the bear, to which Cykologist Frank Leache
took a great fancy. When Billy refused to obey,

Frank would gather him in his arms and carry him to

the restaurant, to the great confusion of the ladies and
the delight of the bold, bad men who fed him ice cream
cones and other delicacies.

It was altogether a happy affair, well attended,

and nearly everyone went home well pleased.

Springfield, Mass., was chosen as the next meeting

place, but the date was left in the hands of the execu-

tive committee, who is also to consider the advisa-

bility of combining with the National at Philadelphia

in 191 2. We hope it may be decided to do so.

14
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

IN
selecting the picture of L. J. Buckley of Bingham-

ton, N. Y., as the feature of our cover this month,
we give deserved prominence to a rising young

photographer.

Mr. Buckley, although adopting the photographic

profession but a few years ago, has, by dint of persever-

ing efforts and the application of his natural talents,

made a place for himself among the best artists. His
work is never stereotyped and he strives to make his

portraits as artistic as the subject will permit, always
realizing that a portrait must be primarily a likeness,

consisting not only of the faithful reproduction of the

features but also the character behind them.
Mr. Buckley's posing room contains only a New

York Studio Outfit, a plain background and a reflector,

obtaining his light effects by a judicious use of a small

side light. He relies on dark room manipulation
for the completion of his lighting scheme, and the

illustration appearing in this issue is a typical example
of his work.

Mr. Buckley generously attributes a great deal

of his success to the careful study of portraits by the

master photographers and the knowledge obtained
by attending the National Conventions of the Photog-
raphers' Association of America. He is a regular

exhibitor at the National and State Conventions and
his work always receives kindly attention from the

critics who predict for him a very successful career.

" Certain kinds of labor will always be a drug on
the market, but the time will never come when good
workmanship will not be at a premium"

15



i i Get it in the print"

Cyko will do it

No matter whether your nega-

tive is only fair— or even poor.

No one sees the negative. It's

the print that makes or mars

your photographic reputation.

Cyko Paper
is plastic and responds to vari-

ation in treatment. It gives soft

or brilliant prints at will, and

compensates for defects ofa badly

lighted negative.

Ansco Company
Bin^hamtoii.N.Y.
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TTAMMER'S Special Extra Fast (red
A A

label) and Extra Fast (blue label)

Plates are noted the world over for HIGH
SPEED and SUPERIOR WORKING
QUALITIES. The most rigid tests

have demonstrated their right to a LEAD-
ING PLACE among all makes of photo-

graphic plates in the market today.

v m

Hammer'''s little book, liA Short Talk

on Negative Making" mailedfree.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

1 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City
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An Actual Experience (j|

A FEW days ago I dropped into the

photographic department of the great-

est news agency in the world.

Believe me, the fellow who showed me
around was very courteous, but one of the

keenest buyers I have met, only he took me
for a visiting photographer. He was proud

to show me his well appointed stock room

full of

Cyko Paper

"You just told me your department wai

compelled to buy the lowest priced goods

obtainable, " I remarked, "yet you are using

Cyko," "Yes," he answered, "I have

tried all the papers on the market and

Cyko is the lowest priced. Every sheet

means a good print—no waste, no loss of

time. Rejected prints and lost time are

worth money to us.
'

'

This fellow could tell Cyko in the dark

by sensing, and he proved it to me!

s- ~yS Secretary, *-*

Ansco Company
Bin^hamlon.N.Y.
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Give Your Ansco Film Negatives the Best

Chance with Rapid Developer

WITH two films of equal speed the one that
possesses greater orthochromatic values will

give the most successful pictures during
the dark days, the reason being that the light contains
more yellow rays proportionately than during the
summer months, and therefore the film should be
sensitive to that color. Ansco film is non-halation,
also very sensitive to yellow and orange rays, and
because of this the developer is a controlling factor
in the speed of the film.

The formula given below will yield negatives of
good printing density from exposures that, if developed
by the ordinary formula, would be thin unless developed
long enough to permit the action of the developer
to do its full work. A non-halation and orthochro-
matic emulsion requires either a more energetic
developer or longer development than an ordinary
emulsion.
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Rapid Formula for Hand Development

Water 64 oz.

Metol 45 gr.

Hydrochinon 9° gr -

Sulphite soda (anhydrous) 1 Yi oz.

Carbonate soda (anhydrous) 1 oz.

Potassium bromide 12 gr.

Dissolve in the order given.

Development should be complete in three minutes,

and there is nothing gained by leaving the film in

the developer longer than five minutes, as by that

time all the silver salts acted on by the light have

been reduced to a metallic state.

Formula for Tank Development

Water 48 oz.

Metol 12 gr.

Hydrochinon 24 gr.

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous) 180 gr.

Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 120 gr.

Potassium bromide 3 gr -

Dissolve in the order given.

Development is complete in 20 minutes.

The developers given above should be used at a

temperature of 65 ° Fahrenheit. A cold developer

will result in your negatives being contrasty and

lacking detail, especially in the shadows.

All those photographers and dealers doing finishing

for the amateur are invited to send for full partic-

ulars about best methods for developing films in

large quantities.
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The Studio Crucible*

Talk Given Before the Photographers' Association
of Virginia and the Carolinas, by S. W. Whiteman

LADIES and Gentlemen— Although I shall
confine my talk this afternoon principally to

-* the production of sepia prints and the methods
that can be employed to produce varying tones, yet
I wish to start with a plea on behalf of the printing
room. It is without any doubt the most neglected
spot in the photographic gallery, and if you would
only realize that order and cleanliness in your printing
department would add materially to the quality of
the work which you are turning out, I feel sure that
you all would go right home from this convention and
clean house; besides, you owe it to yourself if you do
your own printing, or to your printer, to provide a
comfortable, sanitary place for your printing room.

I have had a good many opportunities of watching
photographers at work in their printing rooms, and
have noticed that they hardly ever have anything
handy. They go to one side of the room for their
paper, another side for their negatives, and to another
place for tissue paper, etc., and all these unnecessary
steps can be avoided by arranging the printing room
so that the articles that are used may be in proper
sequence. In most printing rooms I have found a
large collection of dirty bottles containing all sorts
of solutions that never will be used, or that have
deteriorated since being mixed; if you must save the
bottles why not clean them and put them some place
where they will not harbor dust? I believe that a
clean printing room will save 50% of your spotting,
as dust will settle on negatives and paper, and unless

*Crucible—The story (probably false) was in vogue that crucibles weremarked with a cross to prevent the devil from interfering with the chemical
operations perlormed in them.—Extract from Standard Dictionary
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you continually use a camel's hair brush you will get

spots on your prints.

Not only should the printing room be kept properly

dusted, but the trays that are used should be cleansed.

I dare say that many of you here are using trays which
are covered with a deposit of various chemicals, and
although no doubt you endeavor to cleanse them with
salt and water, or perhaps soda, yet there is always

a chance that your solutions will become contaminated.

I will therefore, give you a formula for a solution which
will remove any deposit on trays, whether they be
of enameled iron, porcelain or hard rubber. The
formula is as follows:

Saturated solution bi-chromate of potassium .... 2 parts
Sulphuric acid 1 part

If you will pour this solution into the tray all you need
do is to tilt the tray until the solution has covered the

sides, as well as the bottom, and you will find that

it will eat up the dirt, leaving the tray in a condition

equal to new. The solution can be poured back into

a bottle and used over and over again until it refuses

to work.

Now, with regard to the production of sepias, I find

your chief difficulty is with prints that are too purple,

and it is easily avoided once the reasons are understood,

to wit: First, the kind of water used; second, under-

timing your prints and forcing them in development;

third, the use of an insufficient quantity of a saturated

solution of bromide of potassium; fourth, the use of

a hypo alum bath that is too heavily charged with

silver.

With regard to the water, in this section of the

country particularly, the city water may contain

deleterious chemical matter which will, to some extent,

counteract the action of the bromide of potassium.

It is therefore advisable to use distilled water if it be
available, but if not, the use of boiled water will help

4
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considerably^ If you make a stock solution do not
dilute this with tap water when you make up your
developer for use, but invariably have on hand a supply
of water that has been boiled.

To get sepias you must obtain a warm black-and-
white print. Be sure to give a full exposure, and
develop not longer than one minute and a half. Owing
to the latitude of Cyko you will not stand any risk
of your shadows clogging should the print be fully
developed in one minute. Some time ago a number
of photographers wrote to the Ansco Company stating
that

^
they had difficulty in obtaining warm prints,

and it was discovered that they were using granular
bromide of potassium. The analytical chemists then
investigated the matter and found that the crystal
bromide of potassium gave more warmth than the
granular for the reason that the former contained
more bromine gas than the latter, and I would therefore
advise you all to use nothing but the crystal bromide.
Then again, do not make up a large quantity at one
time as it does not keep well in solution. I have seen
many photographers keep adding crystals to the same
old bottle month after month, whereas if they had made
up, say four ounces at a time, and then cleansed the
bottle after it was all used and made up a fresh solution,
they would have saved a lot of poor prints.

Now we come to the mixing of the hypo alum bath,
and I will give you the formula that I am using here
this afternoon :

Water 80 ounces
Hypo sulphite of soda (granular) 1 pound

after this is dissolved, add
Alum

Z
XA ounces

Now take one ounce of water and dissolve twenty grains of
nitrate of silver in it, and when the silver is thoroughly dis-
solved

—

not before—add ammonia, drop by drop, until the
solution is clear. The first addition of ammonia will cause

5
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a precipitate to form, but as you keep adding the ammonia
the solution will entirely clear.

Add the silver solution to your hypo alum solution, and boil.

Sulphurization will soon take place and the bath will become
milky.

Then take one ounce of water and dissolve in it forty grains
of iodide of potassium. When this is thoroughly dissolved
it should be added to the bath.

It is advisable to make up the bath at least twenty-four hours
before it is to be used in order to give it a chance to ripen,

as you will find that a ripened bath will give purer tones than
one that is used right away.

This bath will give you warm sepia tones, but should

you desire your prints still warmer, then add more
bromide of potassium to the developer and more
iodide of potassium to the hypo alum bath. For
instance, eighty grains of iodide of potassium will

give you prints that are bordering on the yellow, if

there are any of you who admire that tinge, which
I doubt. A reduction in the amount of iodide will

give you chocolate tones. The temperature of the

bath should be between ioo° and 120 Fahrenheit,

and it is not advisable to use it at a higher temper-
ature than 1 20 Fahrenheit as it is apt to yield colder

tones.

With use your bath will naturally evaporate and
when you wish to replenish it do not add any silver,

but merely make up a solution of hypo and alum and
add iodide and pour this into the old bath. You will

then always obtain uniform tones, whereas if you
keep adding silver every time you replenish your
bath you will find that purple tones will result. The
prints will tone more quickly if you keep the bath
covered. A sheet of glass makes an excellent cover.

A short while ago a gentleman asked me whether
a hypo alum sepia was permanent, and to this question

I can emphatically answer yes. Taking the chemical

aspect of the case, the image of a sepia print is pure

6
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silver sulphide. The action is merely to change the

image, which originally was composed of metallic

silver, into silver sulphide, and there is no question

at all as to its permanency. Not only have we the

chemical evidence, but hypo alum sepias were made
many years ago and I have never seen a case where
there has been any change whatever, providing the

prints have been properly washed.

(At the conclusion of the actual demonstration

the following questions were asked and are appended
herewith, together with answers.)

Q. You stated that one of the causes of sepia

troubles was the use of an insufficient amount of

bromide. What do you call a sufficient amount?
A. With an average negative 80 minims of satu-

rated solution to 40 ounces of developer. You must
get a warm black-and-white print even if you find it

necessary to use 3 drops of a saturated solution to

each ounce of developer.

Q. If I had a negative that was a little weak,
how would you obtain more brilliancy with Cyko?

A. The emulsion of Professional Cyko is very
plastic. In other words, it will respond very readily

to variations in the quantities of the chemicals com-
posing the developing formula, and I will enumerate
the functions of each chemical used:

Metol gives softness.

Hydrochinon gives contrast.

Carbonate of soda will also give contrast.

Sulphite of soda is a preservative and keeps
the developer from oxidizing, at the same time
giving softness.

Bromide of potassium is, as you know, a re-

strainer and controls the color of the print.

Now, if you have a negative that is a little weak
and you add dry hydrochinon to the developer you
will find that your prints will be more brilliant. The
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quantity to be added depends on the amount of in-

creased brilliancy desired, but if you add as much as

you already have in the developer, it will usually be
sufficient. If you have a negative that is a little hard
and your prints develop up a little more contrasty

than you wish, then add dry metol to the developer

and you will find considerable difference in your prints.

Q. Do you recommend sepia salts for Cyko?
A. No, for the reason that we have had a number

of prints, made with sepia salts, brought to our attention,

which have faded. The chief ingredient of sepia

salts is bichloride of mercury, and if you want an
object lesson of the permanency of the results you have
only to remember the negatives that you have in-

tensified with bichloride of mercury, and no doubt
when you have had calls for duplicate prints from these

negatives you found, on locating them, that all sorts

of things had happened to them. A mercury print

will never be a permanent one, and my advice is,

therefore, to stick to a tried formula which will give

you excellent sepia tones, and let the other man do
the experimenting.

Q. In the hypo alum formula you state that the

hypo should be granular. What difference will it

make if you use crystal hypo?
A. As there is a larger quantity of water of

crystallization in crystal hypo it will be necessary to

add more, and in place of the one pound add one and
one-half pounds crystal hypo and you will find that

this will give you the same results as one pound of

the granular.

Q. What about the hypo alum gold toning mongrel
bath recommended by a certain manufacturer?

A. Many of you remember the sad experience of

the combined toning bath in connection with printing

out paper. A word to the wise is sufficient.
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Cyko portrait, by Leroy Kellogg, Denver, Colo., which won
salon honors at the Intermountain Convention
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The Last Word Concerning the Iowa

Controversy

THE two letters, and fac-simile of card awarding
Mr. Dyall first prize, that were crowded out

of the last issue are reproduced herewith, and
prove that the statement in Portrait was correct as

to Cyko winning more first prizes than all the other

printing papers put together, and five times as many
as all the other developing papers.

"Mr. S. W. Whiteman,
"Dear sir:

"In compliance with your request we are sending sketch
which may help you in the department 'Hall of Fame.'

"Of course you may use your judgment, but do wish you
might reproduce in the next Portrait one of our pictures
(with name) and would suggest the one smaller than the
others—of lady in drape, profile view, made since convention,
but of course this is only a suggestion.

"Now, perhaps you noticed in September Studio Light

an article on page 4, ' That Iowa Controversy. ' Maybe
you wonder what it is about, if you do not know the particu-
lars. So that you may be informed on the matter should
anything come up, which you may wish to notice—I will en-
close a letter from the Secretary of the Iowa Convention, and
give what light I can on the point under discussion. In the
first place Studio Light makes a misstatement in regard
to Abel's Weekly printed report of the minutes of the Con-
vention (as you no doubt have at hand). Abel's Weekly
and the Secretary's minutes and all other printed reports
of Convention give Mr. Clay second prize. (Indeed there
were but the two entries.)

"We were not at the Convention, but this is what we believe
to be the facts: Through the mixup mentioned in the Secre-
tary's letter the blue ribbon and rating 93% was awarded
our exhibit, but when the medal was presented and some
one said Clay, Mr. Clay himself said, 'No, there is a mistake,
it is not mine. ' The one who was to present the medal
said, 'Well, what am I to do—I know nothing I can do—if

you want it, come and get it. ' And though he was asked to

give it back and the Secretary wrote him to return it, the
Eastman men—who were very sore, said, 'Now you've got

10
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it, keep it'—and he has—thinking he could use it in his

business, no doubt.
"We have the pictures which were awarded the medal

—

he has as yet the medal. We do not care to trouble him;
as far as we are concerned it's all right. The Secretary said

at St. Paul we should have one, but it's all the same to us

—

perhaps we will win others next time.

"I simply thought to put you in possession of the facts, as

you might wish to know all about it. Please return the letter

and card, as we wish to keep them as evidence.

"Yours truly,

(Signed) "Will Dyall."

PHOTOGRAPHERS"
ASSOCIATION OF IOWA

CLASS

Rating

yj :
.

"Davenport, Iowa, Mav 13, 191 1.

"Mr. Will Dyall,

"My dear Dyall:

"There was a mixup in the pictures; you should have had
first prize, and I myself changed your number from No. 2 to
No. 1 and marked the 93% and hung on the blue ribbon, but

.

it seems the judges either made a mistake in making out their
report or gave Clay the wrong number. But Clay was
at the meeting and claimed his pictures were No. 1 when
the judging was done, and as he was right about that he got
the gold medal.

"I changed the numbers to No. 1 for you and No. 2 for
Clay, as I knew your pictures were far the best and I was
sure the judges made some mistake, but he objected to this,

11



claiming that his were No. 1 when the judging was done.
I spoke to the judges afterward and they told me that they
intended your pictures to have first. Clay had the medal
and would not listen to anything, contending that his exhibit
was No. 1 when the judging was done and in this he was
right, as I changed the numbers afterward.

"As there were only two exhibits, each of you had to get
a prize. If you will not accept the silver medal, we will

have to let it drop until the executive board meets in Novem-
ber, but I will ask you to accept it and save the Associa-
tion expense and trouble by stirring up a stink. I know, and
everyone knows, that you had in your Class B a set of pictures
that were as good as anything in the hall, and if I could
make pictures like that I wouldn't care a continental for

all the medals they make.
"Let me know your wishes in the matter. I am sorry

you were not at the meeting so that you could have paid
attention to your own exhibit.

"Your friend,

(Signed) "Free."

F
k
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Cyko portrait by Will Dyall, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa



'Portrait
Mathew Brady—the First War Photographer

WITH this interesting title The Review of

Reviews Company, of No. 13 Astor Place,

New York, have issued a circular calling

attention to their Photographic History of the Civil

War, illustrated with reproductions made directly

from original photographs taken during the years

1 861 to 1865. This circular, in outlining the life and
career of Mathew Brady, has this to say:

"In order to go through the war, Brady had borrowed
his supplies from E. & H. T. Anthony & Co. of New York,
then the leading manufacturers and dealers in photographic
materials—a firm still doing business today. They advanced
him many thousand dollars' worth of supplies. When the
war was over he gave up his second complete set of photo-
graphs to E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., to cancel the debt. It

is the Anthony collection, which lay forgotten in a garret

for so many years, that has finally come into the hands of

The Review of Reviews. Almost miraculously preserved
in perfect condition, it is now being gathered together to make
the ten volumes of the Photographic History of the Civil

War."
The circular also makes reference to the fact that

the government's collections of Civil War negatives

have undergone chemical action which has practically

destroyed them. In fact, Bierstadt, as far back as

1882, warned the government that unless the photo-

graphs were reproduced in more permanent form they

would be lost. The government, however, decided

that the cost was prohibitive.

In a way this is a testimonial of the permanent
and lasting qualities of the collodions and other

chemicals supplied by our predecessors, the E. & H.
T. Anthony & Co. to Mr. Brady, the first war photog-

rapher, which made it possible for Mr. Brady's nega-

tives in the Anthony collection to remain intact for

nearly fifty years. In other words, if one desires to

be absolutely sure of the lasting quality of his results,

Ansco goods and chemicals should be used.
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Our Caver Portrait and the Halt of Fame

THE Photographic Conventions of 191 1 have
again demonstrated the superiority of Cyko
over other printing mediums, and Mr. Will

Dyall, whose portrait is the subject of our cover this

month, was one of the first photographers to recog-

nize the superlative qualities of Professional Cyko.
In the September issue of Portrait two very

excellent Cyko portraits by Mr. Dyall were reproduced,

which won first prize at the Iowa Convention this

year, and a further example of his work made since

the Convention finds a place in this issue.

Mr. Dyall belongs to that class of photographers
who would rather make portraits than eat, and although

he has been a consistent prize-winner at conventions, yet

he is always striving to better his work and never
intends to allow himself to get into a rut. When
Mr. Dyall has any leisure time he occupies it studying
standard art treatises and the work of the master
painters, and the sincerity with which he is imbued
is clearly portrayed in one of his letters in which he
writes: "I am awakening to the possibilities and the

dignity of my profession and the fact that the photog-
rapher has a mission leading to culture."

Mr. Will Dyall was born in England but was brought
to the States when one year of age, and opened a studio

in his home town, Mt. Pleasant, la., in 1890. That
his portraits are appreciated is shown by the ever-

increasing business that occupies his time to such an
extent as even to prevent him attending the convention
of the Iowa Association, in which he takes a deep
interest.
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Why You Should Read the Professional

Cyko Pointer

AFEW weeks ago we received a communication
from a photographer informing us that he

- was in difficulty, and a representative of the

Ansco Company called on him and found his prints

were weak and lacking in color, and upon investigation

discovered the following facts:

1

.

There was no crystal bromide in the darkroom,
and the solution of granular bromide which was being
used was inactive.

2. The prints were being undertimed and no
record was made of the time taken in development.

3. The gentleman in charge of the printing room
had mixed up a concentrated stock solution developer,
and although all the chemicals were dissolved while
the water was hot, yet when the solution cooled,

part of the hydrochinon was thrown down.
Thus, there was a combination of under-exposure,

lack of bromide in the developer, and a developing

C0PYRI3HT, 1909, BY ANSCO



Portrait
solution which was deficient in hydrochinon. No
wonder that the prints were weak, flat and lacking

in color.

It has been repeatedly pointed out in the pages

of this magazine, also in the Professional Cyko
Pointer, that a correctly exposed print on Profes-
sional Cyko should be fully developed in one minute
and a half, also that only crystal bromide should be

used, and that it is advisable to add at least two drops

of a saturated solution to each ounce of developer.

A saturated solution is prepared as follows:

Dissolve as much bromide as the amount of water

used will take up.

When undissolved crystals remain at bottom of the

solution, it will be thoroughly saturated.

It cannot be too strongly urged that everyone

should be in possession of a copy of the third edition

of the Professional Cyko Pointer and read it

from cover to cover, and if the information contained

in this booklet is properly digested, it should result

in the total abolition of poor prints.

Clean Hands

THE Cykologist, Frank N. Leache, writes that

a number of photographers in New York
city who were wont to exhibit fingers of a

mahogany hue are now disporting themselves on
Broadway with lily-white hands—and the secret is

silver paste. Purchase some good silver polishing

paste and apply with a brush, and no matter how
long your fingers have been chemically stained this

application will cleanse them.

The cheap forms of silver paste are not very effective,

and it is therefore recommended to use a good brand.
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Enlarging on Soft and Professional Cyko

IN
the old-time days when enlargements were

generally "bromides" of certain sizes, the results

were so crude that they were usually given away
as an inducement for an order.

This "give-them-away" style of business was not

conducive to improvement in quality, and conse-

quently the demand for enlargements gradually grew
less.

Enlargements on the Soft and Professional
grades of Cyko require no working up, and possess

great brilliancy, and, if properly made, are more
satisfactory than prints from large direct negatives.

The secret of success in increasing the demand
for enlargements lies in the selling ability of the pho-
tographer and his receptionist, who should be able

to judge which negatives would enlarge well and
whether the sitter looks like a prospective buyer.

The making of enlargements as a speculation has

proved a success wherever it has been worked, and
if the finished enlargement is shown to the prospective

buyer in a suitable frame the chances of an immediate
sale are greatly enhanced.

As a means of education, enlarging offers the best

opportunities for improvement in negative making,
as defects are more clearly shown and appreciated in

them than in contact printing.

The Choice of Grade and Surface

For well balanced, and what would be considered

as soft negatives, Soft Cyko will yield good prints,

but for a high class enlargement equal in every respect

to contact prints, the same printing medium should
be selected as is used for the contact prints, that is,

Professional Cyko.
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First—for the reason that with longer exposures

greater latitude permits of the high lights being fully

timed without danger of clogging up of shadows.

Second—owing to the extreme latitude in develop-

ment—one of the strong features of Professional
Cyko—the softest details and most delicate gradations

are preserved.

Enlargements on Cyko result in as perfect prints

as those made by contact, provided they are properly

timed and developed and receive the same care.

Slight dodging, with a tuft of cotton on the end
of a strip of glass, will very often improve the print

and overcome any necessity for working up or rubbing
in of the finished print, thus making delivery certain

and without delay.

Plat surface Cyko is recommended for black

prints for the reason that the dead matte, slightly

rough surface, is best adapted and used by all leading

photographers for high class prints in large sizes.

Buff Cyko, with practically the same surface,

gives warmth to the finished print, making this selection

preferable for many negatives.

Semi-Matte is specially applicable to family

groups where the faces are desired bold, with smooth
surface.

Studio surface, having a slight sheen, would in

some cases give a more desired brilliancy.

Any of the above surfaces may be had in either

Professional or Soft grades, the latter being five

times faster than the former grade.

For view and commercial negatives, where contrast

is desired, either Normal or Contrast grades in

any of the above surfaces, or in Glossy surface,

would give more satisfactory results. For further

particulars refer to Cyko Manual, and for further

information with regard to Professional Cyko refer

to Professional Cyko Pointer.
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Apparatus

Any enlarging apparatus with a good illuminant

may be used, but for the purpose of making experi-

ments for this article an Ingento enlarging lantern,

manufactured by Burke & James, Chicago, was used.

This apparatus was fitted with 9^ inch condensers

and a 90 hand feed arc lamp, which is illustrated

on page 6, and is manufactured by the Mcintosh Stere-

opticon Company, 35 Randolph St., Chicago. The

Ingento Enlarging Lantern

advantage of this form of arc is that the rays of light

emanate from one point, whereas with the ordinary

form of arc lamp the light travels around the carbon
in a circle, and while producing a brilliant light during

part of the exposure, yet the brilliancy decreases as

the flame works around to the rear of the carbon,

making it difficult to gauge the proper exposure.

Ground-glass is used between condensers to cut out
scratches and retouching marks, and although expos-

ures are lengthened with the illumination used in this

case, and recommended to our readers, the few seconds

added are hardly noticeable. The exposures were on
Soft Cyko (ten seconds) and on Professional grade
(fifty seconds).
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Negatives

The proper negative for enlarging should be well

balanced and not too dense. Negatives that will

produce good contact prints without doctoring will

produce enlargements on Cyko equally as good
without dodging.

90 ° Hand Feed Arc Lamp

Lenses

In the selection of a lens for enlarging, photog-

raphers should consider the value of their portrait

lens in the making of negatives as against rectilinear

or symmetrical lenses, also the focal length must be
considered, and preferably a lens of from ten to twelve

inch focus should be used. This lens, from a cabinet

negative, will reproduce by enlargement far better

prints than are made by the average photographer from
direct negatives, as there are so many conditions

through which he is handicapped in the making of

large negatives. He may not have the lens, his light

6
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may be insufficient, proper screens, etc., may not be

in his possession, or he may not be able to give due
care to retouching and correction of negatives, such

as can be overcome in slight dodging during exposure

of enlargements.

The Easel

The easel is supported by 2 x 4's along which a

metal track permits the easel to be moved forward
or backward, and is automatically held in any position.

The paper is secured to the enlarging easel by clamps
or push pins.

Development

Special attention should be given to the time of

development, especially when using both Profes-
sional and Soft grades of Cyko in the enlarging

room.

Do not use any "pet" formulae but stick to those

recommended in the Cyko Manual and Profes-
sional Cyko Pointer. Metol, ortol and duratol will

all give good results, but do not overwork your
developer. Remember that larger prints take up
more developer and therefore it is exhausted quickly.

Enlargements on Soft Cyko should be completely
developed in 45 seconds if properly exposed, while

enlargements on Professional Cyko should be fully

developed in one and one half minutes.

A Photographer Requires an Assistant

Mr. Franz Josef Spangler, Lexington, Ky., requires

a first-class operator who is a competent Cyko
printer. A permanent position is offered to a reliable

man.

8
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Cyko Enlargement from 5x7 Negative

made by Hough Bros., Chicago, 111.
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Cykologist J. C. Corbitt Gives Good Advice

IF
photographers would take as much care with

developing paper as they do with their plates

they would find that their troubles would be
less. Some photographers think that a fixing bath
will last forever and will answer the purpose of fixing

plates as well as prints and oftentimes use it for

both purposes, and they are the ones who are always

complaining about bad results on paper.

If I find a man having trouble with sepia tones,

I ask him how old the fixing bath is, and usually he

cannot tell me or says it has been in use a number
of weeks. You will find that you can get better

results if you use a fresh fixing bath for each batch

of prints.

Bear in mind that correct exposure should at all

times be given. It is much better to take a few minutes
of your time and fix everything right than to use

paper and spend money trying to do something in

a hurry and then not get the results you are expecting.

You will find Cyko paper easy to work and you will

have less trouble with it if you will start right, and
you can get any tone desired without the slightest

trouble.

When placing the prints in fixing bath, move them
around for a few seconds so as to thoroughly start

the action of the hypo, and thus insure even and thor-

ough fixing. This point alone will save a good deal

of trouble, especially when the prints are intended

for sepias.

Cyko Printer Wanted
Mr. Jos. Shrader of Little Rock, Ark., is very much

in need of a good Cyko printer, and the right man
will find the position a well paying one. Mr. Shrader

will appreciate any assistance rendered to help fill

the vacancy.

10
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One of six Cyko portraits by Will H. Towles, Washington, D.

which won grand portrait prize at Illinois Convention
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Linen Surface Cyko

IT
has again rested with the Ansco Company to

make another stride in the advancement of printing

papers and the latest help to art in portraiture is

the Linen Surface. It is impossible to convey in

words an impression of the beauty of a print on
Cyko Linen. The surface resembles a fine textured

fabric with a silken sheen which results in a brilliant

print with marvelous transparency in the shadows.

Cyko Linen is a heavy weight stock and may be
obtained in either White or Burr.

Cyko Linen at once signalized its appearance at

photographic conventions by taking awards, and
photographers would do well to show samples of this

new idea in their show cases.

Price List

8xio $1.00 per dozen, $11.25 Per gross

10x12 1.50

11x14 2 -00
12x16 2.45
12x17 2.60
14x17 3-oo
16x20 4.00
18x22 5.00
20x24 6.00

16.90

21.90
27.40
29.10

33-75
45.00
57-50
68.75

[O-foot rolls, 25^ inches wide. . . 2.75 " roll

10-yard " " " " 7.00 " "

Cyko Linen is not cut in smaller sizes than 8x10.

In order to give all readers of Portrait an oppor-

tunity of seeing the new stock we will mail a print on

request.

There is psychology in photography, and it also has

its "Cyhology" the principal medium of which is Cyko—
the sensitive recorder of that indefinable something in

every artistic negative.

12
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The Use of Glossy Cyko

THE Ansco Company receives many enquiries

asking for special instructions concerning the

use of Glossy Cyko, especially from large

commercial houses. Glossy Cyko paper and postals

are used in the same manner as the other surfaces

with the exception that it is advisable to use Cyko
Non-Abrasion Soda Mixture, although all grades of

Cyko are peculiarly free from the usual "bugbear"
known as abrasion or friction marks; but at the same
time, however, if the print is under-exposed and forced

in development these markings are apt to appear, and
the use of Cyko Non-Abrasion Soda Mixture will

often save prints which would otherwise have to be
discarded. We print herewith formulae for two de-

velopers which will give rich blacks and brilliant prints

without any tinge of green.

N-A Ortol Developer

Water 80 oz.

Ortol 60 gr.

Cyko N-A Soda Mixture 2 oz.

Hydrochinon 90 gr.

Cyko Non-Abrasion Developer
(Stock Solution)

Warm Water (soft or distilled) . . . . 32 oz.

Metol 35 gr.

Hydrochinon 140 "

Cyko N-A Soda Mixture 4 oz.

For use take one part stock solution to two parts water.

The use of iodide of potassium in a developer is

not recommended because it, to some extent, reduces

the brilliancy of the print.

Cyko Non-Abrasion Soda Mixture does not con-

tain iodide of potassium and can be obtained from all

good stock houses in one pound bottles. A sufficient

amount of bromide of potassium to preserve the bril-

13
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liancy of the print is contained in the mixture, but
where a warmer tone is required add one drop of a

saturated solution of bromide of potassium to each

ounce of developer.

Duratol

A LTHOUGH the use of the regular developing
L\ formulas, as published in the Professional

-Z Jl Cyko Pointer, is strongly recommended, yet

there are some photographers who prefer a developer

containing a new or different reducing agent.

In response to many requests for a developing

formula containing duratol the following is recom-
mended and will give excellent tones on Professional
Cyko.

Water 32 oz.

Duratol 15 gr.

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous) i^ oz -

" carbonate ( " ) % "

Hydrochinon 75 gr.

Potassium bromide from one to three

drops to each ounce of developer, accord-

ing to the amount of warmth required in

the print.

Dissolve the chemicals in the order in which they
are written.

Polishing Ferrotype Plates

IT
is not generally known that thoroughly rubbing

the surface of ferrotype plates with a tuft of

cotton saturated with denatured alcohol will not
only clean them, but prevent the prints from sticking.

With this treatment it is not necessary to use a
wax polishing solution.

14
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Our Cover Tortrait and the Hall of Fame

THE portrait of Edward H. Hough, which we
present to our readers on this month's cover,
will at once be recognized by photographers

throughout the country. "Ed," as he is familiarly
known and spoken of by his many friends, has a genial
and pleasant disposition and is always a good fellow
to meet.

Mr. Hough spent many years representing a number
of the prominent photographic manufacturers through-
out the country, and this fact, together with his
presence at all of the national as well as many of the
state conventions, has made him not only personally
acquainted with the fraternity, but has enabled him
to judge most accurately of their needs and require-
ments in their business.

Being a firm believer in developing paper and its

possibilities, Mr. Hough established, two years ago,
the Hough Brothers Photo Finishing Business at
24-26 W. Washington St., Chicago, which has steadily
increased and now occupies one of the largest and
most modern equipped quarters for producing fine
work. They make a specialty of embossed border
enlargements of any size from original negatives,
that are in every way their equal, and ofttimes superior,
to contact prints. Their large exhibits at this year's
national convention at St. Paul attracted much
attention and were greatly admired.

The firm is using Cyko paper exclusively for its
high grade enlargements, and orders are coming to
them from prominent photographers all over the
country, which goes to show that they are supplying
a new class of work which was not attainable hereto-
fore, and which is appreciated and rapidly becoming
popular with all who have seen examples of their
excellent workmanship.

15



List Prices—Cyko Paper
CONTRAST (Blue) NORMAL (Yellow) SOFT (Red Label)

SIZE
Regular Weight Double Weight

Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

2% X yA $ .12 $1.20
* 2 l/2 X 2/2 .IO I .OO

2% X 4% .12 I .20

3X x 4X . 12 I .20

3X x 5/2 .15 I.50

3
lA x 3/2 . 12 I.20

* 3
lA x 12 .30 3.00 % -35 $3.50

3/s x 5/2 .15 I.50 •25 2.00

4 x 5 .15 I.50 •25 2.00

4 x 6 .20 I .60 •25 2.00

*4^ x 4/4 .15 I .50 •25 2.00

*4X x 5/2 .20 I.80 25 2.00

*4^ x 6>^ .25 2.50 .30 3.00

5 x 7 .30 3.OO •35 3-5o
vr
5 x 8 • 35 3-50 .40 4.00

*C 1/ Y5>2 x 1U .35 4.OO •45 4.5o

6 x 8 • 45 4-50 .50 5 .00

6^ x 8^ .50 5.OO .60 6.00
*
7 x 9 .55 6.00 .65 7.00

l
1
/* x 9^ .60 6.50 • 75 8. co

8 x 10 .70 7.00 .80 9.00

9 x 11 .90 8.50 1. 00 11 .00

IO X 12 1 .00 IO.OO 1.20 13.50

II X 14 1.35 14.OO 1 .60 17.50
*I2 X 16 1 70 I7.50 2.00 21.50

*H x 17 2.00 2 [.'OO 2.40 27.00

*i6 x 20 2.50 28.OO 3.20 36. CO

*i8 x C2 3.00 34.OO 4.00 46.00
*20 X 24 3.50 40 . OO 4.80 55.00

Rolls Reg. W. Dbl. W.

*10-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)
*10-ft. rolls (25 in. wide)

$5.00
2.00

$6.00
2.25

Post Cards
CONTRAST (Blue) NORMAL (Yellow) SOFT (Red Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate pei 1000

3/4 x 5/4
* 3^x11

$ .15

•35

$1.50
3-40

$ 7-0O

15.85

These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices.



High Lights Cris P hi8 h n shts

I
that sparkle and

snap with brilliancy,

Half Tones ancl rich, mellow

halftones full of detail and modeling, even

into the deepest shadows, mark the

Hammer Plates.

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red

label) and Extra Fast (blue label) Plates

are best for winter use.

REG. TRADE «ARK

Hammer's little book, "A Short Talk

o?i Negative Making," mailedfree.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

1 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City



Our Branch Offices,

Wholesale Distributors,

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco Bldg., 1 29-131 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
1 71-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY
632 Vine Street (Provident Bank Building)

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY
70 Bond Street, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO COMPANY
416 Third Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minn.

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.
22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
1011 Capitol Avenue, Houston, Texas

BURKE & JAMES
240-258 E. Ontario St., Chicago

,

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Ore.
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Some Facts

CYKO in 1899 made its appearance and gradually worked its

way to the front, because it was the only paper with great latitude

in exposure and with three grades of contrast to fit any negative.

Its action was absolutely positive, hence the slogan: CYKO the

Positive of Photography.

CYKO in 1908 had demonstrated its quality so forcibly to the

great army of amateurs, that finishers all over the country adopted

its use, in spite of Trust restrictions, in order to meet the exacting

quality of work demanded by their customers, hence the sour grape

derision of our Trust competitors: CYKO is a commercial paper.

CYKO in 1909 had worked its way into the portrait studies on

account of its latitude, fine gradations, uniformity, tough emulsion

and its beautiful sepia results, hence our Trust competitors invented

the epithet, CYKO— the pro-amateur paper.

CYKO in 1910 succeeded in combining into one emulsion all the

good qualities of CYKO as such, and all the essentials of all other

professional photographic printing mediums, and PROFESSIONAL
CYKO became the only high grade studio paper.

CYKO in 1911 has been so generally used that the Trust had to

issue permission to its dealers to use CYKO paper for amateur finish-

ing and to sell PROFESSIONAL CYKO to its studio customers.

In 1912 everything is CYKO.

Ansco Company; Binghamton, n. y.
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A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS, EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN ATTHE EXPENSE OF
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How to Develop Ansco Film in Large

Quantities

THE demand for Ansco film has grown to such

proportions that Ansco dealers and photographers

are confronted with the problem of the best

methods to employ in taking care of large batches of

Ansco film which are left with them for development and
printing.

Where the daily business does not exceed twenty or

thirty rolls the rapid formula for hand development,

published in the November issue of Portrait and
again reproduced in this issue, will take care of the work
in quick time.

The Ansco dealers, however, who receive upwards of

fifty rolls of film a day must adopt some method which
will give the best results and save time and money.
The wooden tank, which is illustrated elsewhere in

this issue, will take care of all sizes of film in six-

exposure rolls, except 41 x 6j . Considering the com-
paratively few films of this size used it is not advisable



to so increase the size of the tank to take care of this

length of film, and they can be developed by hand in a

few minutes. The twelve-exposure rolls could also be

developed by hand, and the proportion of six-exposure

rolls is so overwhelming that while the six-exposures are

being developed in the tank, the twelve-exposures could

soon be developed by the rapid hand formula. The tank

will hold between forty and fifty, according to the size

of film. It should be constructed of seasoned cypress

wood and bolted together with six three-eighths inch

iron rods.

The films are doubled and passed over the wooden
rods, emulsion side out, and the two ends clipped to-

gether with a weighted wooden clip, illustration of which
is reproduced on page 5. When a rod is full same
can be lowered into the developing solution and another

lot of films prepared, and so on until all the films are

lowered into the solution or until the rods are full.

After the expiration of twenty minutes lift up the first

rod which was lowered and rinse the films, and either

transfer same to a similiar tank or a long wooden tray

containing the fixing solution.

The tanks should be provided with wooden lids,

which make same light tight when in position, and allow

other things to be done while development proceeds.

The cost of these tanks is not prohibitive, and they

are most economical in the amount of developer re-

quired. One of these tanks will hold about 50 gallons

of developer, and the solution should come at least an

inch and a half above the wooden rods on which the

films are hung.

Twenty Minute Tank Formula

Water 50 gal.

Metol 4 oz.

Hydrochinon 8 "
Sulphite of soda ( anhydrous) 3 lbs. 6 oz.

Carbonate of soda ( anhydrous ) 2 " 4
"

Potassium bromide 1 oz.

2
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To prepare the developer fill the tank half full of

water and proceed to dissolve the metol in a jug- con-

taining hot water. When thoroughly dissolved pour
the solution into the tank, stirring vigorously. Repeat
the operation with the hydrochinon and add same.

Dissolve the sulphite of soda in small quantities (say,

half a pound), and add to the tank; also the carbonate,

and then thoroughly dissolve the potassium bromide and

pour into the tank, after which the balance of the water

should be added and the solution stirred continuously

for five minutes in order to thoroughly mix the

chemicals.

This amount of developer, costing about $4, will

develop 750 six-exposure films, so the economy of this

method is readily apparent.

The temperature of the developer should not be

lower than 65° Fahrenheit and not higher than 75°

Fahrenheit. Therefore endeavor to keep the tank in

a room where the temperature can be kept fairly even,

or, if the room be cold, warm it before proceeding to

develop, as the negatives will be thin if developed in a

cold developer. On the other hand, take care not to

allow the developer to become too warm.
After twenty minutes the films could be examined,

and should the developer be cold the films could be al-

lowed to remain in the developing solution a further

length of time to insure their having good printing qual-

ities. This precaution is not necessary if the developing

solution is of the proper temperature.

When the tank is not in use invariably place the lid

in position to prevent undue oxidization of the developer.

Always keep developing solution or water in the tank

to prevent it from leaking. This is important.

The clips should be manufactured of hard wood, the

size being over all 3 x If inches, and should weigh at

least 6 ounces. The hinges are inverted cups traveling

in a groove, and three-sixteenths of an inch from the end
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of the clip two screws are driven and the points sharpen-

ed, which will securely hold the film by perforating same.

At the lower end of the clip two holes are bored op-

posite the ends of the screws. The weight is held in

position by the spring at the back of the clip.

The pressure is produced by means of a spiral spring,

which should be nickeled, and of course the hinges should

be heavily plated so they will stand the action of the

developer.

If any Ansco dealers or photographers are not so

situated that they can have such a tank made in their

vicinity, the Ansco Company will be pleased to supply

tanks and clips as an accommodation, and prices will

be submitted on application.

For convenience we reproduce herewith the developing

formula for hand development which appeared in the

November issue of Portrait.

Rapid Formula for Hand Development
Water 64 oz.

MetoL. 45 g\-

Hydrochinon 90

Sulphite of soda ( anhydrous ) li oz.

Carbonate of soda (anhydrous) 1

Potassium bromide - - - 12 gr.

Dissolve in the order given.

Enlarging on Soft and Professional Cyko

The experiments which crystallized into the article

published in our last issue, were conducted by Messrs.

J. Brushwood, J. W. Bull and G. Cubley, all residents

of Minneapolis.

Mr. Brushwood, whose portrait is reproduced on p. 9,

is head operator for the Brush Studio and received his

training in Washington, D. C, under W. H. Towles.

Mr. Bull is the Cykologist who demonstrates Cyko in

the Northwest, and Mr. Cubley is manager of the

Minneapolis branch of the Ansco Company.
6
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An Appreciation of The High Qualities of

Ansco Film

New Orleans, La.,

August 18, 1911.

Ansco Company,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Recently I had a very important cirkut picture to make
for a large southern corporation and took with me three films,

one Ansco and two of the other make. I made one exposure
on the other make of film and then one on Ansco, and just to

be positively sure that I had a good film I made another on
the other film as it was absolutely necessary for me to be sure
to get good results, and having had so much trouble and so
many disappointments with the other make of film I deemed
it necessary to make the three exposures as stated.

I developed the other film first and it came out full of

cross markings, and was, as usual, no good in any respect.

I then developed the Ansco Film; it came up nice and
clean and was fully developed in 15 minutes, and when
thoroughly fixed I saw a new and entirely different result

from what I have been accustomed to getting, as the film was
as clean as could be and chock-full of detail in the weakest
shadows, and in all was a perfect film in every particular.

In fact, it is up to my standard of plate negatives, and if I do
say it my plates are just about as good as any commercial
photographer is now making.

As a result of this success I did not develop the third ex-

posure which was an

—

film, as I was more than pleased
with the quality and gradations of the Ansco film.

The prints were made on Studio Cyko and it was a

pleasure to deliver them, as I was congratulated very highly
on the results which I obtained.

I am sending you this film so that you may see for your-
self just what quality it is, and of course you know our climate
down here is very hard on all kinds of photographic material.

I am certainly pleased to find a film with such qualities as

your Ansco possesses.
Wishing you a grand and continued success, I am,

Sincerely yours,

"(Signed) John X. Tecnisson.



Negative Making
BY JACK BRUSHWOOD

TO those of the profession whose desire is to im-

prove, and especially those who have not been

able to learn from travel or experience with others,

I will endeavor to assist in the making- of proper negatives

for the printing of Cyko papers.

My many years of experience in printing and negative

making has taught me that to obtain the very best prints

it is necessary to have a well balanced negative with no
color, that is, no yellow. There are times when, on ac-

count of faulty exposure, one finds it necessary to over-

develop, thereby producing a negative too dense, and

which must necessarily be reduced in the high lights.

In the case of underexposure—the shadows having been

insufficiently timed to get full detail—the development

is prolonged in order to obtain all the detail possible in

the shadows, consequently the high lights are over-

developed and naturally too dense.

A well balanced negative must have half tones and

gradation from the strongest high lights to the deepest

shadows. In order to improve the printing quality of

either underexposed or overexposed negatives, as stated

previously, it is necessary to reduce the high lights to

balance with the shadows. Many negatives that would
be considered worthless, and often discarded, could be

remodeled and doctored to produce perfect prints. Not
only is it necessary to reduce, but in many cases to in-

tensify, in order to produce proper gradation from high

light to shadows.

The proper time to do this reducing, intensifying

—

or in other words, balancing up of your negatives, is im
mediately when you take them from the fixing bath.

Your proof should show as much detail as the finished

picture. I never allow a negative to leave the dark room
until it is as near perfect as I am able to make it. A very

8
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few minutes' time spent in the dark room in local re-

duction or intensifying saves many hours of hard work
in the printing room, and the results are so much more

satisfactory, especially in the making of enlargements,

that you cannot help but notice the effect upon your
trade. Proofs will be nearer perfect, thus eliminating

9
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unnecessary comment or excuses.

There are several reducing agents, in all of which
the action is practically the same. I use ferricyanide or

red prussiate of potassium and hypo. I take my regular

fixing bath, to which I add red prussiate of potassium from

a saturated solution. With this, however, care is neces-

sary in eliminating stains. The negative should be

thoroughly saturated with hypo, or in other words, the

fixing bath. Also, running water should be handy, as

after applying reducer it is necessary to rinse the negative

in order to avoid streaks or stains.

A few years ago when the better class of photograph-

ers realized that Cyko paper was to be the proper

printing medium, I was able to make a thorough study

of the kind of negative that would allow the best re-

sults. I kept a close watch on my negatives and those

that could be printed without doctoring, to soon learn

that it was necessary to reduce or intensify a percentage.

Now when I take my negatives from the fixing bath

and hold them up to the examining light I can see at a

glance just what is necessary, and immediately reduce

or intensify before washing.

Doing this in the dark room you are then assured of

the best possible proof being shown to your customer,

and you are leaving nothing of the nature of doctoring

or dodging to be done after, and the chances are that

resittings will be avoided to a great degree. Your
customer will be better pleased, and in cases where
extra negatives are made you will show in the proof

exactly what you may have referred to and what you
intended to make.

In enlarging work, in which I refer to the better class

of enlargements that are now made on Professional
Cyko, and which I see is now commanding so much
attention, this point in reference to negatives means
considerable; and although I have practiced this point

for several vears I have recently, through enlarging,

10



learned what really constitutes a perfect negative.

It has always been my aim to make extra negatives

whenever possible, since through taking an interest in

my employer's welfare and profit, I have found that

invariably orders have been increased, with patrons bet-

ter satisfied. I aim to show confidence in my work,

but not over-confidence or any sign of feeling that I am
the only photographer on earth. I manage to get

acquainted and to get my sitters' mind in the work I am
doing, although I break this thought with them to the

extent of talking of matters interesting to them, such as

happenings of the day, travel, etc. If they show no
interest in comparison or quality of photographs, I aim
to assist them in learning what constitutes a good or

perfect picture and in the amount of work there really

is, and I find that when I can get a subject so interested

it requires but the making of two or three extra nega-

tives to have them deeply interested in my work and
appreciative of the finished picture to such an extent

that I am able to sell them considerably more than

their original intentions were to buy.

At this point a photographer becomes a salesman

after having shown his ability and confidence in his

work that invariably has satisfied his patron. At this

time the selection of mountings should be made, with

also the selection of suitable frames for the larger prints

or enlargements, an order for which can easily be taken

if the same confidence has been carried to the making
of a suitable size of enlarged print from a negative of

your own selection, and which should also be shown in

a suitable frame, using the same printing medium for

enlarging as would be used for the smaller prints.

To my remarks in recommendation of Cyko I will

add that with ordinary care in the making of my negatives,

and my desire to please patrons and to add profit to my
employer's income, I prefer to have all my negatives

printed on Cyko Plat or Buff or other Cyko surfaces.
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'Portrait
Studio Light Seeking Advertisement

\ DVERTISEMENT, even of a doubtful char-

f~\ acter, seems to be the object of Studio Light.

It would offer to prove that the Rock of Gib-
raltar is nothing but Eastman paper-mache, provided

Portrait would take notice of the boast.

Studio Light knows that Portrait is read by 25,000
photographers, and if it but can see the name of some
Eastman brand mentioned in Portrait side by side

with Cyko it willingly sacrifices its pretensions to

veracity.

It started in July with a chip on its shoulder and with

great bravado to offer to produce proof that Cyko did

not "win more first prizes than all the other printing

papers put together, and five times as many as all the

other developing papers." Studio Light's bluff was
called, and when the hand went down it showed that

it held nothing but a reneging card.

[See letter from Mr. Will Dyall and letter from Mr.
Free, Secretary of the Photographers' Association of

Iowa, on pp. 10 and 1 1 of our November issue. See list

of awards on p. 10 of our October issue.]

Enough said as regards Iowa.

Then Studio Light Eagle spreads its wings of darkness

to the Texas convention because, after the outcome of

that convention, we credited Mr. O. Hegemann—and
with abundant reasons, with winning, the Cyko cup,

and also the Association cup on the strength of his Cyko
prints, our reasons being that we knew Mr. Hegemann
had been using Cyko paper, and that our men on
the ground were fully convinced that his exhibits were
Cyko. In fact Mr. Hegemann sent for Cyko paper

just for the purpose of making the prints. So sure were
we that the prints were on Cyko that we wrote Mr.
Hegemann on September 1, as follows:

13
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"We have received a report of the awarding- of prizes

at the Texas convention, and we wish to offer you our
sincere congratulations on winning both the Cvko cup
and the Association cup. We would like very much to

reproduce your winning pictures in our little magazine
Portrait, and will ask you to favor us with prints from
the negatives on either Glossy or Studio surface."

It is now disputed by Studio Light in its December
issue that the prints for which the Association cup was
awarded were on Cyko, although Mr. Hegemann did

not then write us that the Association cup prints were
not Cyko, nor did he do so when he received the Oc-
tober issue of Portrait, mailed the first week of that

month. Had he denied it then we would have men-
tioned it in our November issue. However Studio Light

publishes a letter from Mr. Hegemann dated October 31,

denying that the prints were Cyko which our men picked

out as Cyko prints, and for making which Cyko paper had
been sent to Mr. Hegemann; therefore there is nothing

more to be said. We are reproducing Mr. Hegemann'

s

letter in regard to Cyko, as that formed part of our reasons

for stating the facts as they appeared in our October issue.

Studio Light is seeking advertisment with such utter

disregard for the truth that from Texas it jumps to Ill-

inois and publishes a list of prize winners, beginning

with the grand portrait prize awarded to C. O.Towles of

Washington, D. C, and in such a way as to convey the

impression that the winners exhibited on Eastman papers.

Mr. C. O. Towles is the worthy representative of The
Hammer Dry Plate Company, and does not exhibit

pictures. The grand portrait prize was actually awarded
to Wm. H. Towles, Washington, D. C, for a series

of six Cyko portraits, one of which we reproduced in

our November issue, p. 11.

If Studio Light is seeking for more notoriety it will

have to look in future to some other magazine than

Portrait, as its space is too limited and is needed to

convey valuable information to its 25,000 readers.



Portrait
Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THE portrait of A. Allyn Bishop, which appears

on our cover this month, features the strong

personality of Mr. Bishop, and the stern de-

termination which has been instrumental in placing him
among the foremost New England Photographers.

Mr. Bishop has had a valuable experience, having

been connected in the capacity of operator in the studios

of Charles Wesley Hearn, W. H. Partridge and Geo.
H. Van Norman. Nine years ago he established his

own studio and located in Newport, Vt. , where he has

built up a large business.

Mr. Bishop as a prize winner at conventions has been
wonderfully successful. Three years after his first at-

tempt at operating he competed at the New England
Convention and won first prize. Each succeeding year

also brought their awards, and as a fitting climax in 1909
Mr. Bishop won a gold medal—the first and only prize,

in the grand portrait class which was open to the world.

His work shows careful thought and a good knowl-
edge of composition, the posing, grouping or arranging

of his subjects being accomplished with a definite object

and a consideration of the individual characteristics of

his sitters.

Mr. Bishop's care in the making of the negative also

evidences itself in the ultimate production, viz. , the print,

and that he has chosen Professional Cyko as a printing

medium shows his determination to give his patrons the

best work possible.

15



List Prices

—

Cyko Paper
CONTRAST (Blue) NORMAL (Yellow) SOFT (Red Label)

Post Cards

Regular Weight Double Weight
SIZE

Doz. Gro. Doz. Gro.

2% X 3% $ .12 $1.20
* iyz x 2/2 .10 I .OO

1%. X 454: .12 I .20

3% x 4^ .12 I .20

3% x 5/2 • 15 I.50

3
lA x 3/2 . 12 I .20

* 3% x 12 •3D 3.00 $ -35 $3-50

3# x 5^ • 15 1.50 •25 2.00

4 x 5 .15 I.50 •25 2.00

4 x 6 .20 I .60 •25 2.00
* 1 1/ Y4/4 x 4

l4 .15 I .50 •25 2.00

*4X x s
lA .20 I.80 25 2.00

*AX x 6/2 .25 2.50 30 3.00

5 x 7 .30 3.OO •35 3 -5o

*5 x 8 • 35 3-50 .40 4.00

*5^ x 7* .35 4.OO •45 4.50
6 x 8 • 45 4-50 .50 5 .00

ty2 x 8^ .50 5 -oo .60 6.00

*7 x 9 .55 6.00 .65 7.00

i
xA x 9^ .60 6. 50 • 75 8.00

8 x 10 .70 7.00 .80 9.00

9 x 11 .90 8.50 1. 00 11 .00

10 x 12 1 .00 10.00 1 .20 13-50

II X 14 1-35 14.00 1 .60 17-50

*I2 X 16 1 70 17.50 2.00 21.50

*I4 X 17 2.00 21 .00 2.40 27.00

*i6 x 20 2. 50 28.00 3.20 36.00

*i8 x 22 3.00 34.00 4.00 46.00
*20 X 24 3 -50 40.00 4.80 55-00

Rolls Reg. W. Dbl. W.

*10-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)
*10-ft. rolls (25 in. wide)

$5.00
2 .00

$6.00
2.25

CONTRAST (Blue) NORMAL (Yellow) SOFT (Red Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate pei 1000

3/4 x S
lA

* 3
lA x 11

% -15

• 35

Si. 50

3-40
$ 7-0O

15.85

"These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices.
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^ PLATES. Perfection

of emulsion and purity of chemicals give

them the greatest possible speed and color

range under the shortest possible exposure.

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red label)

and Extra Fast (blue label) plates hold the

record of excellence for all round winter

work.

V

Hammer's little book, "A Short Talk
on Negative Making" mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

] 29-1 31 West Twenty-second Street

New York City



Our Branch Offices,

Wholesale Distributors,

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco Bldg. , 129-131 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY
632 Vine Street (Provident Bank Building)

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
416 Third Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.

ANSCO COMPANY
171-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY
70 Bond Street, Toronto, Ont.

BURKE & JAMES
240-258 E. Ontario St., Chicago

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.
22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
1011 Capitol Avenue, Houston, Texas

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Ore.
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Money and Reputation

are acquired only by the photographer

who pleases his customer.

The customer is the judge— not of brand

of plate or paper, but of RESULTS.
He is either pleased or disappointed.

A photographer travelled to Binghamton

and back to his town on Xmas, to get what r

Contrast Cvko Paper

He had made a panoram group picture.

If satisfactory several hundred prints

were required at once. His proof print

was rejected— his negative was weak

and thin. His dealer, a Trust agent, is

honest. " Try CYKO," he advised him,

"nothing else will do. I keep a little to

use when up against it."

The photographer won out, but had to

travel a hundred miles, because his town

was " Trust Bound."

AnsGO Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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*Po v trait
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-POR-
TRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-IN-PHOTOGRAPHY
AND COMMITTED TO "a SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS, EDITED BY PHOTOG-
RAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND SALESMEN ATTHE EXPENSE OF

Ansco Company
BINGHAMTON, N.Y.

No. 10 February, 1912 Vol. Ill

It's Simply up to You to Reach out for
Prosperity in 1912

BY W. H. SMYTH

AT the beginning; of a new year when the season's

rush is over and the photographer has a chance
to think and plan for future business, a few words

from the Ansco Experimental Department mig-ht be of

help in starting- aright for still more successful business

getting.

The sculptor fashions from the cold clay an image,

that with the master touch seems imbued with life. The
painter, with the canvas and pigment, produces a sim-

ilar effect. The photographer with his silver deposit

should produce a like effect. Some can, and do, as

photography at its best as a profession stands in the

front rank among the arts. Others, with the same
tools and medium produce nothing but caricatures, even

when instructions are followed to the letter. Maybe
the medium is treated with purely mechanical and

chemical manipulation or it lacks plasticity, in produc-
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ing only one result and that commonplace. Or again

perhaps the artist does not know the wonderful possi-

bilities of Professional Cyko. The object of this

article is to show this if you do not already know it.

Professional Cyko has plasticity never before at-

tained by any photographic medium. With it you may
produce effects obtainable by any method, and more, it

is not an imitation, as Cyko individuality stands out in

every print. With it you may produce the beauty and
stability of carbon, the art quality of platinum, the luster

of albumen, the canvas effect of an old master, or the

silky texture of a Japanese painting.

You should stop and think—am I getting all there

is in the negative ? Am I attaining the possibilities of

Professional Cyko, or is there something more that

is all important ? Is the print a flat, chalky, dead thing,

or a speaking likeness with all the color and modeling
of the features in tone - the velvety skin texture, the

glossy sheen of the hair, the sparkling eyes, the lips that

seem about to speak, the delicate play of light and
shade, the fine tracery of the drapery ? Does the sub-

ject stand out against the background of deep rich

shadows that are full of airy details - not empty black-

ness ? It is up to you to know that the negatives must
contain all these as it is but an impression of the re-

flected image of the subject, and that the medium used

must have inert qualities necessary to reproduce ac-

curately the original composition.

Have you grown stale? Have you lost confidence in

yourself and in everyone else? Or are you attaining

Cyko possibilities? If you are, your past season' s bus-

iness was the best ever. If you are not, don't say it is

the fault of the paper. The tools and medium are the

same used in producing a masterpiece.

Cyko is in the ascendency and every day shows im-

provement all along the line, so don't get in a rut and
stay there. If you feel you are not obtaining the desired
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Cyko Portrait by C. Bennette Moore, of New Orleans. La.
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results and lack confidence, we want to help you.

Nothing is gained by following the beaten path, but by
giving something unique that has extraordinary merit.

Know your work. Study to make the best - not as

good as the other fellow. The satisfaction of doing a

thing well is enough. Your success is then assured.

The instructions contained in the Professional
Cyko Pointer are rudimentary and are given as a

guide - not to follow blindly but to assist in correct

manipulation. After this is attained personal individ-

uality and judgment must be used. You must know
the action of developing agents and other chemicals

used in producing a print and their modification to

produce results from hard or soft negatives, or to obtain

special tone quality in black or sepia.

As an illustration of conditions as they are some-
times found among photographers, let me cite two
cases that came under my personal notice. One photog-

rapher who made a test of Professional Cyko,
started in with a smiling face and, surrounded by an air

of confidence, made a fresh acid hypo, then prepared

his developer and noted his temperature, carefully

judged his negatives, tested his exposure with a strip of

paper, modified his developer, or tissued his negatives

when necessary to make up for any lack of balance;

subdued the light to expose from ten to fifteen seconds to

give latitude in overcoming any variation in light or

exposure; timed his prints and developed by the clock,

and, if a sepia, he used hypo alum bath at the correct

temperature.

The other fellow did none of the absolutely necessary

things that go towards making a perfect print, but made
a guess at it - expecting the delicately sensitive emulsion

to produce an artistic print of itself. He did not obtain

it. He had the same materials but either lacked the

ability and confidence in himself, or the ambition to

produce the best.

4



Portrait
There has never existed a medium for portraiture

from the chalk drawings of the caveman through the

cycles of time until Cyko quality became possible, that

did not require skillful manipulation, and the more
plastic its quality the more skill required, if all its pos-

sibilities are attained. And if a photographer wants to

show individuality he must have a medium that will

give him a chance to show it - not a stereotyped olive

tone, or a yellow brown, but one on which any tone

from platinum black to the deep rich brown of a true

sepia or a print of low tone quality, or one of extreme

brilliancy as required, may be obtained.

I believe that experience is the best teacher, but

there are a few simple rules of manipulation that are

necessary in obtaining results desired, as negatives vary

in quality due to light conditions, exposure and develop-

ment. Although containing all necessary detail they

may lack in chemical balance, the high lights being too

dense or the shadows too thin, and this must be over-

come by manipulation of exposure on certain portions

of negative to correct the condition, as with any other

printing medium, or the negative may be too contrasty

or flat, or there may be certain points to be emphasized
or subdued, as judgment dictates.

Under the head of developing agents there is little to

be said as most photographers are well acquainted with

them, but we do insist that our formulae be used, as we
have found that they are best suited, without modifica-

tion, to the average negative.

Subdue the light to make exposure of from ten to

fifteen seconds, as it gives latitude in overcoming vari-

ations in strength of light or length of exposure. A
correctly exposed print should develop to required

depth and roundness in from li to 2 minutes with tem-
perature of developer at 65° or 70° Fahrenheit.

Tone Gradation

For softer results increase the proportion of metol.



This may be done when making stock solution or when
developing by dissolving quantity required in a little

water and adding to developer in tray. With excess of

metol exposure must be slightly increased. The pro-

portion of metol may even be increased until hydro-

chinon is eliminated if necessary. Some photographers

soak prints for a few seconds in clear water before

developing for softness, with great success. Exposure
with this method must also be increased.

Professional Cyko will be found brilliant enough
for most negatives, but if one is found extremely soft

and flat and more brilliancy is desired, the proportion of

metol may be reduced or hydrochinon may be increased,

or the proportion of carbonate (accelerator) may be

slightly increased. Longer exposure and shorter devel-

opment tends to give contrast.

Color

For blue-black or platinum tones use the minimum
amount of saturated solution bromide, 5 or 6 minims
to 40 ounces of developer. If warm-blacks are desired,

increase bromide as required to from 40 to 80 minims
to 40 ounces.

Sepias by the hypo alum method require prints of

extreme warmth. Excess bromide retards development
somewhat.
We advise the use of a minim graduate as one is then

sure to have the correct amount.

Fixing

A fresh acid fixing bath is imperative, and prints

should not be fixed longer than fifteen minutes.

Sepias

We advise the hypo alum bath made after the

Anthony formula with or "without potassium iodide.

The bath may be used hot or cold. Iodide increases

warmth of sepia and retards action of bath. The cold



bath gives more warmth of tone than the hot but re-

quires about 24 hours to tone. The hot bath should

not be used at a temperature exceeding 120° Fahren-

heit, and produces excellent sepias in from 20 to 40
minutes.

With Professional Cyko in surfaces to meet every

individual requirement, these few pointers and your

own ability, success must be yours. We must work
for the good things, so work with the feeling that you
are reaching out for prosperity, not only for yourself

but the profession at large.

Stock Solution Developerfor Professional

Cyko

Many requests have been received for a formula for a

stock solution developer to save the time required for

weighing out the necessary chemicals for each batch

of prints.

The developer given below is the same as the reg-

ular formula, but in concentrated form.

Water H gal.

Metol 225 gr.

Sodium sulphite 7| oz.

Hydrochinon '__ 2 oz.

Sodium carbonate 1\ oz.

For use, take one part developer and two parts

water.

Then add two drops saturated solution of potassium

bromide to each ounce of diluted developer.

The absolute necessity for using pure chemicals is

acknowledged by all.

The tendency on the part of photographers to sub-

stitute other preparations for making up solutions is one
that cannot be too strongly discountenanced.

In compounding this developer use anhydrous sodas

such as are put up under the Ansco label.

7



A Clever Advertising Idea

The live Ansco dealer in Lowell, Mass., Messrs.

A. W. Dows & Co. , recently conducted a public dem-
onstration of Cyko in their window, a photograph of

which is reproduced in this issue. We publish here-

with their letter which describes in detail the method
used.

Lowell, Mass., October 16, 1911.

Ansco Company,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Gentlemen :

You have asked us to write a description of our recent
window display and demonstration of Cyko paper. We have
given your Mr. Cross two pictures of window during the
demonstration. We will try to describe the darkroom as

best we can.

The room itself was made of a framework of narrow
strips of wood, covered with black light-proof paper. The
four sides and top were held together with hooks and eyes,

so that it was a matter of less than five minutes to set the
room up. Three electric ruby lamps with reflectors were
used to light the interior of the room. An 80-candlepower
tungsten was used for printing. Ventilation was accom-
plished by means of an electric fan. This blew the air from
an opening near the floor up through the room and out of a

chimney at the top.

The main problem of all in building the room was to

have a window such that the public could see the interior of

the darkroom during the day. Several sheets of red cellu-

loid proved the best material for the window. At night the
celluloid window was taken out and nothing but the plate

glass window separated the demonstration from the public.

The greater part of this novel scheme of advertising was
worked out by Mr. Frank Holman, of Lowell. Mr. Holman,
having worked for two of Lowell' s leading photographers,
was fully capable of demonstrating the merits of Cyko paper
to the crowds which packed about the window.

Very truly yours,

(S) A. W. Dows & Co.
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This photograph was taken from the pavement and shows the

demonstration conducted in broad daylight.



Cyko Catechism

Cyko has latitude.

Give it a chance to assert itself.

Eight seconds are better than four.

Don't overexpose.

Metol is a soft working developer.

Hydrochinon gives brilliancy.

Sulphite is used for a preservative.

Carbonate is used for an accelerator.

Warmth of tone is produced by bromide of potassium.

Don't be afraid to use it.

Overexposed prints block in the shadows.

Underexposed prints are cold in tone with chalky high

lights.

Use chemicals of Ansco quality.

Don't continue to use old worn-out developer.

Use sufficient developer to cover prints; it's cheaper

in the long run.

If you increase metol, increase exposure.

If you increase bromide, expose and develop longer.

Use light enough to see what you are doiug.

Test your light for safety, but use lots of it.

Wet emulsion is not as sensitive to light as dry.

Use a fresh acid hypo; it's cheap and means good prints.

Don't fix longer than fifteen minutes.

Stains are caused by exposure to air too long while

developing or before fixing.

Use the hypo-alum iodide bath.

A cold bath gives warm sepias.

If too hot the color will be cold.

Iodide counteracts this tendency.

The bath calls for iodide when used hot.

Don't use a temperature higher than 120° F.

Be sure of perfect sulphurization of bath before using.

Rath should be creamy-white.

The silver nitrate in bath prevents attack on silver image.

10
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There is no more silver in an old bath than a fresh

one if made correctly.

Compound bath as instructed.

The image of silver sulphide is absolutely permanent.

A mezzo tint may be produced by taking print from
bath before chemical change is completed.

The image then contains part silver sulphide and
part metallic silver.

To obtain even tones in mezzo tint keep prints in

motion.

They are permanent.

To prevent scum sponge off in warm water.

Cold water contracts the gelatine and makes the

sediment hard to remove.

Purple spots that will not change are caused by con-

tact with excessive heat in bottom of container, or by
air bubbles that allow cooking of emulsion in dry heat

without contact with solution.

The Photographic Trust Announces the

Result of the Vote Against Consumers

The Photographic Trust assures the public - although it

does not furnish the evidence - that it gave a chance to

all its dealers to vote whether or not they favored the

policy of restraining them from selling goods of com-
peting manufacturers and restricting the retail price on
patented goods, and. that ninety and three-fourths per

cent, voted in favor of boycotting all photographic

goods made by other manufacturers competing with the

patented goods made by the Trust. If, and we say

if" advisedly, this is a fact, the Trust dealers have

cast the verdict of the consumer be hanged."
It would be interesting to the consumers of photo-

graphic goods to see the list of those dealers on whose
vote they were convicted. The Trust owes it to the

dealers who voted for acquittal to publish the list.



'Portrait
Formula for Acid Fixing Bath

In connection with Ansco

Developing Tank

In connection with the Ansco developing tank, des-

cribed and illustrated in our last issue, many requests

have been received for a formula for an acid fixing bath

which could be used in a tank. There is no doubt

that an additional tank saves a lot of time in fixing films.

Simply lift the rod from the developing tank and
lower same for a few seconds in a suitable vessel con-

taining water. This will remove the developer from
the surface of the film and prevent the carrying of an

amount of alkali into the fixing bath, resulting in the

latter remaining good for a greater length of time.

The films are then lowered into the tank containing the

fixing bath.

FORMULA
Water 40 gal.

Hyposulphite of soda (granular) 80 lbs.

HARDENER
Water 4 gal.

Alum 8 lbs.

Sulphite of soda (anhydrous) 8 lbs.

Acetic acid No. 8 5 lbs.

Do not use hot water. Pour the 40 gallons of water

into the tank and thoroughly dissolve the hypo. Then
mix the hardener in another vessel and dissolve in the

order given. When thoroughly dissolved pour the

hardener into the tank and stir vigorously for a few
minutes to thoroughly mix the solution.

This amount of fixing bath will fix about 2500 films

and should be discarded when it is very much discolored,

or a quantity of froth forms on the surface of the solu-

tion. Do not fail to keep the lid on the tank when
the solution is not in use.

12
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

HP 1

1
\HE man who is popular, young and successful is

surely to be envied, but this is how his many
friends describe C. Bennette Moore of New

Orleans, whose portrait adorns the cover of this issue.

His perseverance and ambition are mainly responsible

for the excellent business he has built up, for Mr.
Moore has had his ups and downs, but, being optimistic

and having confidence in his ability, he put his shoulder

to the wheel and made good. Mr. Moore is honored
by having the friendship and admiration of his brother

photographers in New Orleans which speaks volumes
for the sincere way in which he conducts his business.

The policy, which has been instrumental in building

up his business, is giving his patrons only the best

portraits he can make, and he uses the best materials

money can buy. He realizes that even the skilled

workman cannot deliver high grade work with poor

tools. To quote Mr. Moore, 'I have used Cyko
paper exclusively for the past two years, and I expect to

keep on using it."

Mr. Moore started to learn the portrait business in

1901 so his rise has been rapid, and it must be a great

source of satisfaction to him to know that he thoroughly

merits the title of the "Quality" photographer.

The successful man, and that includes the successful

photographer, tries to do today what he might do tomorrow.

He does not wait until next week to use Cyko, and that

accounts for the fact that every successful photographer is

using it.

14



CYKO PAPER
Made in four Grades and five Surfaces

as follows :

Grades

Contrast Cyko (Blue Label)

For Weak Negatives.

Normal Cyko (Yellow Label)

For Average Negatives.

Soft Cyko (Red Label)

For Contrasty Negatives, also

Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

Intended for Studio Portraiture

and is absolutely distinct from
the other grades.

Surfaces
In all Grades

No. 2. Semi-Matte - Single and Double Weight
( Dead Matte Surface - No Luster.)

No. 3. Glossy - - Single and Double Weight

(Very High Gloss.)

No. 5. Plat - - - Single and Double Weight
(Original Platinum surface with slight

imperceptible grain - dead matte.)

No. 6. Studio - - Single and Double Weight
( Smooth surface with slight sheen.

)

India tint stock with slight grain simi-

TZyiU lar to Plat surface. Made only in

double weight, and only in 'the Soft
and Professional grades.



Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

SIZE

31
4

4
* 4i
* 4f

5

5

6

6i
* 7

8

10

11

*12

14
*16
*18
*20

5i
5

6

61
61
7

8

8

8i
9
10

12

14

16

17

20
22

24

(Cabinet)

Regular Weight

Doz.

.15

.15

.20

.25

.25

.30

.35

.45

.50

.55

.70

1.00

1.35

1.70

2.00

2.50
3.00

3.50

Gro.

$1.50
1.50

1.60

2.50
2.50

3.00
3.50
4.50

5.00
6.00
7.00

10.00

14.00

17.50

21.00
28.00
34.00
40.00

Double Weight

Doz. Gro.

$ .25

.25

.25

.30

.30

.35

.40

.50

.60

.65

.80

1.20

1.60

2.00

2.40

3.20

4.00

4.80

$2.00
2.00

2.00

3.00
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
9.00
13.50

17.50

21.50
27.00
36.00
46.00
55.00

Rolls

10-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)

10-ft. rolls (25 in. wide)

5-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)

Reg. W.

$5.00
2.00

2.75

Dbl. W.

$6.00
2.25

3.25

Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate per 1000

3y x 5"2

* 3| x 11

$ .15

.35

$1.50
3.40

$ 7.00

15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our

regular heading and trade-mark. No charg-e for im-

printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller

quantities $1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50c for

each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders

accepted for less than one thousand.

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the

° r

post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.



Speed and Certainty

The certainty of a good negative under

the shortest possible exposure is as-

sured with HAMMER PLATES.
They are the speediest and most re-

liable plates manufactured.

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red

label) and Extra Fast (blue label) plates

hold the record over all others.

Hammer's little book, "A Short Talk
on Negative Making" mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

129-131 West Twenty-second Street

New York City
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ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco Bldg. , 129-131 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY
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Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
416 Third Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.

ANSCO COMPANY
171-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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70 Bond Street, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO, LIMITED
London, England

BURKE k JAMES
240-258 E. Ontario St., Chicago

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.
22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
1011 Capitol Avenue, Houston, Texas

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Ore.
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Advantages of Habit
(According to Cykology)

1. Reduction of time.

2. Increases accuracy.

3. Relieves attention.

4. Reduces exhaustion.

If you are in the habit of putting on

your coat by inserting your right arm
first, it is almost impossible to use the

left. To form the habit of producing

good work by using the best plates,

paper and chemicals is to gain the

ability of doing the best work in less

time, with less waste and effort than

it takes someone else to turn out poor

work. To use

Cyko Paper*
is to become a good craftsman. The

use of an inferior paper because it's

cheap degrades the photographer and

his work. It unfits him for higher

things.

Ansco Company
Bin^hamlon.N.Y.
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All Good Things Need Watching—
Even the Hypo-alum Bath

BY J. W. BRUSHWOOD

THERE has been a great deal said about the use

of the hypo-alum process to obtain sepias on

Professional Cyko.
In my opinion it is the most simple method, also the

most uniform process there is, but there are a few

points that you must bear in mind and it is safe to say

you will never have any trouble in getting uniform re-

sults. They are as follows:

First—You must expose the print so it will develop

in from one and a half to two minutes.

Second—Do not use too small a hypo-alum bath for

toning your prints.

Third—And most important of all, there must be

fresh bath added each time after use.

Use a porcelain lined tray or sink that is large enough
to give you at least a six gallon working bath, made up
according to our regular formula or a la Anthony form-



a

ula, omitting; the iodide unless more color is desired.

Now boil up a few extra gallons but do not add any

silver—and keep in a stone jar. You now have your

six gallon bath made up with the required amount of

silver ripened and ready for use, and there is no ques-

tion but what it will give you the desired tone for the

first few times without adding any fresh bath.

Do not wait until the bath is exhausted and then try

to build it up. Each time after using your six gallon

bath it is very necessary to add a quart or two of the

new bath to it, or enough to make up for the shrinkage,

always keeping it up to the required quantity of six

gallons. Adding to it in this manner will assure you of

even tones from day to day and month to month. I

have used a bath of this description, kept up as stated

above, for six and eight months at a time and have ex-

perienced no trouble in getting uniform results.

In all my travels I have found that the man who is

always in trouble is the one who tries to tone one hun-
dred 11 x 14 prints in a shallow tray with about one
gallon of bath. He may as well try to do the washing

of a family of ten in one bucket of water.

I had occasion not so very long ago to be dis-

cussing the hypo- alum bath with one of our well known
and leading photographers. He told me that he was
never able to get the same tone from day to day and
that he got all kinds of colors. After telling me his

troubles he stated that just before leaving home he had

tried to put through a batch of one hundred fifty 5x7
prints, and that they were a grand failure. I asked

him to tell me what size bath he was using, the

kind of tray and how it was heated. When he told

me he had about two gallons of bath in a shallow tray,

using an ordinary gas plate to heat it and putting all the

prints in at one time, I almost laughed in his face. He



stated that he had mixed the bath up strictly according

to formula. On further questioning I learned that

these were not 5x7 prints, but 7 x 11, 8 x 12 and

such sizes made from 5x7 plates.

I do not mean to say that a two gallon bath will not

tone a reasonable number of 5 x 7 prints, or any other

size, but it is foolish to think that it would take

care of such a batch of prints as he was trying to put

through.

In heating the bath in the manner he was, with the

heat next to the bottom of the tray, he was getting it too

hot and every time a print lay on the bottom it would
cook the emulsion and nothing on earth would turn it

to a sepia.

I explained to him where his trouble was and the

reason of his falldown, and got him to promise to make
up a large bath and treat it as I have described. It is

safe to say he is getting results as I have heard no more
from him.

Now, someone will ask, must they retain the mud or

sediment that forms in the bath. No. Allow it to

settle over night, syphon off the clear portion and throw
the sediment away. There is one thing you must be

sure of, and that is to get a complete sulphurization

when boiling the bath.

As to the temperature of the bath, I would advise

not to use it over 120° Fahrenheit. The bath can be

used cold as well as hot, but I would suggest using a

a warm bath from 70° to 80° Fahrenheit.

The point I want to impress most forcibly is the

importance of feeding the working bath with fresh

stock each time after it has been used. If, after a few
weeks, you find the bath has a tendency to bleach or

cut out the high lights, simply add a little more silver.
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A Handy Heater

Cykologist "Rosey" sends an idea for keeping the

temperature of developing solutions even.

The originator of the idea is Mr. C. O. Lemke, of

Wausau, Wis. , who has used this method for some time

past and considers it indispensable to the photographer

during the cold weather. Mr. Rosemeyer gives the

description as follows:

Some use hot bricks, some a soapstone, and some
a tray with hot water in it, but here is where Mr. Lemke
has all these devices on the blink. He has a hot water

bottle made from galvanized iron. It is a flat affair or

box 11 x 14 x 3; that is, 11 inches wide, 14 inches

long, and 3 inches deep. There is a hole in one
corner in which he pours the hot water, after which he

screws it up with a screw or cork from a hot water

bottle. This he lays on the sink and sets the tray con-

taining the developer on it. If it becomes too hot he

simply sets it off for a while.

Now the beauty of this is, it keeps hot from four

to five hours. Mr. Lemke also uses it to good advan-

tage when developing plates. He told me he simply

poured the developer on the plates cold, then set the

tray on the hot water device and the developer grad-

ually warmed up and was of just the right temperature

when the plates were developed."

The Photographers' Association of Iowa

The executive committee of the above association

consisting of Messrs. Free, Flint, Steinhaus, Newberg
and Link met recently and made all arrangements for

the Annual Convention which will be held in the Elks'

Building, Ottumwa, Iowa, May 7, 8, 9 and 10th.

There is a long list of awards to be competed for

and full particulars may be obtained from the Secretary,

H. E. Link, Centerville, Iowa.

4
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Portrait by F. W. Hornbakrr. of Scranton. Pa.



Portrait
A Practical Printing Table

TH E table described below and illustrated on
page 7 is the useful inspiration of Frank N. Leache,

and has been welcomed by many of the New
York photographers as a big help to their printing de-

partments.

It is not necessary to have the table made of any special

dimensions, and any ordinary table (the larger the

better) will suit the purpose.

An opening 16 x 20 inches is cut out of the top and
a piece of quarter inch ground glass is placed in this

opening so that it will be level with the rest of the

table. An iron drawer, painted white inside with a

good hard enamel, is placed eighteen to twenty inches

below the top of the table, and six one-hundred watt

tungsten lights are placed in the drawer. A small light

in the center of the drawer gives sufficient illumination

for correctly placing vignettes, mats and paper. The
drawer can be readily wired by an electrician, and
should have a swinging door so that the tungsten lights

can be readily removed or replaced as desired. The
lights are readily controlled by an ordinary electric

switch, and a printing frame is used to print with.

A number of drawers or shelves will provide accom-
modation for Cyko paper in the various sizes (see

illustration).

The advantages of the table are that there is no me-
chanical part to it to get out of order, and it is especially

useful for die-sinking and embossing prints. The
printer in manipulating his material does not have to

move a foot away from his working table, as frames,

tissue paper, masks and negatives are put on top, and
the paper, both exposed and unexposed, can be put in

the various drawers with which the table is equipped.

For the benefit of those photographers who would
wish the table specially constructed we give the actual

dimensions of the printing table used in many of the

New York studios.

6
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The table is 50 inches long, 30 inches wide and 36
inches high. The small drawers should be 10 inches

wide and 15 inches deep. The large drawers should

be 20 inches wide and 24 inches deep.

At the ends of the table provision can be made for

paper in rolls, the dimensions being 5 inches deep and

5 inches high. The doors should be provided with

spring hinges at bottom, w hich precludes any possibility

of the paper being lightstruck through omitting to close

the doors.

Ansco Representation in Bermuda

We reproduce in this issue a photograph of the retail

store of the energetic Ansco dealer, James W. Flem-
ing, which is located in Hamilton, Bermuda.
The great influx of tourists each winter created such

a demand for Ansco products that Mr. Fleming soon
was obliged to enlarge his premises in order to take

care of his patrons and he has one of the most up-to-

date retail stores to be found anywhere.

The phenomenal increase in his business, in face of

the keenest kind of competition, is another proof of

the popularity of the Ansco line and Mr. Fleming re-

ports this season to be a record breaker.

A Pointer on Lenses for Enlarging

In connection with the article on enlarging which
appeared in the December issue of Portrait, a word
regarding the diaphragms of lenses is necessary.

Under no consideration should vulcanite or rubber

diaphragms be used, as the heat generated by the high

power lamp and passing through the condensers will

burn them. Lenses with rubber diaphragms may be

used but they should not be stopped down.
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The National Convention

THE report of the meeting of the executive com-
mittee of the Photographers' Association of

America has just been issued and we briefly re-

produce the most important news.

The Convention will be held at the Horticultural

Hall, Philadelphia, Pa., during the week of July 22d
and will be opened officially on Monday and will close

on Saturday.

Every professional photographer in America is in-

vited to send an exhibit of one or two pictures.

All exhibits are to be delivered prepaid in Philadel-

phia on or before the morning of July 15th.

All pictures will be catalogued and catalogues fur-

nished free to all members.
The headquarters will be the Hotel Walton.
Wednesday, July 24th is to be known as "Atlantic

City Day" and complimentary tickets will be furnished

to all members of the Association through the treas-

urer's office. These tickets will include transportation

and return, luncheon, bathing, admission to pier and

other entertainments.

A special feature of the Convention will be an ex-

hibition of pictures from foreign countries, and Clarence

M. Hayes was selected as special commissioner to

collect the exhibits.

The Board decided to continue the publication

of the Association Record, which will contain the

complete proceedings of the 1912 P. A. of A. con-

vention and congress, together with the revised consti-

tution and complete list of membership.
The book will be profusely illustrated and the

pictures will be selected by a jury from the photo-

graphs on exhibition at the 1912 convention, and this

Annual will be mailed to every member within thirty

days of the close of the convention.

10
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Latitude— Theoretical and Applied

PHOTOGRAPHICALLY, latitude is a term used

to indicate the amount of liberty permissible in

the manipulation of some given medium. With
reference to developing out paper it is usually taken to

indicate the amount of variation in exposure consistent

with good results. Undoubtedly it is a strong factor

making for or against the workability" of a printing

medium, especially where daylight with its ever-varying

intensity is used as the illuminant, or where uncertain

methods of timing are employed; but before depending
on this quality in whatever paper is used, it is advisable

to ascertain, approximately at least, how much latitude

it possesses.

Not infrequently, in calling on the various studios, I

find the prints not fully up to standard, in that there

will be prints of varying quality from one negative.

Some will be correct, others will be weak and lacking

in vigor due to undertiming, while others will be heavy
and choked in the shadows due to overtiming. Almost
without exception these effects can be traced to ' 'guess-

ing" at the exposure, and synonymous with guessing

is the word carelessness," for which there is no
adequate excuse.

When these things are pointed out we are apt to be

met with the reply that the latitude of the paper should

take care of these errors in timing; and, up to a certain

point, we agree with that view, but I particularly desire

to emphasize the difference between using latitude and
abusing it.

In this connection it is important to bear in mind
that there is a distinction between theoretical and
actual latitude—in other words, between promise and
performance.

Cyko paper has actual latitude. It won't perform

miracles, but at the end of a day' s printing, it will have

11



Portrait
taken care of all reasonable errors in timing, and
yielded an uniformly excellent lot of prints showing
positively every quality of the negatives. It is not nec-

essary to take anyone' s word for it—the proof of the

pudding is the eating, and the paper that will, with

absolute certainty and uniformity, yield the best results

from your negatives, Mr. Photographer, in your work-
room, is undoubtedly the one that should recommend
itself to your most serious consideration.

Cyko paper has an unparalleled record of consistent

performance, and is recognized and used by the most
critical and discriminating men in the profession—men
who must have absolute quality regardless of price, and
you may be sure they have adopted Cyko only after

critical comparison with all other papers. In conclusion

I will add that in their workrooms we do not find much
"guessing." They time their prints with care and
precision, preferring to use the latitude of Cyko paper,

rather than abuse it.

(Signed) E. M. St. Claire,
Pacific Cykologist.

Illinois Photographers' Association

The executive board of the above association met
recently at Springfield and completed arrangements for

the thirteenth Annual Convention which it was decided

to hold at Rockford on May 14, 15 and 16. The
committee cut the Convention days to three instead of

four as in previous years, and will endeavor to have all

meetings and demonstrations start and stop at the proper

time, and to that end appointed first vice-president

Venard as marshal, with full authority to see that the

program is strictly adhered to. Full particulars will be

furnished on request by Secretary R. H. Hostetler,

Ottawa, 111.

12
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Cykologist J. W. Haines Writes on Water

Conditions in Texas

Ansco Company, January 17, 1912.
Binghamton, N. Y.

Gentlemen

:

While I haven't the least doubt but that
the formulas published by you are the very best that
could be gotten out, yet my experience in Texas has
taught me that unless a demonstrator is able to change
the formula to suit the water conditions, he is up
against a hard proposition. The water conditions
change in this State from a pure sparkling water to a
strong lime alkali water. In some places the water is
heavily charged with carbonate of soda. In cases of
this kind I change the formula somewhat by using
an increase of metol and sulphite, decreasing the
hydrochinon and carbonate. In other places I also add
six drops of nitric acid to forty ounces of developer
always using three drops of a saturated solution of
bromide crystals to each ounce of developer. The fol-
owing formula is the one I use in cases where I find
lime or carbonate in the water.

Water 40 ozs .

Metol 20 gr.
Sodium Sulphite \ oz
Hydrochinon 30 gr .

Sodium Carbonate ± oz
Potassium Bromide (saturated solution) 120 drops.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) J. W. Haines.

[If photographers would always use boiled or distil-
led water in mixing their developers there would be less
trouble in obtaining the desired results. Another point
that is of paramount importance is the use of pure
chemicals.

—

Ed.]

13
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

MR. F. W. HORNBAKER of Scranton, Pa.,

whose portrait is reproduced on this month's
cover, is a Pennsylvania boy, and has worked

his way up from the bottom rung of the ladder, his

photographic education commencing in the printing

room. He was associated with many of the best pho-
tographers in the country until in 1891 he purchased

the studio of C. L. Griffin.

Mr. Hornbaker is a sincere believer in the educational

value of conventions, and the Anthracite Section No. 4

of the Photographers' Association of Pennsylvania

owes a great deal to Mr. Hornbaker' s enthusiasm and
work, as he is a regular attendant at all meetings and
is ever willing to impart knowledge to his confreres.

Personally Mr. Hornbaker is of a retiring disposition,

mode>ty playing an important part in his makeup. He
is held in the greatest esteem by his brother photog-

raphers and enjoys the popularity that a good fellow

always commands.

Words of Praise from Canada

Professional Cyko is rapidly replacing platinum

and other printing-out papers in Canada, as it has in

this country, although attempts by other developing

papers to stem the tide were futile. It is evident that

our Canadian cousins know a good thing when they

see it.

Peterborough, Ont., Canada.
Ansco Company, January 8, 1912.

Binghamton, N. Y.
Dear sirs :

To Cyko I wish a most prosperous New Year. It has
been one of my greatest pleasures to deliver prints on Cyko,
and the most thankful job I know of is Cyko printing.

Yours truly,

(Signed) Louis Mendel.

14
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CYKO PAPER
Made in four Grades and five Surfaces

follows :

Grades

Contrast Cyko (Blue Label)

For Weak Negatives.

Normal Cyko (Yellow Label)

For Average Negatives.

Soft Cyko (Red Label)

For Contrasty Negatives, also

Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

Intended for Studio Portraiture

and is absolutely distinct from
the other grades.

Surfaces
In all Grades

No.2. Semi-Matte - Single and Double Weight
( Dead Matte Surface - No Luster.)

No. 3. Glossy - - Single and Double Weight

(Very High Gloss.)

No. 5. Plat - - - Single and Double Weight
(Original Platinum surface with slight

imperceptible grain - dead matte.)

No. 6. Studio - - Single and Double Weight
( Smooth surface with slight sheen.)

India tint stock with slight grain simi-

p?u ff
lar to Plat surface. Made only in

double weight, and only in the Soft
and Professional grades.



Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

SIZE

31 x 5i (Cabinet)4x54x6
*4i x 6i
*4f x 6i5x75x86x8

6i x 8i
* 7 x 9

8 x 10

10 x 12

11 x 14
*12 x 16

14 x 17
*16 x 20
*18 x 22
*20 x 24

Regular Weight

Doz.

.15

.15

.20

.25

.25

.30

.35

.45

.50

.55

.70

1.00

1.35

1.70

2.00

2.50
3.00
3.50

Gro.

$1.50
1.50

1.60

2.50
2.50

3.00
3.50
4.50

5.00
6.00
7.00
10.00

14.00

17.50

21.00
28.00
34.00
40.00

Double Weight

Doz. Gro.

$ .25

.25

.25

.30

.30

.35

.40

.50

.60

.65

.80

20
.60

.00

40
,20

4.00
4.80

$2.00
2.00

2.00

3.00
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00

9.00
13.50

17.50

21.50
27.00
36.00
46.00
55.00

Rolls Reg. W. Dbl. W.

10-yd. rolls (25 in. wide
10-ft. rolls (25 in. wide

*5-yd. rolls (25 in. wide

)

)

$5.00
2.00

2.75

$6.00
2.25

) 3.25

Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate per 1000

3i x 5i
* 31 x 11

$ .15

.35

$1.50
3.40

$ 7.00
15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our
regular heading and trade-mark. No charge for im-
printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller
quantities $1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50c. for

each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders

accepted for less than one thousand.
* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the

factory.
Post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.



Crisp, Sparkling Negatives

full of detail, depth and gradation are
only possible with plates that are rich

in silver, pure in chemicals and perfect

in emulsion. HAMMER PLATES
are all these and more. That's why
they hold the record of efficiency over
all others.

For extreme speed and quality use
Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red
label) or Extra Fast (blue label) plates.

For best rendering of color values
use Hammer's Orthochromatic Plates.

Hammer's little book, "A Short Talk
on Negative Making" mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

129-131 West Twenty-second Street

New York City
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Portland, Ore.
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CYRO
Sooner or Later

The motto of the GYKO factory is:

"Quality wins in the end 11

The rules:

Employ the best men.
Use the best materials.

Spare no efforts.

Produce the highest quality at

any cost.

Try GYKO every day against

every other brand on the market.

CYKO must continue to beat

them all!

CYKO meets price

raising quality.

For every dollar skimped by competitors
to lower prices, the GYKO factory spends
two dollars to raise quality.

Other papers cannot catch up with
GYKO. They are traveling in opposite
directions.

Ansco Company
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Firelight Effects

SOME time ago when Mr. Leroy Kellogg, of Den-
ver, exhibited a number of beautiful prints show-
ing firelight effects, the photographic fraternity

displayed much interest in the probable methods em-
ployed in their production, and the Ansco Company
received many enquiries as to how they were made,
the enquiries being addressed to them presumably on
account of the prints being made on Professional
Cyko paper.

Mr. Kellogg, with characteristic unselfishness, has

decided to give his brother photographers the benefit of

his experience, and the following communication from
Cykologist Harry N. Walter contains full instructions

as to how these firelight effects may be obtained.

"A short time ago I called on Mr. Leroy Kellogg, of

Denver, and the subject came up about 'firelight effects,'

and Mr. Kellogg said he had made a great many sittings

in 'firelight' studies.

"Some seven or eight years ago he conceived the

idea of obtaining these effects, and set about to find a
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practicable method to obtain the desired results. After

experimenting with flashlights for several months, and
with repeated failures, he found that method impractic-

able for the reason that one could not see the subject

on the ground- glass and the expression of the eyes and
face were unnatural on account of the flash.

"Experiments were then made with ordinary day-

light, using a window and a mirror, and this was found

to meet all requirements and to be just as practicable

and as easily worked as the average skylight. In order

to make the effect more real he had a cabinet-maker

construct a mantel, and placing it before an ordinary

window, arranged therein a set of adjustable mirrors in

such a manner as to collect the light, thereby intensify-

ing it and in turn throwing it upward and outward at the

desired angle. Around the mantel he arranged a screen

and accessories so as to obtain a homelike appearance.

Further experiments were made, using an arc and
Cooper-Hewitt lights, and they were found to be equally

satisfactory.

"He then compounded a solution known as 'firetone,'

with just enough red and yellow to make a soft firetone

effect, and after toning a few prints and placing them
in the display case he found a great demand for this

class of work. It became so popular that he applied

for a patent and it was granted October 4, 1911.

"Mr. Kellogg says that he has found Cyko Plat the

best paper for this kind of work.

"The 'firetone' solution can be obtained from any of

the independent stock houses."

The firetone solution used in connection with Cyko
prints gives a very realistic firelight effect, and this

chemical compound—the invention of Mr. Kellogg,

may be obtained from any photographic stock house.
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The Southern Convention

THE second annual session of the Southern Pho-

tographic Show and Convention will be held in

the Auditorium, Atlanta, Ga. , on June 4, 5 and 6.

The success of this convention last year stamped it as

second in importance to the National, and this year so

many new ideas are to be demonstrated and shown,
that the attendance should exceed the thousand mark.

It is well to remember that all of the three days are

taken up with practical and instructive demonstrations

and lectures, and no time is necessarily taken up with

discussion of by-laws or election of officers—in fact, the

cocoanut is all meat.

Last year's convention was held in the Taft Hall,

with a seating capacity of one thousand. This year the

main auditorium has been engaged, which will seat

eight thousand people. This immense space will be

given up to the manufacturers who will display their

latest goods, and all demonstrations will be held in the

Taft Hall, which will prevent any over-crowding, and
contribute to the personal comfort of attending photog-

raphers.

Demonstrators and lecturers of national reputation

will be specially engaged for the convention, and they

will all deliver goods that are absolutely new.

A number of beautiful solid silver loving cups will be

awarded, and the classes are so numerous that every

professional photographer will have a chance of winning

a prize. Full particulars will soon be published and
further details may be obtained from the Southern Photo-

Material Company, 22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.
In addition to the photographs entered in the com-

petition classes there will be a collection of exhibits

from southern photographers which will be displayed

on a separate screen.



Portrait

Cyko portrait by George H. Hastings, Haverhill, M:
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Backing Glossy Cyko with Cloth

FOR the benefit of those readers of Portrait who
have occasion to back prints with cloth we repro-

duce three letters bearing on the subject from
which they may profit.

Irvington, N. J., February 12, 1912.

Ansco Company,
Binghamton, N. Y.,

Gentlemen:
I have been using your Cyko No. 3, yellow label

paper, size 8 x 10, for a large number of my orders, some of

which I have mounted on cloth, and these same cloth-

mounted prints have a very bad tendency to curl, even after

being dried and flattened out between rollers. I have re-

ceived a number of complaints on that account, and, as the
paper gives first class satisfaction otherwise, I do not like to

make a change.
Now if you can advise me how to prevent such curling,

or if any special grade of paste is used to prevent it, I would
be very glad to hear from you in regard to same.

Yours truly,

(Signed) Adolph Patzier.

Our Reply

Binghamton, N. Y., February 16, 1912.

Mr. Adolph Patzier,

395 Grove St.,

Irvington, N. J.

Dear sir:

Your favor of the 12th inst. duly received and we
would suggest that in mounting your prints on cloth that you
dampen the cloth before applying the paste. Any good
photo mountant should answer the purpose, and in our sample
print department we never have any trouble regarding the
prints curling.

We would be glad to hear from you further in the matter,
and assuring you of our appreciation of your enquiry, we are

Very truly yours,

Ansco Company.
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Irvington, N. J., February 26, 1912.

Ansco Company,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
In reply to your letter of the 16th inst. would say

that your suggestion, in regard to the mounting of prints on
cloth, was tried out by myself and I find same a success and
have no further trouble in that respect.

I find that your Cyko No. 3 is the best paper on the
market for high-grade commercial work and I will, hereafter,
use no other.

Wishing you further success, I remain
Yours truly,

(Signed) Adolph Patzier.

Uniform Sepias

UNIFORMITY is important to the photographer

and he should be in a position at all times to

produce prints of the same tone and quality as

the original prints from the same negative. Repeat
orders should be a good percentage of the returns of a

gallery, and the most certain method is to use Pro-
fessional Cyko and the Anthony hypo-alum bath. You
cannot only depend on supplying a dozen prints all of

the same tone, but you can duplicate the prints at any

future time by adhering to the instructions contained

in the Professional Cyko Pointer, or the article

above mentioned. There is no more disconcerting

episode than to have a customer re' urn prints from a

repeat order on account of their being different in tone

and quality to prints made at the time the original order

was given.

The Cyko hypo-alum method is simple and inex-

pensive. The bath may be used either hot or cold,

which makes this process convenient, and the certainty

adds to the photographer's reputation.

If a double heater is used, the prints require no at-

tention during toning, and as soon as all the particles of

metallic silver has been converted to silver sulphide,

the chemical action stops.

7



'Portrait
One of Many Regarding Ansco Film

CONTINUALLY ENGAGED IN PHOTOGRAPHY IN GETTYSBURG SINCE IULY. ISO

Higk CU» Photography in ^ > ft TIPTON
M it, Br.nchrs - From

Miniature to Lile Siit The Battlefield Photographer and P.

U>toD,.r Eii«t,
20 and 22 Chambersburg Stre

Publiiher oi V*i Photograph*,

Gu.d< Boom. Albums. Posl

L"li Si:« The Battlefield Photographer and Publisher Ci.d,. Map. Lan.

inn Slides. Etc

GETTYSBURG, PA„ Fe1>. 12th, 1912

Ansc o Company

Binghamton, N.Y.

Gentlemen:

Under separate cover I am sending

you three Ansco film negatives made May 12th,

1911 on films upon which the guarantee ex-

pired March 1st, 1908. They were developed

with M Q Developer in the ordinary way, ex-

cept that the Carbonate was added in small

quantities as the development progressed.

I saw my old friend, LeRue letter

make successful 20 x 24 negati ve on a Ham-

mer Plate in 1897 that was over three years

old, but I have never heard of films that

would hold up so long.

After making any use of them you

desire, return to

Fours truly

jjgffiS^fe-,
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Portrait
Interesting Letter from Cykologist Devenny

Toledo, Ohio, January 26, 1912.

Ansco Company,
Binghamton, N. Y.

To the Editor of Portrait:

Just a few words to my professional brothers in the

ranks as to what Professional Cyko is doing. Page
after page has been written about photography and its

many changeable processes, its successes and failures.

The professional and amateur alike have pushed their

vitriolic pen in criticism of this much abused profession;

but we all have our notions as to what constitutes a true

and masterful representation of photographic art. Many
of the profession have no doubt listened to some very

eloquent discourses on just how to do this and that, by

way of manipulating lights and shadows, with the light

controller here, and the head screen there, and the soft

rays of light directed nicely around and over the subject

blending, as it were, one joyful inspiration in com-
position, a laying of the foundation upon which to

build the positive.

The writer is a firm believer in light, for negative

making intelligently handled (strange, isn't it?). Yet
when you stop to think it over, judging from some of

the so-called high art stuff we see around, one must
naturally come to the conclusion the negatives were
made in the gloomy gloom. Bright sunshine in some
localities is indispensable, although artificial lighting is

now superseding daylight in many of the well-equipped

and modern studios with very good results.

Gracefully posed subjects in portrait, and nicely bal-

anced effects in landscapes and commercial work,

softly lighted and fully timed, with proper develop-

ment, and printed on Professional Cyko paper will

bring real, genuine joy and gladness to the hearts of

struggling photographers.

10
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Professional Cyko has great latitude and responds

gently to the simplest form of a developer, yielding the

richest and most pleasing prints in black-and-white, or

the much favored sepias. Thousands of photographers

over this great land of ours attest to its superior qualities,

and thousands more proclaim Professional Cyko
paper the greatest medal winner they ever used—medals

that have a value, made in Uncle Sam's mint, the

medals that pay for good photographs, that are worth

one hundred cents on a dollar, the medals that count

for you and,

Yours truly, The Cykologist,

Charles H. Devenny.

The Canadian National Convention

President T. J. Leatherdale has sent out a reminder
that the annual convention of the Photographers'

Association of Canada will be held in Toronto on
July 10th and 11th.

All members of the association are requested to send

a few prints, especially as the entire exhibit will be hung
at the Canadian National Exhibition, the attendance at

which, last year, was nearly a million.

In addition to the members' exhibit there will be a

loan collection of work from the leading American
photographers.

A meeting of the executive board was held on Feb-
ruary 8, and the officers formulated their plans for a

record breaking convention. The photographers in

Montreal promise to turn out in large numbers, and a

good delegation from the neighboring provinces is

assured.

The officers of the Association are : T. J. Leather-

dale, president; F. L. Roy, first vice-president; J. A.
Homier, second vice-president; U. A. Couse, third

vice-president; Walt Dickson, treasurer; C. B.Willson,

secretary.
11



Portrait
Useful Pointer on Printing from

'

' Cast- iron
'

' Negatives

MANY times in the past few months I have been
asked the question, "how to make a soft print

full of detail from a hard negative?

If each enquiring photographer had read the article

written by Mr. S. E. Surdam which was published in

the April issue of Portrait, 1911, they would have
known how to obtain the required result.

The main reason for photographers failing to get

good prints from different classes of negatives is their

lack of interest in articles written for their special ben-
efit in Portrait, which I know is published at a great

deal of trouble and expense for the benefit of the pro-

fessional photographer.

A careful reading of this instructive booklet, mixed
with a little gray matter, would enable all users of Cyko
to obtain any result desired.

I wish to particularly call their attention to the fact

that these articles are written by men with years of study

and experience, and all these valuable lessons are plainly

written so that "He who runs may read."

(Signed) J. W. Haines.

[The method referred to above is to wash the print

in water (before developing) for thirty seconds or a

minute. The result is a soft, well-balanced picture

—

even from an extremely harsh negative.

The professional department of the Ansco Company
is always ready and willing to give advice to the photo-

graphic fraternity on subjects appertaining to the pro-

fession, and any communications sent to that depart-

ment will receive prompt attention.

—

Ed.]

12
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Weights

THE Avoirdupois system of weight should be used

in compounding solutions as per our photo-

graphic formulae.

All photographic chemicals are bought and sold by

this weight. Apothecary weight is a different system and
an ounce Apothecary weight is not the same as an ounce
Avoirdupois.

The grain is a unit and the same in both systems.

The subdivisions of an ounce Avoirdupois are grains

and drachms.

The subdivisions of an ounce Apothecary are grains,

scruples and drachms.

The convenience of Apothecary weight when a

small amount of chemical is to be weighed has led to

its use in connection with photographic formulae and
has caused much confusion.

This mixed set of weights will be found convenient

if the drachm and scruple are used as equivalents for

grains.

The most convenient weights to use in the Apothe-
cary system are 1 gr. , 2 gr. ,5 gr. , \ scruple, 1 scruple,

1 drachm, 2 drachms and 3 drachms, and \ oz. , 1 oz.

,

2 oz. , weights in Avoirdupois.

1 scruple = 10 grains

1 " =20
2 " =40
1 drachm = 60

2
"

120
3

"
180

All Ansco formulae are given in Avoirdupois and
should be mixed accordingly, being written in grains

and ounces.

A good pair of scales with a convenient set of

weights will add quality to your work if you use them
properly.

13
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Our Cover Portrait and the Halt of Fame

INDEFATIGABLE is the word that aptly applies

to the subject of our cover portrait in this issue.

The indefatigable one is known in private life as

George H. Hastings and he makes pictures—and good
ones at that—in Haverhill, Mass.

Mr. Hastings started his career in the photographic

profession in St. Johnsbury, Vt. , but this limited field

not harmonizing with his ambitious desire to reach the

head of his profession, he accepted a position with

A. N. Hardy, of Boston, Mass., who at that time was
one of the leading photographers of New England.

Sometime afterwards Mr. Hastings formed a partner-

ship with the late Ernest F. Ritz, and under the style of

Ritz & Hastings established an enviable reputation for

high-grade work. Mr. Hastings' love of labor, how-
ever, is still more apparent by his record in connection

with the National and New England Associations.

He originated the latter association and has actually

held the secretaryship for sixteen years ! He has served

as president of the P. A. of A. and has been a prolific

medal-winner, capturing awards at Washington, D. C.

,

St. Louis, Boston, etc.

Notwithstanding Mr. Hastings' labors in the interest

of the New England Association he keeps his eye on
his business, which is exemplified by the fact that he

uses Professional Cyko and was one of the first

photographers to see the wonderful possibilities of

Cyko Linen.

There are few men in tne photographic profession

more extensively known than the urbane secretary of

the P. A. of N. E., and all who know him are charmed
by his geniality.

14



NOKO
A Good Developing Paper at a Low Price

Made in one grade only, of medium speed and
for soft effects; in two surfaces as follows:

Surface A (Semi-Gloss). Surface B (Glossy).

PRICE
SINGLE WEIGHT DOUBLE WEIGHT
IDoz. 2Doz. 4 Gro. Gross SIZE IDoz. 2Doz. 4 Gro. Gross

$ .20 $ .75 2ix2i $ .25 $ .95

.20 .75 2Jx3i .25 .95

.20 .75 2\ x 34 .25 .95

.20 .90 2ix4| .25 1.15

.20 .90 3 x4 .25 1.15

.20 .90 34x34 .25 1.15

.20 .90 3ix4i .25 1.15

.25 1.00 2^x7 .35 1.25

.25 1.00 3ix5i .35 1.25

.25 1.00 31x6 .35 1.25

.25 1.00 4 x5 .35 1.25

$ .15 1.00 38x64 $.20 1.25

.15 1.00 Zl x 54 Cab. .20 1.25

.15 1.00 3i x5| .20 1.25

.15 1.00 4 x6 .20 1.25

.15 1.35 4ix6i .20 1.70

.20 $ .95 1.75 5x7 .25 $1.20 2.20

.25 1.10 2.00 5 x8 .35 1.40 2.50

.25 1.10 2.00 34 x 12 .35 1.40 2.50

.25 1.10 2.00 54x7f .35 1.40 2.50

.25 1.40 2.50 6 x8 .35 1.75 3.15

.30 1.55 2.75 64x84 .40
!

1.95 3.45

.35 1.65 3.00 7 x9 .45 1 2.10 3.75

.40 1.95 3.50 74x94 .50 2.45 4.40

.40 2.20 4.00 8 xlO .50 ! 2.75 5.00

.50 2.90 5.25 9 xll .65 3.65 6.60

.60 3.60 6.50 10 xl2 .75 4.50 8.15

.80 4.40 8.00 11 xl4 1.00
I

5.50 10.00
1.20 !>.(,(! 12.00 14 xl7 1.50 8.25 15.00

1.60 9.10 16.50 16 x20 2.00 11.40 20.65
2.00 11.55 21.00 18 x22 2.50 1 14.45 26.25
2.40 13.75 25.00 20 x24 3.00 !

17.20 31.25

ROLLS REG. WT. DBL. WT.
10 yard rolls (25 inches wide) - - - -

10 foot rolls (25 inches wide) - - - -

$3.00
1.00

$3.75
1.25

ROLLS- For Cirkut Camera Negatives- Single and Double Wts.

SINGLE WEIGHT DOUBLE WEIGHT
6 in. 64 in.' 8 in. 1 10 in. 1 16 in.

|

6 in. 64 in. 8 in. 10 in. 16 in.

$ .60|$ .65$ .75!$ .95 $1.50
1.20 1.30 1.50 1.90 3.00

2.401 2.60 3.00 3.80 6.00

25 ft.

50 ft.

100 ft.

$ .75

1.50

3.00

$ .80

1.60

3.20

$ .90

1.80

3.60

$1.15
2.30

4.60

$1.80
3.60

7.20

Noko Post Cards
$ .15, 2 Doz: $ .25, 4 gro: $ .75, Gross:

5000 f. o. b. factory: $25.00
$1.35, 500: $3.50



Professional Cyko (Brown Label)

SIZE

31 x 51 (Cabinet) __4x54x6
* 4i x 61
* 4f x 615x75x86x8

61 x 81
* 7 x 9

8 x 10

10 x 12

11 x 14

*12 x 16

14 x 17

*16 x 20
*18 x 22
*20 x 24

Rolls

10-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)
10-ft. rolls (25 in. wide)

*5-yd. rolls (25 in. wide)

Regular Weight

Doz.

.15

.15

.20

.25

.25

.30

.35

.45

.50

.55

.70

1.00

1.35

1.70

2.00

2.50
3.00
3.50

Gro.

$1.50
1.50

1.60

2.50

2.50

3.00
3.50
4.50

5.00
6.00
7.00
10.00

14.00

17.50

21.00
28.00
34.00
40.00

Double Weight

Doz.

& .25

.25

.25

.30

.30

.35

.40

.50

.60

.65

.80

1.20

1.60

2.00
2.40

3.20
4.00
4.80

Gro.

$2.00
2.00
2.00

3.00
3.00
3.50
4.00

5.00
6.00
7.00
9.00
13.50

17.50
21.50
27.00
36.00
46.00

55.00

Reg. w. Dbl. W.

55.00

2.00

2.75

$6.00
2.25

3.25

Post Cards Professional (Brown Label)

SIZE Doz. Gro. Special Net Rate per 1000

31 x 51
* 31 x 11

$ .15

.35

$1.50
3.40

$ 7.00
15.85

Price of Imprint

All specially printed post cards must have our
regular heading and trade-mark. No charge for im-

printing 5,000 cards or more on each order. Smaller
quantities $1.50 extra for first thousand, and 50c. for

each succeeding thousand on each order. No orders

accepted for less than one thousand.

* These sizes not carried in stock at branch offices, only at the

factory.
Post cards in bulk are packed in boxes of 500 cards each.



Strength and Delicacy

The strength that comes from contrast
of crisp, sparkling high lights and rich,

full shadows and the delicacy of half

tones and modeling between, make
HAMMER PLATES unequaled for

all-round field or studio work.

Hammer's Special Extra Fast ( red
label) and Extra Fast (blue label)

Plates are best for general purposes,
while Hammer's Orthochromatic Plates
give finest possible results in color

photography.

Hammer's little book, "A Short Talk
on Negative Making" mailed free.

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

129 131 West Twenty-second Street

New York City



Our Branch Offices,

Wholesale Distributors,

and Where Located

ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco Bldg., 129-131 W. Twenty-second Street,

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY
228 East Fifth Avenue,

Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY
407 North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
416 Third Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.

ANSCO COMPANY
171-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY
70 Bond Street, Toronto, Ont.

ANSCO, LIMITED
143-149 Great Portland Street,

London, W., England

BURKE & JAMES
240-258 E. Ontario St., Chicago

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.
22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
1011 Capitol Avenue, Houston, Texas

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Ore.
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